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ON THE COVER — Linebacker Nick Holt in action against Cal (Photo by Rich Sepuiveda)
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SCOUTING REPORT
Tigers, 19 Seniors, Close Out '84 Campaign Against Spartans
The scene is a jubilant University of
the Pacific lockerroom in Fresno,
California. The Tigers have just beaten
Fresno State 24-6 in one of the biggest
Tiger victories in a while. Head Football
Coach Bob Cope is standing outside
taking questions from members of the
media, talking about his football
program and how it is headed in the
direction he wants it to be heading.
"I said when I came here that our
football program would be headed in
the right direction when we beat the
Fresno States and San Jose States, and
I say that in respect for Jim Sweeney
and Claude Gilbert," said Cope. "If
we're competitive with those two year
in and year out, we'll be competitive in
this conference."
The Tigers made a positive turn with
Saturday's big victory over the
Bulldogs. Tonight they attempt to com
plete the successful navigation of the
program as the talented San Jose State
Spartans come into Pacific Memorial
Stadium in the season finale for both
teams.
At stake for the Tigers is an oppor
tunity to end the 1984 campaign on a
doubly positive note and equal their
best record in five years. In Cope's long
range scheme for the football program,
UOP's progress has been better than he
says he could have dreamed. A win
tonight would make some bigger
dreams come true.
"I said at the beginning of the year
there wasn't anybody on our schedule
we couldn't beat and there isn't
anybody that couldn't beat us," said
Cope of this year's schedule, one which
he predicted would produce a dogfight
each time out. "I think it's indicative of
the progress in our football program.
It's been a long time since you could
say a UOP football team had a chance
to win in nine of 10 games in a season,
which is what we've had.
"I'm more convinced than ever in our
ability to produce a successful football
program here," continued Cope,
echoing a theme he has touched on
throughout the year. I'm convinced of
the commitment of our Board of Regenand our president. I'm convinced
because of the support of our athletic
director. I'm convinced because of the
support of our fans and the people in
Stockton and I'm convinced because of
a group of kids who know how good
they want to be and know how hard
they have to work to get there."
In San Jose State the Tigers face
what Cope accurately calls one of the
best teams in the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association in this late stage of the
season. A team that has improved with
each game, the Spartans bring a 5-5

record into tonight's contest, with an
impressive 4-2 PCAA record.
The win at Fresno ended a threegame losing streak for UOP and put a
very bright note on what had been a test
of Tiger morale. What won for them in
Fresno is what they will need tonight
against San Jose State, an outstanding
defensive effort, coupled with a con
tinued offensive attack featuring big
plays and consistency. All three could
be found in abundance for UOP Satur
day.

MICHAEL SCOTT, ONE OF 19 SENIORS PLAYING
THEIR FINAL GAME TONIGHT.

The defense certainly highlighted the
win Saturday, led by a staggering nine
sacks against Kevin Sweeney, the
nation's 16th ranked passer going into
the game. The UOP staff made some ad
justments in the Tiger pass rush,
utilizing outside linebacker Sheldon
Mackenzie in a pass-rush role, and the
strategy paid off. Also contributing was
a stellar performance from the UOP
secondary, which blanketed Bulldog
receivers and helped limit the Bulldog
passing offense, ranked eighth in the
nation going in, to only 229 yards.
Offensively, the Tiger ground game
figures once again to be a pivotal part
of the UOP game plan. With James
Mackey spending much of the game on
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the bench with a slight hip-pointer last
week, Ron Thornton stepped in to rush
for a career high 126 yards on 31
carries, adding once again to the balan
ce in the running arsenal. Thornton also
added a 51-yard touchdown romp from a
Paul Berner swing pass to his list of
contributions in the game. Mackey is
expected back tonight and both run
ners, along with freshman Anthony
Simien, will be key figures.
Quarterback Paul Berner works his
last game at Pacific, along with 18 other
seniors, and looks to go out on a
positive note. Berner completed but six
of 19 passes, but the statistic was
deceiving since three of those passes
went for 51 yards (a touchdown to Ron
Thornton), 47 yards (to wide receiver
Gene Thomas) and 56 yards to wide
receiver Michael Scott. Berner currently
has 4,696 yards passing in his two
seasons at Pacific.
Among the 19 seniors making their
final appearance tonight are several key
players whom the Tigers certainly will
miss. Virtually every senior has made a
significant contribution this year, most
of them are starters or regulars.
"I look at our seniors as pioneers,"
says Cope. "Sometimes the pioneers
suffer through the hard times, while
others come later to reap the benefits.
We cannot measure the hard work, the
committment and the changes that the
seniors have contributed to the
program."
Perhaps no reference to this matchup
or this series in future years will go
without a mention of the now infamous
last-second 30-26 win for the Tigers in
San Jose last year. Tiger fans will not
soon forget the desperation heave by
quarterback Mike Pitz finding its way in
to the hands of wide receiver Ron
Woods and Woods scampering into the
end zone for an unbelievable 85 yard
touchdown for the win.
The curtain comes down on Tiger
football for 1984 at the conclusion of
tonight's game, ending a season that
was as challenging as Head Coach Bob
Cope predicted. Repeatedly, Cope said
this team's goal was to get into the
fourth quarter of each game on the
schedule with a chance to win. With
one exception, the Tigers reached that
goal. For that reason, Cope is optimistic
and encouraged.
"Our football team learned a lot about
what it takes to win and the sacrifice
involved," said Cope. "They learned
how narrow the margin is between win
ning and losing and how great a price
there is to close that margin."
The UOP athletic department, Head
Coach Bob Cope, his staff and team
thank all Tiger fans for their support
during the 1984 season.
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financial services.
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KNOW WHAT?
"If you go to my
grandpa's place
and see my
uncle Frank,
he'll save you
a lot of money."

Fred
Tozi
Eric Halvorson

Bob Cope, who became University
of the Pacific's 14th head football
coach in December 1982, was a
fixture in the collegiate football ranks
for some 20 years as an assistant
coach before coming to UOP and
laying the foundation for what
should prove to be a successful
program in the near future.
Cope, 47, spent four years in the
early '70's (1972-75) as an assistant
coach at Pacific under Chester
Caddas and is intimately familiar
with the University's role in the
community and its station as the
only private institution in the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association. Upon
being named mentor, he was gen
uinely excited about returning to
Stockton for his first head coaching
assignment.
"I've always said that this was a
head coaching job I'd want if I could
get it," says Cope. "I'm excited about
the opportunities here and don't
think they've ever been greater."

fifth nationally against the run in
1972 and seventh in scoring a year
later. A 1961 graduate of CarsonNewman College (Jefferson City, TN),
Cope was the defensive coordinator
at Purdue in 1982, where he also
handled the secondary. He spent

"As much as I love this University,
if I didn't think we could win, I
wouldn't have come back.
Cope knew about winning his first
time at Pacific as the Tigers com
piled a 26-16-2 record and back-toback seasons of 8-3 and 7-2-1 in
1973. The foundation of those'teams
was Cope's (served as defensive
coordinator and assistant head
coach) defensive unit, which ranked

Head Coach Bob Cope
the 1981 season as the defensive
coordinator at Mississippi after
tutoring the secondary for four
seasons (1977-80) at Arkansas under
Lou Holtz.
While Cope was in Arkansas, the
Razorbacks put together a 37-10-2
slate and went to four bowl games,
including the 1977 Orange Bowl,

where they upset Oklahoma to cap
an 11-1 year.
Between his four-year stays at
Pacific and Arkansas, Cope was the
defensive line coach for Ron Meyer,
(now head coach for the New England
Patriots), at Southern Methodist.
He got his start in the collegiate
coaching circles at Vanderbilt in
1964 and spent eight years at the
Southeast Conference school in a
variety of roles before joining Caddas
at UOP.
Cope got his start in the coaching
ranks at Hammond High School (VA)
in 1961 and that team registered a
9-1 record. The next two years were
spent as defensive coordinator at
Morristown High School (TN). Morristown rolled up a 19-1-2 ledger while
winning a pair of loop crowns.
Cope enjoyed a successful play
ing career as well at Carson-Newman
as he was a four year letterwinner
as a two-way player (center and line
backer) and a Small College AllAmerican in 1960. In high school
(Chattanooga Central), he played on
three state championship teams
before earning All-Mid South honors
at Notre Dame Prep school prior to
attending Carson-Newman.
A native of Chattanooga, TN, he
received his Masters from George
Peabody College (Nashville, TN) in
1965, He and his wife Jimmie Ruth,
have an 11-year old daughter, Susan
Kimberly.

COACHING STAFF

PROSPECT MOTORS, INC.
JACKSON, CA
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Frank Halvorson
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1984 UOP FOOTBALL COACHING STAFF: Front Row (l-r): Steve Towne (running backs, quarterbacks); Frank Carido (asst. offensive line); Bob Cope (head
coach)- Larry Heller (statistics); Cliff Dochtermann (administrative asst.); Gary Scott (receivers). Back Row (l-r): Tom Nolen (defensive asst.); Ed Sowash
(offensive coordinator offensive line); Kirk Harmon (linebackers); Bill McQueary (defensive coordinator, defensive line), Ed Donatell (secondary).
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Introducing LA brand from
Anheuser-Busch.

PLAYERS

A premium pilsner beer with
one slight difference.

All the taste
of our regular beers.

90 JIM BANNOWSKY
Defensive Tackle

14 PAUL BERNER
Quarterback

49 PETE BUDLONG
Linebacker

85 TONY CAMP
Tight End

65 JOE CAPPUCCIO
Guard

70 STEVE CLOWER
Guard/Offensive Tackle

15 GENE CONTI
Defensive Back

38 MIKE DANA
Linebacker

33 GREGG DANIEL
Running Back

3 DARRELL DIVINITY
Defensive Back

78 KEVIN FERGUSON
Defensive Tackle

64 RANDY FRANCK
Guard

57 ANDY FRANKS
Defensive Tackle

84 KEVIN FREUDENTHAL
Tight End

63 COLLIS GALLOWAY
Nose Guard

39 DONN GIBBS
Wide Receiver

62 LAMONT GIBSON
Guard

92 ROBERT GOWDY
Defensive Back

6 TERRY BUGGS
Defensive Back

13 MARK CABOT
Placekicker

with only half the alcohol.

LA delivers all the great taste and drinkability
of a premium pilsner beer with only half the alcohol of
our regular beers.
A special, natural brewing process along with the
finest natural ingredients and slow, natural aging pro
duces a beer with less alcohol, that tastes as good as a
regular beer.
From the brim to the bottom of the glass.

For the way UOF lives today, LA.
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PLAYERS

PLAYERS

42 KEVIN GREENE
Defensive Back

32 DEREK GRIFFITHS
Running Back

8 JOHNNY GRIGGS
H-Back

56 CARL HANCOCK
Defensive Tackle/End

17 DAVID HARDCASTLE
Quarterback

74 DENNIS McGOWAN
Center

27 STEVE McMILLEN
Wide Receiver

34 STEVE MICHAELS
Halfback

83 SHELBY MOFFATT
Wide Receiver

24 GREG MURPHY
Quarterback

67 MIKE HAWKINS
Linebacker

1 KURT HEINRICH
Wide Receiver

68 NICK HOLT
Linebacker

23 FRED HURT
Wide Receiver

94 BLAIR KING
Wide Receiver

19 KEN NORGAARD
Placekicker

66 TIM O'KEEFE
Nose Guard

30 BRAD OSBORNE
H-Back

73 GREG PACOS
Guard

16 MIKE PITZ
Quarterback

50 MICHAEL KING
Center

7 MARSHALL LAMPSON
Punter

96 DAMON LANIER
Detensive Tackle

79 FLOYD LAYHER
Offensive Tackle

69 RICHARD LEE
Linebacker

44 JEFF PLUNKETT
Defensive End

37 BOB POWERS
Wide Receiver

4 TOMMY PURVIS
Defensive Back

21 KEN RHOADS
Defensive Back

20 TIM RICHARDSON
Running Back

Tight End

31 SHELDON MACKENZIE
Linebacker

5 JAMES MACKEY
Running Back

11 JIM McCAHILL
Quarterback

12 MARK ROBERTS
Defensive Back

26 DEREK ROGERS
Running Back

99 RICH SARRIS
Defensive End

87 TODD LINCOLN
Halfback

10

11

98 CHRIS SCOTT
Linebacker

PLAYERS

86 MICHAEL SCOTT
Wide Receiver

55 PAT SHANAHAN
Center

10 BOB SHOLLIN
Defensive Back

71 WES SIBOLE
Offensive Tackle

25 ANTHONY SIMIEN
Running Back

48 BURDETTE SLADEK
Tight End

75 DAN SMITH
Defensive Tackle

76 STEVE SMITH
Offensive Tackle

81 GARY STENLUND
Wide Receiver

28 ANDRE STOCKTON
Defensive Back

by Alf Van Hoose, Birmingham News Sports Editor

36 JOE TAYLOR
Defensive End

9 GENE THOMAS
Wide Receiver

89 GREG THOMAS
H-Back

47 KEVIN THOMPSON
Defensive End

2 RON THORNTON
Running Back

51 STUART WIEMERS
Offensive Tackle

29 PAT WEISENSEE
Defensive Back

41 LaSHAWN WELLS
Defensive Back

35 BILL WOLSKY
H-Back

95 JAMES WOODS
Defensive Tackle

u like the British were that night Paul
TIlust
RRevere spotted lanterns in a Boston

church steeple and took a ride: college
lie
football playoffs are coming.
Lightheavyweight and middleweight and
lightweight college football already have them.
They're successful, too. And popular.
The Notre Dames and Southern Cals, the
Alabamas and Oklahomas, the Penn States and
Texases yet hold out.
"But," prophet Frank Broyles, Arkansas ath
letic director keeps shouting, "playoffs are
ahead.
"They are not imminent. They are inevitable."
continued
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T

by Bert Rosenthal, Associated Press

he parades, the floats, the fun, the
excitement, the parties . . . they're all
part of college football's post-season
bowl game extravaganzas.
So also are the perennial arguments of which
team deserves to be No. 1.
It all adds up to the uniqueness of major
college football, the only one of the NCAA's 74
sponsored sports that does not have a
championship game.
Why change it? Why spoil it? Why tamper with
success? What's wrong with being different?
Why have an elimination tournament or play
off and crown an official national champion?
continued on page 4
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According to Broyles, a national foot
ball tournament (as every other cam
pus sport has) "makes too much sense
not to have one."
He cites money, mega-money, as one
reason for his argument.
"But," Broyles goes on, "there is
more than money involved—money
which also should be spread to scores
of schools not participating in the
playoff.
"College football is stagnating. We've
got to progress and keep faith with our
fans.
"Polls show fans want playoffs.
"I offer no format for them. I do know
it's easier to sayyou can't do something
than to attempt to do something.
"I simply say we've got too many
sharp minds in college football not to
come up with a plan which will work."
Lou Holtz, Minnesota coach, has
championed a playoff for years. He has
increasing support among his peers.
The NCAA has begun to seriously
study the 1-A playoffs concept. Sanc
tioning legislation could be before the
1985 convention.
Insiders predict it won't be
approved. Not yet. Custom dies hard,
one knows.
Bowl people are solidly against a
playoff. Most college chief execs and
their faculty reps oppose one because
of academic reasons — the same folks
who cheer basketball classroomtruants for five months.
Many coaches think the regular sea
son is too long already. Player polls
reinforce these notions.
The late Paul Bryant of Alabama
never could solidify his philosophy
about playoffs.
He thought August-to-Jan. 1 football
was aplenty; he wanted no part of any
competition against established bowls
a id he benefitted delightfully from the
system of subjective voting for annual
national championships.
"On the other hand," he'd muse, "it
gripes me no end that after the bowls
we give the stage completely to pro
football. They're competitors.
"Their playoffs knock us out of the
box in publicity during the bowl season
and they hullaboloo their Super Bowl
as the greatest event in sports.
"I'd like to see us move in the ring
against them during that period.
"Also, let's not forget, we could make
some money doing it."
• • •
Having written basics of the playoffs
situation, may the writer testify from
personal experience?

at

Way back, when unpopular Harry
Truman was in the White House, the
Alabama High School Athletics Associa
tion was dug into a stance amazingly
similar to the NCAA about football
playoffs.
A few states had them. A fanatical
minority of Alabama coaches crusaded
for a playoff. They were red-dogged
every year by policy-making principals
and school administrators.
To placate dissent, the AHSAA one
year appointed a committee to investi
gate playoffs in other states and recom
mend a plan for Alabama. The com
mittee, headed by AHSAA executive
director Cliff Harper, completed the
mission.
Its proposed plan was voted down.
To a reporter for The Birmingham News
the AHSAA legislative council then
indulged a brief statement from the
outsider:
"Gentlemen, with or without your
sanction, I think my newspaper can
take this plan, do its points-counting
and award championship trophies."
That's what happened.
Alabama preps were divided into
three competitive classifications. A
team was assigned 10 points for each
victory over a school in its classification
or a higher one, and five points for each
tie.
Additionally, each winner of a game
got a point for each victory during the
year by a defeated opponent and onehalf point for each victory by a tied
opponent.
The mathematics wasn't complex. A
simple card for each team told its story.
For seven years The Birmingham
News recognized state football cham
pions. At the end of the fifth year, the
AHSAA timidly initiated a champion
ship playoff for its smallest schools.

Two years later it went whole hog.
Nearly 30 years later the Supreme Court
couldn't outlaw Alabama high school
playoffs. They're a very popular way of
life.
Is this example analagous to the
NCAA's current situation?
It is. The same academics-length-ofseason-pressure-on-players stuff
which one hears in college circles was
common in Alabama's prep area back
then.
Fears were groundless. Alabama high
schools had no bowls to consider but
an adaption of rules could hurdle that
legitimate college concern.
Treat bowl games as just another
game on a team's card.
That should enhance drama in many
bowls. Each game would be a big-point
match, maybe decisive in determining
the tournament's Big Four.
That's the proper number for
playoffs: four. The tournament should
start, in covered-stadiums, somewhere
in mid-January.
Finals, the College Super Bowl,
should be a week later.
As you can note, the bowl structure
hasn't been disturbed. And, impor
tantly, the semifinalists win their ways
to the playoffs on merit, via what they
did on combat fields, not by popularity.
Victory figures weren't biased,
The Birmingham News discovered.
Schedule-toughness was always im
portant to a champion.
A points-card could be kept by any
one. That increases interest. Millions
could get involved.
As Bryant hoped, with a January foot
ball tournament colleges wouldn't be
forgotten amid Super bowl hoopla.
There are those who believe college
football would be No. 1 during that
period.
®

MAZDA 626 SPORT COUPE.
UNUSUAL PERFORMANCE,
LUXURY, AND VALUE IN
ONE GREAT ROAD CAR.

advanced 2-litre overhead cam
engine that moves you from zero
to 50 in 8 seconds flat. A yearsahead suspension system for
exceptional handling. An interior
spacious enough for five people.
A 6-way adjustable driver's seat.
A stunning list of standard
features..

The word got out fast.
Motor Trend magazine named
the all-new front-wheel-drive
Mazda 626 its 1983 Import
Electronic Variable Shock
Absorbers are controlled by
Car of the Year. Car and
buttons on the dash linked to
Driver said:"The Mazda 626
a solenoid valve atop each
does everything well, and
shock. NORMAL setting pro
vides a softer ride. In AUTO
that makes it the standard
MATIC mode, the front shocks
of comparison in its class
stiffen above 50 mph for
as far as we're concerned."
greater stability at cruising
speed. SPORT, as the name
The public responded
implies, gives you firmer
SpOrt:
Normal:
by making it one of the
damping in all four shocks.
valve closed
valve open
most popular road cars
In truth, the 626 is one road
ever introduced in America
car that permits you to experience
And why not? The innovative
something highly unusual.
626 gives you a lot to like. An
Namely, the performance and
EST.
EST.*
luxury you look for—-at a price
HVVY.
MPG
MPG
you hardly dared hope for.

1984 Mazda 626 Sport Coupe
Standard features include
5-speed overdrive transmission
(3-speed automatic optional)
• Steel-belted radial tires • Rackand-pinion steering • Powerassisted front disc brakes • Front
and rear anti-sway bars • Electric
rear window defroster • 60/40
split fold-down rear seatbacks
• Full cut-pile carpeting • Quartz
digital clock • Tilt steering wheel
• Tachometer • Carpeted trunk.
Experienced drivers buckle up.
"EPA estimates for comparison. Ybur mileage may vary with trip
length, speed and weather. Highway mileage will probably be
less. "Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Actual price set by
dealer. Taxes, license, freight, options (tires/al. wheels shown)
and other dealer charges extra. Price may change without
notice. Availability of vehicles with specific features may vary.

THE MORE YOU LOOK,
THE MORE YOU LIKE.

CON/CHAMPIONSHIP PLAYOFF
Lot's leave well enough alone, we say.
College football is thriving. Let it thrive.
Let it enjoy its amateur status. Let it be
enjoyable, not pressurized. Let it bask
in the glory of its bowl games, and not
be dragged down by the di udgery of,
say, a first-round
tournament game, in
which the No. 1 seeded team plays No.
16.

i

"If we were to adopt a post-season
tournament, we would be leaving ama
teur status and moving into the profes
sional realm," said the coach of a
Southwest team. "1 am violently
opposed to a tournament."
"I don't feel it's in our best interests
to be in a national playoff system, " said
the coach of a Far West team
"First of all, the NCAA holds to the
principle of the student-athlete, and if
we had a national championship tour
nament, we would be playing too long,
which is not conducive to academic
achievement," he said.
"Second of all, bowl games have done
a lot to promote college football, and
every New Year's Day, there are a lot of
winners.
"And third," continued the coach,
"who benefits from it? Players don't get
a dime, and maybe you play 13 or 14
games, but was it to the players' benefit
playing more than 11 games?"
"I happen to believe that what we've
got now is the most positive thing for
college football, " said an athletic direc
tor in the Southeast.
"First, there are some 16 major bowls,
with 32 teams participating, all of
whom can go back to their respective
constituents and use the fact that they
went to a bowl to boost ticket sales," he
added.
"Second, a bowl trip can be an enjoy
able way to end the season — win or
lose. Probably the only team that didn't
enjoy its experience this past season
was Nebraska, because they were play
ing for the national championship (and
losing to Miami of Florida). In a playoff,
you'd have a great deal of strain with
out the satisfaction of having enjoyed a
bowl trip.
"And third," continued the athletic
director, "the controversy spawned by
the type of thing that happened onJan.
2 (when the top five
teams in the
national wire service polls finished
their seasons with one loss) is probably
the most stimulating thing to happen
to college football in years."
He pointed out that after last sea
son's bowl games, the electronic and
print media were filled with reports for
at least a week about who should be No.
1 in college football — "almost to the
exclusion of pro football."
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"It's great for college football to be
arguing that in every drugstore and coffeeshop in the country," he said.
"The bowl season is a reward forfans
as well as the players — a holiday,
festive-type event they look forward to,1'
he said. "A playoff situation would
destroy part of that because fans can't
afford to go to more than one post-sea
son game. And unless you play some
games at campus sites, you'd lose fan
support.
"I'm old-fashioned enough to believe
that you still play the game for the play
ers and the fans," he concluded.
If a playoff system were to be
adopted, it has been suggested that the
finals,
semifinals, quarterfinals and
opening-round games be rotated each
year. That would mean, for example,
that the four major bowl games — the
Cotton, Orange, Rose and Sugar bowls
— would hold the championship game
only once every four years.
That would diminish the importance
of the other bowl games, instead of
them each holding their special signifi
cance as they do at present.
A playoff, said an official of one of the
major bowls, "would very quickly lead
to the demise of the bowls. In a playoff
situation, it would be illogical to think
the NCAA would not work within its
own structure. There would be no need
for organizations such as ours. Even if
such a rotating structure between
bowls would come about, it would be
tremendously difficult to try to sell a
quarterfinal or semifinal game."
"I would say both publicly and pri
vately that no one wants to see the
destruction of the bowls," said a net
work televison spokesman. "I would
never want to see the bowls thrown
out."

"Bowls are the successful tradition,"
noted an NCAA executive. "Bowls are
the rewards for (many of) the confer
ence champions. I'm very comfortable
with the bowls."
So are many other people in college
football.
"Because a tournament would have
to be minor in scope so as not to
elongate the season too much, fewer
teams would get the exposure
guaranteed by the bowls," pointed out
the coach of a Midwest team.
Elongating the season, said the
athletic director of a school in the
Southwest, would hurt the athletes
academically.
"The academic side of it appears to
be a problem," he said, "because we
might have to start playing games in
mid-December, when a lot of schools
hold their finals.
"Another stumbling block," he said,
"would be how to choose the teams
involved. We have that problem now in
basketball and they pick 50-some teams
(53 last season). In football, there would
be a smaller number of teams involved
and probably much more conversation
about who was invited. Right now, the
conversation is all about who is No. 1,
and under a playoff system, the conver
sation would be why certain teams
didn't get in."
If there are so many reasons against
having such a playoff, why change? It's
unnecessary.
College football is healthy.Let's leave
it in that condition.
"I don't expect to see a playoff in my
lifetime," said an athletic director in
the Southwest.
Let's hope not. Let's keep the bowl
game structure.It works — andit works
well.
0

To be the best
you have to
listen to the
best.That's
why for my
investments,
I listen to
E.E Hutton!'

COLLEGE LANDMARKS ACROSS THE NATION
Fifth in a series
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m. J arver Hall has been a landmark in

the town of Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania
since the founding of Bloomsburg Uni
versity in 1867. The Hall was constructed
to serve as a main buildingfor the school
and was named for Harvey Carver, who
served as principal of what was known in
1856 as Bloomsburg Literary Institute.
Carver Hall remains in excellent condi
tion and today contains the offices of
the President and other school officials
and a 500-seat auditorium used for stu
dent functions and communityactivities.

.he Mcintosh Memorial is the official
campus symbol and school logo of West
Georgia College in Carrollton, Georgia.
The granite rock memorial came to
West Georgia from the Mcintosh
Reserve, south of town. Chief William
Mcintosh had a large granite stone
hewn into steps for his visitors to mount
their horses when visiting his home and

guest house. Mcintosh was chief of the
Creek Indian nation in the early 1800s
and rose to the rank of brigadier
general in the American army under his
friend General Andrew Jackson. The
nearly 200-year-old rock has been on
the campus since 1916, when it was
moved from the Reserve.

"If it had Jensen speakers, it would be a classic."

Presenting the Series 3000 Triax' and Coax
speakers. Classic sound for contemporary cars.
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Id Capitol in Iowa City, Iowa, was
built in the early 1840s as the first per
manent seat of Iowa's territorial and
state governments. From 1857-1970 it
housed the University of Iowa's admini
strative offices. After that period the
offices were moved so that Old Capitol
could be restored. Those restoration
efforts continue today with the help of
public and private funds. The building, a
National Historic Landmark, is a classic
example of Greek Revival architecture.
It was constructed from Devonian lime
stone quarried from bluffs along the
Iowa River and floated to the building
site on rafts.

Sizzling stereo sound that pushes sensitivity
to the outer limits. Distortion is diminished. Clarity
is redefined.
Precisely accurate sonic reproduction is
achieved with high-tech components developed
over years of research and testing.
With these technological breakthroughs
showing the way, all Series 3000 speakers have
been dynamic range-enhanced to maximize
fidelity and performance. Dynamic rangeenhanced to respond brilliantly to the acoustics of
any car interior and improve the presentation of
any car receiver.
That's Jensen. The sound that moves you
like no other. One listen and you'll never drive
anything less.

JENSEN
CAR AUDIO

When it's the sound
that moves you.
c International Jensen. Inc.. 1983 Triaxial" and Triax*
tre registered trademarks identifying International Jensen
is the producer of the patented 3-way speaker systems.
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It's a close game.
A little too close.
The rivalry continues
between your head and stomach.
Luckily there's a referee.
The medicines of Alka-Seltzeif
For the anxious upset stomach
that comes with the thumping head,
and the thumping head
that comes with the anxious upset stomach.

fir these symptoms of stress

that can come from your team's success.

is the mind that makes the
body rich."

William Shakespeare didn't
have football in mindwhen hewrote that,
but it's beginning to look like a lot of
college football coaches think ol' Bill
just might have something.
Football always has been recognized
as a very physical game. Strength coaches
are forever coming up with new ways to
mold muscles into bigger muscles.
Take a look at a college recruiter's
shopping list and behind the names
you will find questions like these: What
is his time for 40 yards? What is his cor
rect height and weight? What is his
growth potential? How much can he
bench press? Does he have lateral
quickness? Does he have quick feet?
How agile is he?
How many athletes do you know that
have had the size, speed,strength and
agility of a superstar and yet spent

most of their college careers sitting on
the bench?
What was missing?
Perhaps it was mental toughness,
something even coaches find hard to
define.
It's not something you can measure.
You can't step on a scale to see how
much you've got. You can't put it in a
cup. You can't even be sure you have it.
For decades now, coaches have been
preaching that the team that won't be
beat can't be beat. Do they really believe
that? Is there any truth to it? Has foot
ball become a game of mind over matter?
"It is important that your players be
lieve they can't be beat," says one east
ern coach. "Teams that have that kind
of superior attitude will always win
some games they might not otherwise
win.
"Teams like that never give up. So
they almost never get embarrassed. If

by Ronnie Christ,
Harrisburg Patriot-News

they lose, it's probably going to be a
close game."
Okay. So what is mental toughness
and how do you develop it as a team
attitude?
"We consider it to be so important
that we start to stress it in the first
meeting we have with the squad, says
the coach of one midwestern college.
"We emphasize it in all our team
activities.
"We tell our kids that it's going to take
mental toughness to have a good day of
practice when it's hot or when they're
stiff and sore. We tell them it's going to
take mental toughness to reach their
goals in the weight room.
"We even try to show them that it
takes mental toughness in a lot of little
things like getting to team meetings on
time and always being ready to go when
we blow the whistle to start practice."
continued
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Mental toughness Is something every great player must have, yet most of them don't realize
they have It or really need It.
Every coach feels that mental tough
ness plays a role in his team's success
or failure. How much a role depends on
the coach.
"1 think it depends on the man and
his approach to the game," points out
another coach. "I'm what you would
probably call a rah-rah type. My players
reflect that.
"Some coaches would call my kids
cocky. I call them confident and enthu
siastic. I expect them to play that way.
"I've seen some coaches who feel
that organization and planning are the
way to a successful program. I would
imagine the mental toughness aspect is
less important to them than it is to me.
But it still is important.
"I think the statement that a team
that won't be beat can't be beat is true
to a certain degree. If you have two
teams of fairly equal talent, the one that
has great mental toughness is going to

lOt

be the winner.
"Only under unusual circumstances
will a team of vastly inferior players
emerge victorious. Mental toughness,
in itself, just isn't enough.
"I do feel it is one reason why certain
teams are so successful year after year.
What happens at those schools is that
the coach has been able to project a
positive mental attitude. He built mental
toughness right into his program."
Mental toughness is something every
great player must have. And yet most of
them don't realize they have it or really
need it.
"I heard coaches talk about it for
years, but I never realized what they
really meant until my injuty," says a
former All-America linebacker. "For
three years, everything had been perfect.
"The honors started coming in my
junior year and people started talking
about how I couldn't miss in the pros.

"Then, in spring practice before my
senior year, I tore up my knee. I was
covering a receiver and he made a cut. I
turned to go with him and when I
planted my foot, the knee went out.
There was no contact. My foot just
caught in the turf and I went down."
It was at this point in his career that
the All-America learned what mental
toughness really is.
' At first, all I did was complain about
getting such a lousy break," he con
tinued. "I moaned and groaned. I kept
asking why me'?
"Then it hit me. I began to wonder if
maybe my career was over. I wondered
if I'd ever be the same again. I talked to
the surgeon who had performed the
operation. I talked to our team doctors.
I spent a lot of time talking to our
trainers.
"They all tried to calm my fears and
to reassure me that everything would
work out okay. I had never been hurt
before, so I guess this thing bothered
me more than it would some other
players."
The athlete was told that it was going
to take a great deal of hard work before
he would be ready to play football again.
He was well prepared to handle the
physical portion of his rehabilitation. It
was the mental part that proved the
most difficult.
"The recovery process was as much
mental as it was physical," admits the
player. "It was tough to just stand on
my crutches at practice and watch
someone else play my position.
"Then, when it came time to try to
strengthen my leg, I always worried
that maybe I was trying too hard. I kept
thinking that if I did one more lifting
exercise I might pop it out again. Even
when I first started playing again there
was that little bit of doubt in the back of
my mind.
"Looking back on that year, I sure
found out what mental toughness is all
about. It was the hardest thing I ever
had to do."
Curt Warner, who in his first season
in the NFL led his team to the playoffs
for the first time in Seattle history,
experienced a similar problem in his
senior year.
Warner went into that season think
ing he had a good chance to win the
Heisman Trophy. He worked so hard to
be in peak form some people feel he
overtrained.
After two very disappointing games,
Warner broke down and cried as he was
being interviewed. His coaches told
him to get away from football for a
continued

WE'VE PROVED IT RROUND THE
WORLD. NOW WERE BRINGING IT
HOIRE TOVOU.
Firestone's S-211 import car radial. With over 10
million sold around the world, it's proved itselt in
jiuse in over 80 countries. And it's approved on the
cars of 14 leading international manufacturers.
From Alfa Romeoand Audi to Toyota and Flonda
to Volkswagen and Volvo.
Now it's come to
America. In a full range of
jj||||Pare?H^K
sizes to give you the performa nee you want for

your import or small domestic car.
Advanced design for world driving
#
conditions. Straight sidewalls for cat-quick
responsiveness and high speed handling.
Elliptical footprint for outstanding dry and
wet traction. Dual tread radius and laterally
stable steel belt construction for long life.
The Firestone S-211. See it at your Firestone
retailer. World proven peformance, we're
bringing it home to you.
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couple of days. When he returned, they
told him to relax and allow his great
natural ability to emerge.
Warner would admit later that he
had to re-evaluate his career and start
all over again. It took a great deal of
mental and moral toughness for him to
accomplish that.
Do coaches today recruit players
with mental toughness? How do they
know if a recruit has it?
"When we look at a kid on film we try
to pick out certain things that might
indicate a pla3'er is mentally tough,"
says one coach. "We look to see what he
does when he doesn't figure in the play.
"If he's an offensive lineman, we look
to see if he carries out his assignment
on a sweep to the opposite side. Does
he throw a good block or does he just
fake it?
"If he's a back, what does he do when
he isn't carrying the ball?Does he block
for his teammate? Does he make a good
fake? Does he fight for that extra yard,
or does he go down as soon as he's hit?
"If he's a defensive player, we look to
see what he does when the play goes
the other way. Does he try to help, or
does he take a rest? Does he fight off a

"It's impossible to be sure
about how mentally tough
a player really is. But if you
find a guy who gives lOO
percent most of the time,
you'd better grab him."

good block? If he gets taken down, does
he get back up?
"It's impossible to be sure just how
mentally tough any player realty is. But
if you find a guy who gives 100 percent
most of the time, you'd better grab him.
"When you get these kids as fresh
men you usually find out how mentally
prepared they are. For the first time in
their careers, they are with a lot of
people who are just as good as they are.
"It can be tough for a kid to find out
he's not the star of the team anymore.
Now, he's just one of the boys. And now

he's at the bottom of the list and has to
vyork his way to the top.
"Some kids are devastated when they
look at the roster and find they are fifth
string tailback. It's up to the coach to
make sure the player understands the
way the system works. Some kids can
accept that. Some kids can't.
"Some players never get over it. They
never reach their true potential. Some
reach it right away. They're the guys
with mental toughness. To them, it's a
state of mind, something they've always
had even if they didn't realize it."
And just when does a coach know
that his attempt to make his football
players mentally tough has been suc
cessful?
"Not when you're winning games by
35-7 or 24-0," replied the coach. "When
there's two minutes left in the game
and you're losing by three points, that's
when it will show if you've got it.
"It has to be a time when your kids
are bruised and tired. It's when every
body thinks they are going to lose and
they find a way to change defeat into
victory. That's mental toughness."
Now that's probably what Bill Shake
speare had in mind.
(ft

about our Hotel Management System
"I discovered the QANTEL Hotel &> Leisure
system while attending a trade show last
year. I was very impressed. It was evident
that HAL™ was written by hotel people for
hotel people.
HAL clearly offered the operational con
trol that's essential for a profitable hospi
tality business, as well as the flexibility to
adapt to situations we might encounter
years in the future. We bought the system
and were operational in March with
Front Office and Back Office modules,
which include Reservations and
Accounting. Thanks to HAL, we've
never been more on top of things."
A pair of Bushnell precision binoculars
lets you get more of what you pay for when
you buy football tickets: more excitement,
more color, more action. Bushnell wide
angle models have the power to put you on
the field from any seat in the stadium, and
the wide angle view lets you keep all the
Bushnell Binoculars are backed by a limited lifetime warranty. © Bausch & Lomb.

action in focus. Bushnell makes the
largest selection of wide-angle binoculars
and other high-quality sports optics.
See them at your Bushnell dealer.
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about our Retail Management System
I used to spend a lot of my time commuting
from store to store. Now I can efficiently
operate most of my business from the
QANTEL computer that sits on my desk.
With the QANTEL FRAME™ software, I
can follow each of our six stores, category
by category, with Monthly Profit Profiles. I
can also condense my stock of over 2,000
plus items into 50 key items, and deter
mine, with a Hot and Cold Report, which
ones to keep or drop. I can even get
print-outs of sizes in a format that
conforms to the footwear industry.
FRAME has given me the vision to see
future possibilities."

For Hoteliers, Retailers, Manufacturers, Sports and
Transit Management, MDS Qantel offers industryspecific solutions that work.
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by Roy Damer,
Chicago Tribune
uring his tenure at Indiana, a
former head football coach
took his teams to play at
Purdue four times.
"On those trips," he remembers, "I
was called every name in the book, and
I was needled from the stands before,
during and after the game.
"Then I went back there as head
coach at a different Big Ten school and
things were totally different. The peo
ple were calling, 'Hi, there. How are
you?'
"Suddenly I'm the good guy. Why?
Because I'm at a different school. There
were just as many people at the game,
and they wanted Purdue to win, but the
feeling was different."
The reason for the difference is that
Purdue playing Indiana is all-out warone of the greatest rivalries in college
football.
What elevates a game from out of the
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Crum and Forster
origins date to 1822...
Excellence endures.
At Crum and Forster, the
grand tradition of Heisman Trophy
winners—the pursuit of excellence
—is part of our day-to-day
activities. That's why we're
producing and sponsoring The
Heisman Trophy Award Television
Special again this year.
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The Cal-Stanford "Big Game" has been held annually since 1892.
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leading property/liability insurers.
^
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Our companies write many kinds
of insurance both personal and
commercial, and sell it through
more than 9,000 independent agents and brokers in the United
States and Canada.
They believe as we do: In business—as in sports and life—
excellence counts. And lasts.
Don't miss "The 1984 Heisman Trophy Award" the first week in December.
Consult your local TV listing for time and channel.
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Corporate Headquarters: Morris Township, New Jersey 07960
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GREAT RIVALRIES
ordinary into the magical realm of a
great rivalry?
"It's a complex thing," the coach ex
plained. "I knew people at Indiana who
had a "P" painted on their lawn the
week of the game and vice-versa.
"One thing that contributes to a
great rivalry is proximity. The more
you see each other, the more you

communicate.
"Then, there's the perpetuation of
tradition. Many of the great rivalries are
the last game of the season where you
can make up a lot of things that have
gone wrong before. And in these tradi
tional games, there is a strong feeling
against people—you're the bad guy
and we're the good guy."

Oklahoma fans have worn T-shirts like this one to the Texas game.

IF YOU LEAD A GOOD LIFE
SAY YOUR PRAYERS,
AND GO TO CHUM,
WHEN YOU DIE,
YOU WILL GO TO

OKLAHOMA I
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"Feeling" is one word which repeat
edly crops up in a discussion of the big
games. A former punter for the U.S.
Naval Academy comments:
"Playing in the Army-Navy game is
the apex of it all," he said. "It's a feeling
you can't describe ... The pageantry,
the crowd, the TV cameras. The thing
that gets me most is the tradition of it
all.
"You think of all the great heroes that
played before. You get a feeling inside
that just swells for two weeks and fi
nally bursts on the day that you come
onto the field to play the Army team."
College football is unique in that no
other sport boasts the rivalries that an
nually raise the blood pressure of play
ers, coaches, alumni and fans alike.
For tradition and color, Army-Navy
must rank at the top. The game is the
culmination of a 365-day conflict be
tween the Cadets and the Middies.
Pranksters run wild the weeks before
the clash and Army's favorite pastime is
kidnapping the Navy Goat. After making
off with the nanny in 1972, the Cadets
chipped in to take out large ads in the
New York and Washington papers
which showed a picture of the goat
with Army's mule. The caption read:
"Hey, Navy! Do you know where your
continued
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GREAT RIVALRIES
continued

'kid' is today? The Corps does."
Not to be outdone, the Middies have
responded in recent years by spreading
the cadets' seats in the stadium with
limburger cheese and paint.
The Army-Navy rivalry began in 1890,
but there was a six-year break starting
in 1894 when a general and an admiral
at the Army-Navy Club in New York
threatened a duel over the game.
The Army-Navy game is the focal
point for parties at service installations
throughout the world. It is probably at
tended by more dignitaries than any
• other football contest. And its tradi
tions and pageantry remain un
matched in athletics.
Another great rivalry, KansasMissouri, is billed as the oldest series
west of the Mississippi. The seeds of
this rivalry, which began in 1891, might
well have been planted during Civil War
times when Missouri was pro-slavery
and Kansas was anti-slavery. One of
William Quantrill's raids left Lawrence
(now the home of the University of Kan
sas) burning to the ground and in retali
ation, Kansas "jayhawked" to Missouri
and burned farms and settlements.
The Jayhawks dominated the early
years of this rivalry and in 1909, when
William W. Roper came to Missouri as
coach, his statement to the welcoming
committee was, "I understand you
want to beat Kansas." The two teams
came up to their Thanksgiving Day
game that year and the night before
Roper called the key Tiger players to his
room, one by one, and told each: "The
alumni don't think you can beat Kan
sas, but I don't believe them. The team
that won't be beat, can't be beat."
Missouri won 12-6 and that battle cry
has been repeated countless times
since.
The Clemson-South Carolina rivalry
was unique for decades in that it was
played on Thursday for State Fair Week
each October in Columbia, home of the
University of South Carolina. It was
called Big Thursday and feelings ran as
high among fans as they did among
players. The rivalry began in 1896 and
one report stated, "By 1915, the Fair
game had long since become a combi
nation picnic, fashion parade, political
rally and party."
Sadly for many Clemson-South Caro
lina fans, Big Thursday was abolished
after the 1959 match because the Tigers
objected to playing in the Gamecock's
stadium every year. Now it is a home
and home series the final Saturday of
the season.
Clemson won last year, 22-13, and
leads the series 48-30-3.
It may sound snobbish, but those
16t
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The Motion Bell goes to the
victor of the DePauw-Wabash rivalry.

connected with Yale and Harvard refer
to their meeting simply as "The Game."
Certainly no other series has the long
and glorious history of this one, which
was started over 100 years ago. "The
Game" is the climax of a busy week of
activity between the universities. This
includes seven or eight football games
between the Houses (dorms) of the two
schools, coed touch football matches,
various soccer contests, a joint glee
club concert and a huge pre-game
luncheon. The tailgating parties are
also the most lavish of the year.
While Yale and Harvard have "The
Game," Stanford and California go
them one up by calling their series
"The Big Game."
The first game was played in 1892
and Stanford won 14-10, even though
its student manager, Herbert Hoover,
forgot to bring the football. So a local
sporting goods operator jumped on his
horse, rode back to town, and brought
back a ball so "The Big Game" could
make its debut.
The series received national expo
sure in 1982. With the game clock tick
ing off the final seconds, Stanford

converted the apparent winning field
goal to take a 20-19 lead. However, Cal
took the ensuing kickoff and scored on
a sensational five-lateral return, the fi
nal ballcarier dodging members of the
Stanford band who had flooded the far
end of the field in premature celebra
tion. Tabbed "The Play" the bizarre fin
ish was celebrated by the national
media.
One of the nation's oldest and
closest rivalries is the annual intra
state fratricide between Penn State and
Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh dominated the earlyyears
of the series which started in 1893. But
Penn State took the series lead with 10
consecutive victories from 1966-75. Last
year's seesaw battle ended in a 24-24 tie
when Penn State kicked a field goal on
the final play of the game. The Lions
hold a slight lead in the series with 41
victories, 38 losses and four ties.
Just 27 miles apart in central Indiana,
Wabash and DePauw, two small liberal
arts colleges have a wonderfully close
rivalry going. The series is currently
tied at 41 games and there have been
continued on page 19
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GREAT RIVALRIES
continued from page 16
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Bacardi rum
mixes with
everything.

Except driving.

eight ties.
They have met 73 consecutive times,
prompting the two schools to claim
"the oldest continuous football rivalry
west of the Alleghenies."
Because of the proximity, the rivals
often are brothers, cousins, high school
classmates or friends. The trophy in the
series is the Monon Bell, a 350-pound
object that was donated by the Monon
Railroad in 1932. It was taken from one
of the railroad's locomotives and
painted red on one side (for Wabash)
and gold on the other (for DePauw).
For {he people involved in the
Alabama-Auburn "Brag Bowl, " the win
ner retains bragging rights for an entire
year. Football is away oflife in Alabama
and when these two schools meet,
households across the state are divided.
Over 75 percent of each team's roster
annually comes from within the state,
so that adds a razor's edge to the al
ready sharp rivalry.
It all started in 1892, but then the
1907 game prematurely ended in a 6-6
tie because of a riot and the rivalry was
suspended until 1948. The presidents
of the two universities got them to
gether on the field with an assist from
the state legislature, which reportedly
threatened a cutback in funds if the
series was not continued.
Over the last decade the Notre DameSouthern California intersectional ri
valry has grown into one of the great
ones in the country. These two giants
defy the theory that proximity is a ne
cessity for a great series.
This series began in 1926 under two
famous coaches — Knute Rockne and
Howard Jones. In the early years, Notre
Dame dominated and almost any Tro
jan victory was considered an upset.
One occurred in 1931 at South Bend,
even though the Irish had built a 14-0
lead after three quarters. USC won the
game on a field goal kick by guard John
Baker to give the Trojans a 16-14 tri
umph and end Notre Dame's 26-game
winning streak.
That victory was so exciting back
home that a crowd of 300,000 lined the
streets to celebrate, and the game film
broke all attendance records at Loew's
State Theater.
Anthony Davis stamped his presence
indelibly on this series in recent years
before national TV audiences. He
scored six touchdowns, including kickoff returns of 96 and 97 yards, to lead
the Trojans to an exciting 45-23 victory.
Honors for the most-played rivalry go
to Lafayette and Lehigh. These two
Pennsylvania schools will battle each
Other for the 120th time this fall and
theirs was the first gridiron war to pass

The annual Army-Navy game captures the excitement and tradition of college football like
no other.
the 100-game milestone.
The initial contest between these two
teams was held in 1884 with the Leop
ards of Lafayette trouncing the Engi
neers of Lehigh, 50-0. William Harding
Davis, who became well-known as a
journalist, novelist and playwright, was
a back for the Engineers and returned
for a second game that year to score
Lehigh's first touchdown.
The two schools have played at least
once every year (and in some years as
often as three times) except for 1896,
when a dispute over player eligibility
caused the game to be cancelled.
Since the campuses are located only
12 miles apart, high jinks and deeprooted tradition take hold of the two
communities during game week.
Week-long festivities play a big part in
the game between Michigan and Ohio
State, too. Evidence of the rivalry is
everywhere. You can find
signs in
Columbus which read: "Michigan has
BO." and in Ann Arbor, you might see:
"Keep Michigan beautifiil, throw your
garbage in Ohio."
This rivalry, already intense, took on
added meaning in the '70s when their
yearly meeting was often the deciding
factor for the Big Ten title and Rose
Bowl assignment. Either Michigan or
Ohio State has been the Big Ten Rose
Bowl representative 14 of the past 16
years.
This series produced one of the most
unbelievable games in college history.
On the eve of their 1950 meeting, snow

started falling all over Ohio. Some spots
were pelted with 25 inches and drifts
reached four or five feet.
After a discussion of whether to play
at all, school officials finally decided
to go ahead — then saw that football
couldn't be played on that day. It was
impossible to run and pass, so the two
teams spent the afternoon punting—24
by Michigan and 21 by Ohio State.
When the game ended, stadium per
sonnel dug through the snow drifts
around the field to make sure nobody
had fallen in.
Another great shootout is the TexasOklahoma series, which started in 1900
and has been an annual attraction
since 1929 in Dallas.
The 1950 game decided the national
championship and it was a thriller. The
Longhorns led 13-7 with under four
minutes to play when they lined up in
punt formation. But they had only 10
men on the field. The kick was blocked
and Billy Vessels scored from the 12yard line to give Oklahoma a 14-13
victory.
There are many other great rivalries
in the country of course. Such fine se
ries as UCLA-USC, Alabama-Tennessee,
Michigan-Michigan State, MississippiLSU and the list goes on and on.
You can always recognize a great ri
valry by the way people respond to it.
There is a certain feeling by all con
cerned that this is something special
... and it's found only in college
football.
R
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A Decade of Change
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anks Smash

Stanford coach Clark Shaughnessy
revolutionized the game with his famous
T-tormatlon.

Angelo Bertelll of Notre Dame won the
Helsman Trophy In 1943 despite missing the
final two games because of military duty.
XXWdc

by Nick Peters

C
ARMY ROTC.
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Felix (Doc) Blanchard, left, and Glenn(Junior) Davis of Army became known as "Mr. Inside and
Mr. Outside" as they led the Cadets to a 9-0 season In 1944. Their coach was the famed Earl
(Red) Blaik, center.

lark Shaughnessy's T-formation, the impact of
World War II, a two-platoon experiment and coach
ing giants like Frank Leahy and Col. "Red" Blaik
helped the 1940s make a profound contribution to the
history of college football.
In fact, it's quite probable no other decade did so much
for the game. It was an era when college football was still
king, glorified by the success of powerhouses like Notre
Dame and Army, and by the heroic deeds of cover boys

jcalled an

like Frankie Albert, Johnny Lujack, Tom Harmon, Glenn
Davis, Charlie Justice and Doak Walker.
World War II dramatically affected the game. Schools
with war-time training programs acquired top football
talent and the post-war boom enabled teams to stockpile
veteran players and acquire a professional tinge.
Above all, the forties served as a bridge between oldfashioned, single-wing football and the modern game.
'< '<**» -n <>••« fe,
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continued

That transition was inspired by the in
credible success of an upstart Stanford
University squad which had mustered
only one victory in 1939.
Coach Clark Shaughnessy, who other
wise had moderate success as a head
coach, went to Stanford from the Chicago
Bears in 1940 and ultimately revolu
tionized the college game. By the end of
the decade, most coaches in the nation
had embraced his T-formation.
"If Stanford wins a single game with

that crazy formation, you can throw all
the football I ever knew into the Pacific
Ocean," scoffed "Pop" Warner, a for
mer Stanford coach. But Warner, a
master of the old school, was wrong, as
proven by a backfield perfectly suited
to Shaughnessy's style: quarterback
Frankie Albert, halfbacks Pete
Kmetovic and Hugh Gallarneau and
fullback Norm Standlee.
Michigan's Harmon won the Heisman
Trophy in 1940 and unbeaten Minnesota

Johnny Lujack made the game-saving tackle as 74,068 fans packed Yankee Stadium for the
1946 Army-Notre Dame game. The battle of the unbeatens ended In a tie. Lujack won the
Heisman the following year.

22t

received a lot of No. 1 votes, but no team
or player could match the amazing ac
complishments of Albert, who rode the
"T" to a 10-0 season, including a 21-13
Rose Bowl victory over Nebraska, an
early-season 13-7 loser to Minnesota.
"The players were skeptical when
Shaughnessy first told us about the
T-formation," Albert recalled. "He sold
us on it. After all, we'd been so bad the
year before, so we felt we had little to
lose. Our talent was just right for the
new system, but the coach still had to
teach it. He deserves the credit. A lesser
man would have been afraid to try
something so radical."
Despite its dramatic turnabout, Stan
ford had to share national honors with
Minnesota, which struggled to edge
Northwestern and Michigan by one
point. Boston College, coached by a
young man named Leahy, also finished
unblemished in 1940, but played a lesser
schedule until it reached the Sugar
Bowl showdown with Gen. Bob
Neyland's Tennessee juggernaut.
The Volunteers went unbeaten
during the regular season for three
straight years and entered the Boston
College clash with a 30-1 mark over that
period. Tennessee was powered by AllAmerica guards Bob Suffridge and Ed
Molinski, and a gifted runner, Bobby
Foxx. The Eagles countered with tail
back Charlie O'Rourke and fullback
Mike Holovak.
It was 13-13 in the fourth quarter
when Foxx missed a field goal attempt
and the Eagles took over on their 20.
O'Rourke drove his team to the Vols' 23,
faked a pass and darted and dashed to
a touchdown for a 19-13 victory. That
triumph, more than anything, earned
Leahy the Notre Dame coaching job,
and he justified the faith by winning
four national championships with the
Irish in the forties.
Leahy's 1941 Notre Dame squad was
unbeaten and tied by Army, so the na
tional title went to Bernie Bierman's
Gophers, who went 8-0 and helped
Bruce Smith win a Heisman Trophy.
Leahy's departure caused Boston Col
lege to fall back, but the Eagles were
flying high under Coach Denny Myers
in 1942.
They'd won eight in a row, outscoring
foes 249-19, and were ranked No. 1 in
the nation, setting up one of the most
convincing upsets in history. The Eagles
were favored by 30 points over 4-5 Holy
Cross. Instead, the Crusaders put it all
together for one game and overcontinued
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whelmed Boston College by a stagger
ing 55-12!
That outcome enabled 9-1 Ohio State
to win the national championship.
Georgia also staked a claim by going 9-1
against college teams and 11-1 overall,
blanking UCLA in the Rose Bowl, where
Heisman Trophy winner Frank Sinkwich excelled. Tulsa was deprived of an
unbeaten season by a Sugar Bowl loss
to Tennessee.
The advent of World War II caused
some schools to abandon the sport or
to modify their schedules. Among the
few universities to profit from emer
gency measures were Notre Dame and
Purdue, who enjoyed success in 1943
with enforced rosters. The Irish were 9-1,
their record blemished only by a loss to
the Great Lakes service powerhouse.
Julie Rykovich was among the new
comers helping Notre Dame to promi
nence, but the big star was quarterback
Angelo Bertelli, who won the Heisman
Trophy despite missing the final two
games because of military duty. In his
absence, sophomore Johnny Lujack
took over and guided a 26-0 romp over
Army. Purdue, 9-0, felt it deserved the
national crown because it upset Great
Lakes.
By 1944, there was little doubt who
was No. 1. Ohio State went 9-0 and the
Buckeyes' Les Horvath won the Heis
man Trophy, but Col. Blaik launched a
32-game unbeaten streak at Army and
his 9-0 squad was rated best. The voters
were undoubtedly influenced by the
exploits of "Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside,"
"Doc" Blanchard and the incomparable
Glenn Davis.
The Buckeyes, who remained un
beaten when Horvath's late TD nudged
Michigan, 18-14, probably were as for
midable as the Cadets, but Army earned
the headlines with the explosive running
of Davis, who rambled for 20 touch
downs, nine of them longer than 44
yards. The 5-9, 170-pound Davis re
peated with 18 TDs in 1945, nine of
them 41 yards or better.
Davis was simply the most electrify
ing runner of his era. Others accumu
lated more yards, but none did it with
so few carries. "Mr. Outside" gained
4,129 yards of total offense and was re
sponsible for a record 71 touchdowns.
He rushed for 2,957 yards, averaging a
remarkable 8.3 yards per attempt. He
set NCAA records with 59 touchdowns
and 354 points.
By comparison, North Carolina's
"Choo Choo" Justice chugged for 2,634
yards rushing for a 4.9 average in 1946-49.
He gained 4,871 yards of total offense,
was responsible for 64 TDs and punted
for 9,839 yards and a 42.6 average. Bob
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H.O. (Fritz) Crisler utilized the two-platoon
Southern California, 49-0 In the 1947 Rose I

im at Michigan where his team demolished

Fenimore of Oklahoma A&.M was the
total offensive leader in 1944-45, notch
ing 4,627 yards in his career and ac
counting for 41 TDs.
The most prolific rusher of the forties
was Tulane's Eddie Price, who rambled
for 3,095 yards and a 6-0 average in
1946-49. Among the more adept
runner-passers, Georgia's Sinkwich
totaled 4,602 yards and 55 TDs and
Alabama's Harry Gilmer amassed 4,567
yards and 50 TDs.
Duke, like Notre Dame and Purdue,
was strengthened by war-time trainees.
The Blue Devils conducted a Navy V-12
program and outlasted Alabama, 29-26,
in an exciting 1945 Sugar Bowl. Gilmer
attracted national attention in defeat
by completing eight straight passes, in
cluding bombs of 57, 42 and 32 yards.
Alabama bounced back to go 10-0 in
1945 and Oklahoma A&M was 9-0, but
unbeaten Army repeated as the national
champion, with Blanchard, who was
often overshadowed by Davis, winning
the Heisman Trophy. Oneyear later, the
Cadets failed to win their third straight
No. 1 distinction, thanks to a memor
able tackle by the versatile Lujack.
In the most heralded game of the
forties, 74,068 spectators jammed

Yankee Stadium to witness the battle of
the unbeatens between Notre Dame and
Army. Scalpers were getting $200 for
end zone seats because of the hype sur
rounding the game, which certainly
didn't disappoint. A high-scoring affair
was predicted, yet the clash of titans re
sulted in a scoreless tie.
Army seemed likely to win its 26th
straight game when Blanchard broke
loose around the right side and
seemed headed for a game-winning,
52-yard touchdown. Instead, Lujack
made a game-saving tackle on the 37 to
share defensive honors with quar
terback counterpart Arnold Tucker,
who had three interceptions. Davis
won the Heisman Trophy, but 8-0-1
Notre Dame was ranked No. 1 ahead of
the 9-0-1 Cadets, who struggled against
Navy, and 11-0 Georgia.
The Irish repeated following a 9-0
campaign in 1947, but had to share the
top spot with 10-0 Michigan, especially
after the Wolverines demolished
Southern California, 49-0, in the Rose
Bowl. Coach Fritz Crisler, stepping
down following his crowning
achievement, took advantage of
liberalized substitution rules and
continued
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utilized the two-platoon system at
Michigan.
The 1947 season also produced one
of the greatest upsets in history. Army
was 4-0, extending its unbeaten string
to 32, whereas Columbia had been
beaten by Penn and Yale. But Lou Little's
Lions, who attained immortality by
jolting Stanford in the 1934 Rose Bowl,
roared back from a 20-7 deficit to clip
the Cadets, 21-20. Bill Swiacki's recep
tions on passes from Gene Rossides
were the key and Lou Kusserow scored
a pair of fourth-quarter TDs.
Crisler's two-platoon experiment was
an intelligent approach to making the
best use of all the manpower available
to schools following the war. Veterans
flocked back to college and squads were
brimming with talent. The coaches who
made best use of such quality depth
were the most successful.
That was readily apparent at Cali
fornia, which hired "Pappy" Waldorf
away from Northwestern following the
1946 season. The Golden Bears, featur
ing All-America lineman Rod Franz and
the outstanding runner, Jackie Jensen,
went unbeaten in 1948 while notching
their first of three straight Pacific Coast
Conference titles.
But there were no national titles for
the Bears, who dropped narrow deci
sions in three consecutive Rose Bowl
appearances, dimming the prestige of
West Coast football. Consequently,
rookie coach Bennie Oosterbaan di
rected Michigan to a 9-0 record and No.
1 honors in 1948.
As the decade came to a close, Notre
Dame and Army were joined by Bud
Wilkinson's Oklahoma squad as the
nation's elite. The Irish finished
No. 1
with a 10-0 record, entering 1950 with
38 consecutive games without defeat.
End Leon Hart of the Irish was the Heisman Trophy winner, an award earned
by Lujack in 1947 and SMU's Walker in
1948.
Army continued its winning ways,
going 8-0-1 in 1948 (tied by Navy) and 9-0
in 1949. Wilkinson guided the Sooners
to an 11-0 mark in 1949 en route to a 31game winning streak. A few years later,
of course, Oklahoma won 47 in a row
(1953-57), a record winning streak which
still stands.
Some other highlights from
the
forties:
1940 — The first major upset of the
decade found Texas ending Texas
A&,M's 19-game winning streak, 7-0.
The Aggies entered the game outscoring
foes 170-27 and posting an 8-0
record... Minnesota earned its piece of
the national title by shading Michigan,
7-6. . .Tom Harmon concluded a bril-
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Tom Harmon concluded his brilliant career
at Michigan In 1940 by scoring 16 TDs and
117 points.
liant career at Michigan by scoring 16
TDs and 117 points.
1941 — Duke was 9-0 during the reg
ular season, but was stunned by Oregon
State in the Rose Bowl, 20-16. Making
matters worse, the game was played on
the Blue Devils' home field because the
attack on Pearl Harbor placed the West
Coast on alert and forced a switch...
Harry Stanton of Arizona established a
national record for receptions with 50
for 820 yards. . .a group of Wall Street
brokers created a fictional
Plainfield
Teachers College and a Chinese half
back named John Chung, calling in
reports to newspapers and wire ser
vices. The hoax wasn't exposed for
several weeks.
1942 — Rudy Mobley of Hardin-Simmons rushed for 1,281 yards and a 6.9
average.. .perhaps the greatest come
back of the decade came at Atlanta,
when Georgia overcame a 10-0 fourthperiod deficit to jolt Alabama 21-10.
Sinkwich fired
a pair of touchdown
passes to George Poschner as the Bull
dogs scored thrice in seven minutes...
Sinkwich, the nation's total offense
leader, combined with Charlie Trippi to
give Georgia an exciting offense.
1943 — Neil Armstrong, an Oklahoma
A&.M freshman,
was the nation's lead
ing receiver with 33 catches.. .several
southern schools, including Alabama
and Tennessee, suspended football
operation's because of World War II.
1944 — Michigan, ahead 14-12, lost
to Ohio Slate, 18-14, partly because of
an onside kick concocted by the Wol
verine players. It was late in the fourth
period and the fateful decision gave the

Buckeyes the ball 49 yards from the end
zone. Les Horvath's two-yard TD kept
Ohio State's unbeaten streak intact...
Glenn Davis, a sophomore, scored 20
touchdowns for Army to lead the
nation in scoring.
1945 — Doc Blanchard took national
scoring honors with 19 TDs and 115
points. . .Indiana missed an unblem
ished season by virtue of a tie.
1946 — Mobley, back from the ser
vice, rushed for 1,262 yards and a 5.6
average for Hardin-Simmons.. .Arm
strong, Fenimore's favorite target at
Oklahoma A&.M, concluded his career
with a record 118 receptions.. .Blan
chard finished
with 38 TDs and 231
points.. .Fenimore took on St. Mary's
standout Herman Wedemeyer in the
Sugar Bowl, the Aggies winning a wild
one, 33-13. . .a stirring windup at the
Orange Bowl found Miami's Alvin Hud
son returning an interception 89 yards
for the winning TD. Hudson was on the
Holy Cross 30 when the final gun went
off, but completed his run, cracking
a 6-6 tie.
1947 — Quarterback Charley Conerly
of Mississippi set NCAA records with
133 completions and 18 TD passes.. .
much of the Ole Miss receiving was done
by Army transfer Barney Poole, who
joined the record paradewith52 catches
and eight TDs on receptions.. .Ventan
Yablonski's extra point gave Columbia a
shocking 21-20 upset over Army, snap
ping the Cadets' 32-game unbeaten
string.
1948 — Fred Wendt of Texas Western
rushed for a record 1,570 yards and an
8.5 average and also scored 152 points
.. .Charlie Justice was the nation's punt
ing leader with a 44.0 average.. .Tulane's'
Price rushed for 1,178 yards and a 6.3
average.. .Michigan's 49-0 rout of USC
in the Rose Bowl was the Trojans ' worst
defeat ever.. .it was billed as a show
down between quarterbacks Bobby
Layne of Texas and Alabama's Harry
Gilmer in the Sugar Bowl, but the Longhorns breezed by, 27-7, with Layne pass
ing for 195 yards and Gilmer limited to 35.
1949 — Loyola's (L.A.) Don Klosterman passed for 19 TDs.. .Mississippi's
John Dottley rushed for 1,312 yards and
a 6.3 average.. .Wake Forest's Johnny
O'Quinn concluded his career with a
record 124 receptions and 20 TDs...
North Carolina's Art Weiner caught a
record-tying 52 passes and finished
with 114 and 21 TDs for his career...
Michigan State's Lynn Chadnois con
cluded his career with a record 410
yards in interception returns. . .SMU's
Doak Walker scored 288 points in four
seasons. . .Price rushed for 1,137 yards
and a 6.7 average.
%
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Without the right team, the game cannot he won. Team Xerox.

Wild Turkey Hill.
The legend began 150 years ago.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
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In the puzzle below are words and phrases associated with college
football and the festivities that surround it. The words, which appear in
the list below, are hidden vertically, horizontally and diagonally, and both
forward and backward. GOOD LUCK!

Words hidden in puzzle: ALUMNI

POMPONS
PRESS BOX
PROGRAM
REFEREES
RIVALRY
SCOREBOARD
SIDELINES
TICKET
TIMEOUT
VENDORS

BANDS
CHEERLEADERS
CONCESSION STAND
END ZONE
FIRST DOWN
HALFTIME
HOME TEAM
INTERCEPTION
PLAYERS

For signed Ken Davies lithograph, 18" x 19"! of Wild Turkey painting, send $10 payable to: ANCO, Box 929-TD. NYC 10288
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Answers to the Puzzle on page 54.
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Austin Nichols

There's been a distillery on Wild Turkey Hill for almost 150 years.
Sometimes the air stands motionless in the valley, where the
• gentle-running waters of the Kentucky River flow. But on top of
l| the hill, constant breezes cool our Wild Turkey whiskey naturally
[ ®IUCKY STRAIGHT BOURW
as it ages in the barrel. Wild Turkey Hill is a place like no other.
WHISKEY
yearsou.
And it helps us make a Wild Turkey whiskey like no other.
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RVs, TVs, bills of fare and silverware...

TAILGATING

THE

IS
IN ISO PICNIC

by Cynthia Fulton

T

ailgating today is more than a
pre-game picnic. It's more than
a pleasant pastime. Tailgating is
an event, a sport, maybe even a way of
life for many college football fans.
Serious tailgaters of today are organ
ized. They plan menus, form clubs and
commissions, and even hold competi
tions. Game-day spreads are lavish.
There are long series of tables, com
plete with cloths, china, silverware,
candelabrums, flowers and, of course,
the school colors. Portable TVs are
hooked up to RVs (recreational vehicles)
so that fans can view other games while
preparing for their own. There are
stereo systems, small bands and an
occasional impromptu choral group
belting out its school's fight song.
And the food—it's a connoisseur's
dream. Kept warm in motor home
ovens and microwaves and on Cole
man stoves, the tailgate food of today is
far from cold fried chicken and potato

salad. Try seafood gumbo, oysters on
the half shell or a whole pig roasting on
a spit, apple in mouth and all. How's
that for a pre-game snack?
Maybe it\ all started with a loyal
alumnus, heading to the stadium early
to beat the traffic before the Big Game.
Maybe he brought along family, friends
and a little food. Whatever the humble
beginnings of the tailgate tradition,
surely there is no comparison to the
lavish tailgating events of today.
The University of Illinois is home of
"Tailgreat," perhaps the largest tailgate
party/competition in existence.Accord
ing to Jim Fink, chairman of the Tailgreat Committee, the Tailgreat was the
brainchild of Illini athletic director
Neale Stoner. After hearing of a tailgate
competition at Stanford University, he
thought they'd try it in Champaign.
And try it they did. They moved the Illi
nois/Northwestern game from last to
first on the Illini schedule. Historically

this rivalry lured but a few loyal fans
because of freezing temperatures. The
first Tailgreat drew a record 60,000 fans
to the game and the competition was a
success.
The Tailgreat entrants (usually be
tween 100 and 200 groups) can compete
in four categories this season: Tradi
tional Illini, Once More in '84, Cut-Rate
Tailgreat, or the student category. One
of the past notables from the "CutRate" category was a dilapidated 1956
Chevrolet pick-up truck bearing the
hand-lettered sign "Rose Bowl or Rust."
The prizes awarded Tailgreat win
ners range from trips to out-of-town
games and bowl games to, hold on to
your field glasses, an eight-day Carib
bean cruise for EIGHT!
After several imitations and inquiries
from other schools, the Tailgreat Com
mittee had the name "Tailgreat" pat
ented. This is serious business.
continued on page 37

The University of Illinois' "Tailgreat" competition has become a tradition for Fighting llllnl fans. The grand prize for the 1984 Tailgreat was a
Caribbean Cruise for eight.

The widest seat in the air.
British Airways' Super Club business
class has seats so wide, you almost
have to create novel ways to get them
on the plane!
What's more, there are only six of
them across, so you'll always sit next
to a window or an aisle. And, of
course, there's always our renowned
) 1984 British Airways

British efficiency and impeccable
service. Plus, you can count your
flight miles toward your American
AAdvantage*travel award plan. No
#
wonder that British Airways is the
JC rj
world's favourite airline.
J
Call your travel agent or
tllXWHjS
corporate travel department.
The World's Favourite Airline'

"The300ZX Turbo has instantly joined the ranks of the world's fastest production cars."—Sports Car Graphic
Listen carefully. You just might hear a faint "growl" as you approach the new 300 ZX Turbo.
Because this is one machine not meant to stand still—it's a machine designed to move... m ways
reserved for just a handful of cars worldwide.
The remarkably sophisticated, turbo-charged, V-6 engine wrings 200 horsepower
from just 181 cubic inches; at 227 ft/lbs., torque is just short of unbelievable.
How does Nissan harness all this power? The 300 ZX boasts a newly designed,
fully independent suspension: McPherson struts upfront, expanded—span
trailing arms aft. This new geometry provides near-flat cornering and
reduces roll to a memory... for a sense of control that feels absolute.
The new 300 ZX Turbo—an extraordinary blend of challenging
performance and incomparable luxury.
Take a test drive at your Datsun dealer. It's an awesome
example of Major Motion
oi/on stanriina still.
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he time has passed so quickly.
Maybe too quickly. One moment
the image is there, distinct and
bright and full of life. The next moment
it has vanished into a series of fuzzy
memories. But if you close your eyes
tightly — if you turn back the clock in
your mind — you can see O. J. in vivid
color, slashing, cutting, finding day
light, sprinting into eternity. A football
under his arm, a goal post towering
above him, thousands of spectators ris
ing to their feet to acknowledge him.
Ah, O.J. Simpson.
Remember? You must. There was
only one O.J. We knew him as The Juice.
A name synonymous with college foot
ball and Saturday afternoons in au
tumn. One of the greatest football
players who ever lived. Of course you
remember.
Was it really 1968? Could it have been
that long ago? Have the years slipped
away that fast?
They have. O.J. is a mere memory, the
cleats having been put away for good in
1979. You can catch him now in televi
sion commercials and magazine ads,
but it's not nearly the same thing.
So we have to be content with reason
able facsimilies — the newspaper ac
counts that documented every move
O.J. made, every touchdown he scored,
every post-game sentence he uttered,
every generous smile he wore.
That's what we have of O.J. And there
are no exaggerated stories to cloud the
legend; nothing to turn the man into
some kind of unrealistic god in
shoulder pads. It's all true. We know it
because those who were there re
corded it for other generations.
Still, we wish the time had moved
more slowly. Even now, O.J. admits it
doesn't seem that long ago. "But re
member, I went to a school that loves
tradition. I relive it every time I turn on
the TV and see USC in a game. SC
people come up to me all the time, and
it seems so vivid. When they talk about
certain games they saw me play, it
seems like the day before yesterday."
So sit back. Savor history. Put your
self on the 50-yard line in the Los
Angeles Memorial Coliseum. Let's
slowly traverse the 1967 and '68 college
football seasons. Today, it's a warm fall
afternoon, and there are 60,000 specta
tors standing as the Trojan horse
emerges from the tunnel at the north
end of the stadium.
Suddenly, it's game time. And then
we see No. 32 in cardinal and gold.
We know from newspaper accounts
that he was born Orenthal James
Simpson. His father was a custodian of
the Federal Reserve Bank of San Fran-

THE JUICE WORE
CARDINAL & GOLD
O. J. Simpson's Trojan career at USC
by Michael Martinez, San Jose Mercury News

O.J. Simpson capped an Illustrious career at USC with the Helsman Trophy.

cisco, his mother a long-time orderly at
San Francisco General Hospital. When
he was a child, O.J. lacked calcium in
his bones and couldn't walk without
the aid of leg braces. He spent his for
mative years in the Portrero Hill dis
trict, where he occasionally ran with
gangs of youths. Later, O.J. would re
call, "I used to cause some trouble.
Sometimes, when my friends would try
what I tried, they would get caught. I
never did."
The record shows that O.J. attended
Galileo High School, went to City Col
lege of San Francisco for two years — 54
touchdowns and a bagful of records —

and finally enrolled at the University of
Southern California. As the story goes,
O.J. had wanted to transfer to a fouryear school after one season at CCSF,
but he lacked sufficient credits to enter
Southern Cal. So others came calling.
Arizona State almost had him. And
Utah, too. But USC and its enormous
football past — not to mention the chal
lenging spectre of former Heisman
Trophy winner Mike Garrett — drew
him south.
All this comes quickly to mind as
Simpson finally trots onto the field in
his first game. The opponent is Washcontinued on page 38
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For sweater weathei; imaginative colors and textures in a variety of styles of pure virgin wool.
Made in America by Pendleton Woolen Mills, Portland, Oregon 97207.
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Boston College also holds a tailgating
competition. Former winner and now
competition judge, Richard M. Carlson,
is known around Chestnut Hill as "Mr.
Tailgate." Carlson, a member of the stu
dent/young alumni group at BC, is a
gourmet cook and displays his mouth
watering knack for cooking at all home
games. The menu for the season is pub
lished and mailed out to the student/
young alumni members.
One such menu might include Carl
son's award winning seafood Newburg
as the main course and appetizers
such as oysters on the half shell or littleneck clams. Another specialty is Carl
son s version of surf and turf—shrimp
scampi and sirloin steak. The tradi
tional Holy Cross game main dish is
"Flaming Shish Kebab a la Tailgaters of
America."
Carlson, who begins preparation of
his tailgate creations the week before
the game, goes all-out for the games be
cause he loves to cook and feels the tail
gate parties do a lot for the alumni. "It
really gets people into the spirit," says
Carlson. And speaking of spirits, Carl
son has concocted a beverage known
as a "Screaming Eagle" for cold days.
But, he says, he doesn't allow anyone to
have more than two. "We really try to
de-emphasize the drinking. There is
not excessive alcohol at our parties,"
he explains. It's pretty obvious that the
focus of the Carlson parties is the food.
Carlson and other members of the
student/young alumni groups often
tailgate at away games, although cook
ing in a hotel room is a little more diffi
cult than starting the meals in his home.
"As long as we have a Coleman stove
and a supermarket, we're in business,"
he says. For some games the group
rents motor homes and stays the entire
weekend.
Another group of tailgaters known
for road-tripping to away games are
those from Louisiana State University.
Residents of Tuscaloosa and Auburn,
Alabama, are likely to see a caravan of
motor homes cruising into their col
lege towns the Friday evening before
their teams take on theTigers. But these
tailgaters are not prejudiced. They wel
come all passers-by, regardless of their
school colors.
The tailgate feasts at home in Baton
Rouge are elaborate. The die-hards
begin arriving in the parking lot of Tiger
Stadium Friday night. These folks get
an early jump on the Saturday morning
arrivals and begin setting up their
spreads. Many have been parking in
the same area for years and each foot
ball season is a reunion for tailgate
regulars.

There are several groups of tailgaters
that come together regularly and one of
them is the "Tiger Tailgaters" from
Gonzales, La. These fans even had
purple and gold T-shirts printed up.
The menus at these "Cajun" tailgate
parties include traditional southern
delights such as barbecue, fried chicken
and seafood gumbo.
On any given football Saturday at
Stanford University, one can find scores
of tailgate parties in full swing. In
Chuck Taylor Grove, just outside of
Stanford Stadium, countless motor
homes form a tailgate town. Many of
these recreational vehicles belong to
members of the Buck and Cardinal
Clubs, providers of many of the men's
and women's athletic scholarships at
Stanford. Like LSU tailgaters, the groups
on "The Farm" are willing to share with
passers-by—anyone from a weary pro
gram vendor to a fan from arch-rival
University of California, Berkeley.
The Stanford tailgate parties range
from elegant feasts of sirloin fondue or
venison (roasted on location on a spit)
and imported wine, to picnics of coldcuts and sourdough French bread and
coolers of canned beverages. Spreads
range from dining room settings, com
plete with cardinal and white table
cloths and expensive silverware, to
card tables and lawn chairs.
Penn State has quite a reputation for
tailgate parties, also. They even have a
"King of the Tailgaters," Christ "PapaD"
Papadopoulous. Like BC's Carlson,
"Papa D" bars no holds in the food de
partment, once serving an 80-pound
roast and 1,000 grape leaves stuffed
with a variety of Greek goodies.
University Park tailgate parties begin
not just hours, but sometimes days, be
fore game time. Some groups hook up
at the KOA site in Bellafonteand "party
the entire weekend." There are even
electrical outlets on the Penn State
campus for hooking up a camper with
all the comforts of the kitchen. For
some of the members of the exclusive
Nittany Lion Club, tailgating means ar
riving in a special bus complete with a
chef and bartender.
Tailgating, it seems, is now nearly as
important as the game, and definitely
as carefully prepared as the game plan.
These parties usually last longer than
the game itself—many resuming after
the game for more refreshments for the
victory celebration or the defeat lamen
tation. At St. Mary's College (Moraga,
Calif.), for example, the real party is
after the game. There's some tailgating
before the game, but the "Fifth
Quarter" is the big draw. After the gun
sounds, many Gaels fans make their

Boston College fans prepare elaborate
spreads lor their annual tailgate
competition.

way over to the arena in front
of
Madigan Gymnasium where parties
abound. The Gaelsports Club, a fundraising group, sponsors the Fifth
Quarter party and sets up two, three,
sometimes even four bars, depending
on the number of people attending.
Occasionally St. Mary's works out an
arrangement with a local pizza parlor
and they come over and make pizza for
the party, which sometimes draws
about half of the game crowd. There are
also those who choose to spend their
postgame munching on traditional
tailgate feasts of barbecue and cold
cuts. Anything goes during the Fifth
Quarter.
Like St. Mary's, Kent State tailgaters
prove that one doesn't have to have a
big football program to have a big tailgating appetite. Most of the tailgating
takes place in a lush green lawn area
surrounding Dix Stadium. To encourage
pre-game parties for those without RVs,
picnic tables are set up for the games.
And there's the "Golden Girl" program.
These women are popular with the tailgating crowds—they drive around sup
plying ice to anyone who needs it. The
people at Kent State are working to
make their football games "the social
event of the weekend."
At these schools, and many others
around the nation, it seems that a new
theme for college football games is
emerging—it's not whether you win or
lose, it's what's cooking over the flame.£
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ington State, and the reviews are im
pressive. He runs 17 times—the fewest
times he will carry the ball in two years
for the Trojans—for 94 yards, catches
two passes for 28 yards, scores a touch
down and USC wins, 49-0.
It becomes routine. O.J. gets 158
yards rushing against Texas, 190 against
Michigan, 160 against Stanford, 150
against Notre Dame. He carries the ball
30 times one game, 36 the next, then 29,
then 38. A year later, he will rush 47
times for 238 yards against Oregon
State. "He doesn't belong to a union,"
his coach, John McKay, tells reporters
one day. "He can carry the ball as many
times as we want him to." And O.J. is
pure joy to watch. What they've said
about him is true. He has the balletic
grace of Gale Sayers, the brutish
strength of Jim Brown. He can run 100
yards in 9.4 and does the 40 in 4.5 —
wearing cleats. He is absolutely won
derful with the media.
Pick a subject. O.J. can handle it.
On school: "Studies come tough at
times, but there's no other way. I don't
want to feel indebted to anybody."
On running: "It's a feeling. I don't
wear a lot of pads because I want to
'feel' the game, the contact. It helps to
be able to feel a tackier hitting you or
grabbing at you. You know where he is
and what to do."
On his incredible moves: "You can't
practice them. Either you have them or
you don't."
A strong supporting cast — one that
includes offensive tackle Ron Yary,
wide receiver Earl McCulloch, defen
sive back Mike Battle and defensive end
Tim Rossovich — combines with Simp
son to keep the Trojans unbeaten
through the first six weeks of the sea
son. In the seventh game, he rushes for
235 yards in 30 carries (a career-best 7.8
yards per carry) and scores three times
in a 23-6 win over Washington. Then,
disaster.
Simpson suffers a sprained right in
step the following week against
Oregon. USC wins the game, 28-6, but
O.J. doesn't get past the third quarter
and finishes with just 63yards in 23 car
ries. McKay offers a grim assessment: "I
doubt if he'll play much more football
for us — if any — this season.'' O.J. is on
crutches, but he tells friends, "I'll be
back." Hundreds of remedies are sent
to the team's long-time trainer, Jack
Ward.
O.J. makes the traveling squad to Cal,
although he sits out the Trojans' 31-12
win. Finally, a week later, he's back. He
gets 188 yards but USC is handed its
first—and only—setback of the season,
381
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The elusive running style ot O.J. Simpson
made him a difficult target for tacklers.
3-0, at Oregon State.
"That game was played between the
20s," Simpson recalls. "Their first time
down, they kicked a field goal. Then we
got a field goal, but the officials said we
missed it. And it stayed that way the
whole game. I kept slipping in the mud,
and the rule in college is that ifyou fall
down, the ball is dead. It was a bad rule
then, and it's still a bad rule.
"Actually, that game never stood out
in my mind, but the following year we
were really committed to beating them.
They had their whole team returning,
and we were a different team, but we
beat them, 17-13."
The two biggest games of O.J.'s first
season follow—UCLA, then the Rose
Bowl. Who can forget the '67 game with
the Bruins? Not Simpson.
"I grew up in San Francisco," he says,
"so to me, the big game was always
Stanford-Cal. But I'll always remember
,that game — UCLA, Gary Beban, the na
tional championship, obviously the
Rose Bowl and, of course, the impor
tance of being city champs. In L.A., that
might have been the most important
thing about the game—having the brag
ging rights."
It's a meeting of two great teams and
two great players. USC vs. UCLA. O.J.
Simpson vs. Gary Beban. The roses are
on the line, but so is the Heisman
Trophy. Sports Illustrated offers its
readers a full-blown account of the
hoopla leading up to the game, and

writer Dan Jenkins writes: "... to bring
two such dedicated enemies, two uni
versities so close in proximity (10 miles)
yet galaxies apart in image and attitude,
down to so desperate an hour makes the
attraction all the more noteworthy."
The game lives up to its billing. It's
close, the Trojans narrowly pulling out
of a 21-20 decision, and it is decided by
a pair of Simpson touchdowns—clearly
the two most dramatic, most incredible
runs you will ever see on a football field.
First, a 13-yard run of pure power and
simplicity. A touchdown. "We were
either tied or down," Simpson says
now, "and it was before the half. It was a
sweep, and they blitzed, and I just tried
to cut up field and get behind my line. It
became a blur at that time. I got hit four
or five times, and I was surprised I even
scored."
Then, the game-breaker. A 64-yard
touchdown full of wonderful moves,
brilliant cutbacks and sheer speed. "I
had been getting hit pretty good," he
said afterward, "so I decided to fake
into the wrong hole in the line when I
carried, then cut back to where I was
supposed to go."
The Trojans win the Pacific-8 cham
pionship, go to the Rose Bowl and beat
Indiana 14-3 as O.J. runs for 128 yards
and both touchdowns. But Beban cap
tures the Heisman.
After that, O.J. visits Garrett's home.
"I saw his trophy," he said, "and it hit
me kind of hard. For the first time, I was
aware of how close I had come to win
ning it—and how badly 1 wanted it."
He sets the tenor for his senior year in
the opening game of the 1968 season.
Let O.J. tell you about it:"We went up to
play Minnesota, which had a history of
going out and stopping the other
team's name player. We had a lot of
pressure on us because I was in the
running for the Heisman and we only
had one person from our offensive line
returning.
"Anyway, we knew how big the game
was. It was a rainy day, and we found
out they hadn't cut the grass all sum
mer to slow me down. The first two
times I got the ball, I fumbled. We knew
we were in a dogfight. I had a decent
game, but they broke me. We were
seven down with four minutes to go. I
had a couple of touchdowns and ran
for 236 yards. We won."
It went on like that. USC, national
champs with a 10-1 record in '67, came
back to go 9-1-1 in '68. O.J. ran for 3,423
yards and scored 36 touchdowns in
two years. He won the Heisman and
took the Trojans to two Rose Bowls.
Remember? Of course you do.
£

AtariWriter™
makes it easier
tobea
better writer.

"You get to spend your
energy on ideas rather than
typing."
—Alan Alda

The AtariWriter™ program
takes the drudgery out ot writing
by eliminating the drudgery of
typing—worrying about typos,
whiting out mistakes, retyping
new drafts over and over and
over.

Spend more time writing,
no time retyping.
Whether you're writing a per
sonal letter, a paper for school, a
report for your club or magazine
articles for a living, AtariWriter
lets you compose and edit your
text on your TV screen, before
you put it on paper. Got a
sentence that seems out of or
der? It's easy to reposition it with
AtariWriter. Would the third
paragraph make more sense as

the fifth paragraph? It's just as
easy to move whole paragraphs
around. Are you a miserable
speller? Add the new 36,000
word ATARI® Proofreader™
program and your ATARI Home
Computer will search
out spelling errors for
You can even
instruct the Proof
reader program
to check spelling
on technical words
you may need in your writing.

Not a word touches paper
until you're sure
it's right.
Remember, you've been able
to make all these changes be
fore a single word has been put
on paper. You've been spending
your time creating, not wasting it
typing draft after draft. But when
you finally feel your writing is
polished to perfection, the
ATARI 1027™ Letter Quality
Printer will print out as many
crisp, clean copies as you need
on plain bond paper or your
personal stationery (It even
automatically numbers pages
for you!)
What if you suddenly find you
need more copies six months
from now? No problem at all if
you've got either the sophisti
cated ATARI 1050™ Disk Drive or
less expensive 1010™ Program
Recorder. These devices let you

"store" your text indefinitely "just
in case!'

Here's what you need to
start writing better.
The AtariWriter word process
ing program works with any
ATARI Home Computer—
including the new 600XL™ and
800XL™ You can choose either of
two ATARI printers: the high
speed ATARI 1025™ 80-column,
dot matrix or the ATARI 1027 Let
ter Quality model. And either of
two text storage systems: the
ATARI 1050 Disk Drive or ATARI
1010 Program Recorder. No mat
ter what combination you
choose you'll be paying less than
most other word processing sys
tems.
Stop by your Atari Dealer
today and see how much easier
it is to be a better writer—now
that Atari has made it so much
easier to write.
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82 RON WOODS
Wide Receiver

18 MICHAEL YOUNG
Defensive Back

72 EDUARDO YAGUES
Guard
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STATISTICS
UOP

SJSU

Through 10 games

Through 10 games

RUSHING

ATT GAIN LOSS

James Mackey
Ron Thornton
Anthony Simien

182
155

843
634

36
52

17

50

5

ATT CO MP

INT

PASSING
Paul Bemer

280

149

34

17

16
0

Mike Pitz

NET

AVG

TD

LG

460
232
302

23
11

437
221

3
3

215

87

3.7
3.8
0.9

3

22
22
20

PASSING

ATT C0MP

INT

PCT

YDS

TD

LG

Rob Frasco

202

10

.569

13

5

.333

2506
128

18

Doug Allen

355
39

49
27

NO

YDS

AVG

TD

LG

49
48

585

11.9

4

29
27
21

796
366
255
188

16.6
12.6
9.4

8
2

29
45
27

0
1

40
28

17

229

8.9
13.5

2

22

NO

YDS

AVG

LG

64
1

2564

40.0
27.0

56
27

NET

AVG

TO

LG

RUSHING

ATT GAIN LOSS

807
582
45

4.4
3.8
2.6

6
2
0

51
26
13

Frank Robinson
Randy Walker

117
58

PCT

YDS

TD

LG

.532

13

500

2003
225

56
24

1

Rob Frasco

NO

YDS

AVG

TD

LG

PASS RECEIVING

Bill Wolsky
Michael Scott
Tony Camp

31
29
25

233
483
382

0
5
1

37

Kevin Bowman
Tony Smith
Keith McDonald

Ron Woods

20
17

171
241

7.5
16.6
15.2
13.5

14
14
9

PASS RECEIVING

Gene Thomas
Kurt Heinrich
Ron Thornton
James Mackey

PUNTING
Marshall Lampson

14.1

2
2

56
43
24
47

208
213

14.8
15.2

4
2

39
51

125

13.8

0

51

NO

YDS

AVG

LG

55

2073

37.6

57

Frank Robinson
Randy Walker
Chris Iglesias

PUNTING
Sean Laughlin
Tom Diehl

FIELD GOALS
FIELD GOALS
Ken Norgaard

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

1-3

4-5

1-3

1-1

UOP
Points/Avg. per game
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247/24.7
1568/156.8

Total Offense/Avg. per game

3654/365.4

First Downs
Penalties/Yards
Fumbles/Lost

OPP

209/20.9

318/169/16
203
58/500
17/7

27

1-2

1

TEAM TOTALS

1374/137.4
2280/228.0

per game
Passing Yds./Avg. per game
Passing (Att./Comp./lnt.)

96

Tony Brown

TEAM TOTALS

%

53 ROBERT ZOLG
Center

Points/Avg. per game
Rushing Yds./Avg per game
Passing Yds./Avg. per game
Passing (Att./Comp./lnt.)

2554/255.4
350/219/14
4122/412.2

Total Offense/Avg. per game
First Downs
Penalties/Yards

217
85/686
15/7

Fumbles/Lost

13

SJSU

OPP

227/22.7
940/94.0

1469/146.9

225/22.5

2634/263.4

1778/177.8

295/215/15

265/135/12
3247/324.7

3574/357.4
197
91/766

181
105/847

28/12

24/12

TIGER FEATURE

Good Luck
UOP Tigers!

Seafoodsu^

Stockton Orthopedic
Medical Group, Inc.

Restaurant <Sl Oyster Bar
• LUNCH•
• DINNER •
• SUNDAY BRUNCH •

Gerald Barnes
Tom Bielejeski
Jerry Crooks
Steve Gaal
Joseph Serra

Courtyard dining on the Lake
Cocktails

Entertainment

JIM BANNOWSKY
Stockton, CA

FLOYD LAYHER
Jackson, CA

948-1641

SHELDON MacKENZIE
Santa Barbara, CA

DANK ON

UNION SAFE
DEPOSIT
DANK

KEVIN GREEN
Ventura, CA

At the close of every Pacific football season, another group of Tigers reach the
end of their college football careers. For many of these players, the helmets and
uniforms will be put away for the final time, the cleats will be taken off and tucked
away in a closet corner and the practices and games will become reflections to be
thought of in the winter, but the memories of their years as a Pacific football player
and the praise of their leader, Coach Bob Cope, will remain with them as a bright
memory for all their years to come. For Cope, the sentiments are mutual.

MICHAEL SCOTT
Richmond, CA

"They've gone through winning and losing together. They've spent the time
together in the weight room and spent the time together out on the field, sacrificing
for a common goal. They've been through defeat together and they know how to ac
cept it and how to come back. They've developed perserverance and the courage to
keep on going on."
The current group of Pacific seniors has gone through difficult times over the last
few years. But despite injury and disappointment, they have kept fighting back under
Cope's reassuring leadership, and Cope understands and appreciates that sacrifice.
"I look at our seniors as pioneers," reflected Cope. Sometimes the pioneers suffer
through the hard times, while others come later to reap the benefits. We cannot
measure the hard work, the committment and the changes that the seniors have con
tributed to the program. We're gonna win and no one will believe that until we've
done it. Our seniors have helped lay the groundwork for that future.
"All of our seniors have faced injury and adversity throughout their years here.
They've shown their character, courage and perserverance. I have no doubt these
gentlemen will be successful. They will get knocked down and be able to get back up
and fight back. They've learned some very valuable lessons: not to despair when
things get rough, to stick together and to believe in themselves — even when others
did not. They know that there aren't any free lunches and that you often have to pay
a great price for worthwhile goals."
In Cope, the senior class found a coach worth following, and in his senior Tigers,
Cope found a group worth leading. In this, your final game, we say "goodbye senior
Tigers; thanks for the memories!".
— by William F. Rothschild

STEVE SMITH
Modesto, CA

YOUR SYMDOL OF STRENGTH
STOCKTON•LOCKEFORD* MEMBER FDiI.C. • CHARTERED1897
ANDRE STOCKTON
Los Angeles, CA
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KEVIN FREUDENTHAL
Modesto, CA

DAMON LANIER
Los Alamitos, CA

RICHARD LEE
San Francisco, CA

"I just want to express my appreciation and love to this group of seniors for their
perserverance, determination and cooperation during the last two years," said Cope.
"I want them to know what a tremendous contribution and foundation they have
built on their hard work and sweat — their contribution is the morter of our team for
the future. Our team will win — I can assure you — and when we do, this team will
know they were a part of it. They've done everything I've asked them to do.

4722 QUAIL LAKES DRIVE • STOCKTON

1901 N. California

TONY CAMP
Costa Mesa, CA

Cope Reflects on Dedication, Sacrifice
of Graduating Seniors

952-1637
AT MARCH LANE & QUAIL LAKES DRIVE

PAUL BERNER
San Diego, CA

GREG THOMAS
Richmond. CA

STUART WEIMERS
Manteca, CA

$
15

GREG PACOS
El Toro, CA

BOB SHOLLIN
Newport Beach, CA

GARY STENLUND
Santa Ana, CA

C3B iK*

BILL WOLSKY
Boulder, CO

RON WOODS
Long Beach, CA
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Oscar Anzaldo

Dario Debenedetti

Frank Bevilaqua

Manny Borges

Robert Bosworth

John Brouwer

"Thank you,
Stockton
for making
Fill the Stadium Night'
a tremendous
success!''

Dennis Fay

1984 TIGER PEP SQUAD

Seldon Brusa

Top Row:
Greg Hall
Third Row:
Gretchen Imig, Teri Lynn Churchill,
Liz Zchau
Second Row:
Cathy Bremner, Janet Langenberg,
Gina Coriccini, Chelle Beal
Front Row:
Kara Ascarrunz, Kimell Garland
Not Pictured:
Mike Ennis

John Dennis

J.R. Gonzales

These are some of the many New York Life Agents
in this area — all good people to know.

"ASK ME:

Steve Head

Steve Heinrich

Life, Group and Health Insurance
Annuities, Pension Plans.

MID-VALLEY TRUSS,INC.

For the finest in floor coverings.

STOCKTON GENERAL OFFICE:
DeWayne A. Ehlert, CLU, General Manager
501 W. Weber Avenue
Stockton, California 95201
Phone (209) 942-2400
Russ Herring

1W4 IK tfumtfrtwj inc.

Rex Inglis, CLU

Roof & Floor Trusses

CARPET - LINOLEUM
TILE - DRAPERIES

• Industrial
• Commercial

Steve Lenzi

Gary Libhart

Rick Paulsen

John Read

Mark Ruiz

• Residential

3808 West Lane
948-3501

4408 E. Fremont Street
Stockton, CA 95205
Phone (209) 464-7358
Ray Wong Quen

Dixie Smith, CLU

Karen Thornton

Sherman Turner
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Jo Venkus

Ted Wolf

Lie. #258611
17

TIGER ALPHABETICAL ROSTER

THE SPAIVOS SPORTS QUIZ

University of the Pacific

Here's a chance to test your knowledge of UOP football, and have a little
fun, too. All material is taken from the 1984 UOP Press Guide.

P0S.

NO. PLAYER

1. Which team has tied with UOP more than any other opponent?
2. Which major conference is UOP undefeated against?
3. Last year's 85-yard TD pass from Mike Pitz to Ron Woods vs. San Jose State was
the longest pass play in UOP history. What was the previous record?

(Answers can be found in centerspread section, pages 20-21)

1341 Robinhood Drive
478-7954

And while you're at it,
have a great pizza.

NO.

PLAYER

YR.

HT.

WT.

HB

6-2

210

So.

1V

Stockton

230

Sr.

2V

Stockton

6-3

210

Sr.

1V

San Diego

83 M0FFATT, Shelby

WR

6-3

195

Jr.

JC

Sacramento

LB

5-11

185

Fr.

HS

Sacramento

6-3

180

San Juan Bautista

5-11

180

Jr.

JC

Long Beach

NG

6-2

235

So.
Jr.

JC

DB

19 N0RGAARD, Ken
66 0'KEEFE, Tim

PK

6 BUGGS, Terry
13 CABOT, Mark

JC

Hawthorne

PK

5-9

170

Fr.

RS

Los Altos

30 0SB0RN, Brad

HB

5-8

180

Jr.

1V

Mercer Island, WA

85 CAMP, Tony
65 CAPPUCCI0, Joe

TE

6-5

230

Sr.

3V

Costa Mesa

245

Jr.

JC

Monterey

G
QB

6-3
6-1

235
160

3V

6-3

So.

1V

El Toro
Colfax

6-3

245

RS

Fountain Valley

DE

6-2

210

Stockton

6-1

175

JC

Stockton

37 POWER, Bob
4 PURVIS, Tommy

DB
DB

6-1

190

So.
Fr.

JC

DB

So.
Jr.

73 PAC0S, Greg
16 PITZ, Mike
44 PLUNKETT, Jeff

Sr.

G
G/0T

HS

6-0

185

Jr.

JC

21 RH0ADS, Ken
12 ROBERTS, Mark
26 ROGERS, Derek

DB
DB

6-2
6-1

200
200

Jr.
Fr.

JC
RS

Eugene, OR
Richmond
Tracy
Richmond

RB

5-10

170

Los Altos

DE
LB

6-2

225

Fr.
Jr.

HS

99 SARRIS, Rich
54 SCHAFER, Jeff

JC

Victorville

6-3

230

Jr.

JC

Malibu

98 SCOn, Chris
86 SCOTT, Michael

LB

6-4

225

Jr.

JC

Torrance

WR

5-11

180

Sr.

JC

Richmond

C
DB

6-3

235

Jr.

JC

Ventura

6-0

180

Sr.

3V

Newport Beach

38 DANA, Mike
33 DANIEL, Gregg

LB

6-2

215

Fr.

HS

Colusa

RB

6-0

180

RS

Inglewood

3 DIVINITY, Darrell
78 FERGUSON, Kevin

DB

6-0

190

So.
Jr.

2V

Los Angeles

DT

6-4

255

Jr.

JC

Gardena

57 FRANKS, Andy
84 FREUDENTHAL, Kevin

DT

6-3

255

Jr.

JC

Vallejo

TE

6-4

225

Sr.

3V

Modesto

NG

5-11

190

Jr.

JC

Stockton

WR

6-4

190

Fr.

HS

Huntington Beach

G

6-3

255

1V

Oakland

HS

Atherton

DB

5-11

175

So.
Fr.

DB

6-1

190

Sr.

3V

Ventura

SQ

Hintington Beach

32 GRIFFITHS, Derek

RB

6-0

180

So.

8 GRIGGS, Johnny
56 HANCOCK, Carl

HB

6-0
6-1

185

Jr.

JC

Jersey City, NJ

200

Jr.

2V

Richmond

6-1

180

Jr.

JC

Reedley

Fr.

HS

Walnut Creek

DE
QB
LB

6-2

215

1 HEINRICH, Kurt
68 HOLT, Nick

WR

5-9

160

Jr.

2V

Saratoga

LB

6-0

215

Jr.

2V

Lafayette

23 HURT, Fred
94 KING, Blair

WR

5-10

165

Jr.

SQ

San Jose

5-8

168

Jr.

JC

Atherton

50 KING, Michael
7 LAMPS0N, Marshall

G/C

6-0

235

Jr.

JC

Cupertino

P

6-3

200

So.

1V

Long Beach

WR

DT

6-1

210

Sr.

1V

0T/G

6-8

295

Sr.

1V

Los Alamitos
Jackson

LB

6-3

225

Sr.

1V

San Francisco

87 LINCOLN, Todd
80 LONG, Mark

HB

6-4

225

So.

JC

TE

6-3

235

Jr.

JC

Beaverton, OR
Millhrae

31 MacKENZIE, Sheldon
5 MACKEY, James

LB

6-1

205

Sr.

3V

Santa Barbara

RB

5-10

180

So.

1V

French Camp

11 McCAHILL, Jim
74 McGOWAN, Dennis

QB

6-1

185

So.

SQ

Costa Mesa

C

6-2

245

Fr.

HS

Huntington Beach

27 McMILLEN, Steve

WR

5-9

170

Fr.

HS

Ft. Bragg

96 LANIER, Damon
79 LAYHER, Floyd
69 LEE, Richard

55 SHANAHAN, Pat
10 SH0LLIN, Bob
71 SIB0LE, Wes

0T

6-6

260

Jr.

1V

Lodi

25 SIMIEN. Anthony
48 SLADEK, Burdette

RB

5-7

165

Fr.

HS

Carson

TE/HB 6-2

200

So.

JC

Meadow Vista

75 SMITH, Dan
76 SMITH, Steve

DT

6-2

250

Jr.

JC

Anaheim

0T

275

Sr.

3V

Modesto

175

Sr.

SQ

Santa Ana

81 STENLUND, Gary
28 STOCKTON, Andre

WR

6-8
5-11

DB

5-8

175

Sr.

1V

Los Angeles

36 TAYLOR,Joe
9 THOMAS, Gene

DE

6-2

215

Jr.

2V

Los Angeles

WR
HB

6-1
6-6

160
215

Jr.
Sr.

JC
1V

San Diego

DE

6-1

205

Jr.

2V

Sacramento

2 THORNTON, Ron

RB

5-8

185

Jr.

JC

Oakland

51 WIEMERS, Stuart
29 WEISENSEE, Pat

0T

6-7

250

Sr.

1V

Manteca

DB

5-10

175

Fr.

HS

Palm Springs

41 WELLS, La Shawn
35 W0LSKY, Bill

DB

5-10

175

Jr.

JC

Monrovia

HB

6-2

210

Sr.

2V

Boulder, CO

95 WOODS, James
82 WOODS, Ron

LB/DE 6-0
5-11
WR

Los Angeles

72 YAGUES, Eduardo
18 YOUNG, Michael

G

53 Z0LG, Robert

89 THOMAS, Greg
47 THOMPSON, Kevin

£

Three Stockton Locations:
1-5 & Ben Holt

Hammer & West Lane

2405 Pacific (at Central)

3201 W. Ben Holt Dr.

1239 E. Hammer Ln.

Stockton

Stockton

Stockton

466-7988

951-6310

952-1431

w.
18

KmmbTabW

Pizza Restaurants

235

Jr.

JC

Sr.

3V

Long Beach

6-4

260

Jr.

2V

Imperial Beach

DB

5-11

170

Jr.

2V

El Cerrito

C

6-4

255

Jr.

2V

Downey

SPAGHETTI HOUSE
LUNCHES • DINNERS • COCKTAIL LOUNGE • DELICATESSEN
New location in Lodi
at
1420 W. Kettleman Lane
1563 E. Fremont Street • Stockton, California • (209) 948-6609
19

Richmond

165

COMING SOON -—
(On the Miracle Mile)

HOMETOWN

EXP.

P0S.

6-4

17 HARDCASTLE, David
67 HAWKINS, Mike

Ilave a great
season!

HOMETOWN

DT
QB

92 G0WDY, Robert
42 GREENE, Kevin

"NUMBER ONE in Rental Housing Construction in the United States."

YR.

90 BANN0WSKY, Jim
14 BERNER, Paul
49 BUDL0NG, Pete

63 GALLOWAY, Collis
39 GIBBS, Donn
62 GIBSON, Lamont

s4.

WT.

34 MICHAELS, Steve

70 CL0WER, Steve
15 C0NTI, Gene

4. What is the largest crowd to witness a UOP football game?

HT.

EXP.

1984 TIGER
NUMERICAL ROSTER
1 Kurt Heinrich, WR
2 Ron Thornton, RB
3 Darrell Divinity, DB
4 Tommy Purvis, DB
5 James Mackey, RB
6 Terry Buggs, DB
7 Marshall Lampson, P
8 Johnny Griggs, HB
9 Gene Thomas, WR
10 Bob Shollin, DB
11 Jim McCahill, QB
12 Mark Roberts, DB
13 Mark Cabot, PK
14 Paul Berner, QB
15 Gene Conti, DB
16 Mike Pitz, QB
17 David Hardcastle, QB
18 Michael Young, DB
19 Ken Norgaard, PK
21 Ken Rhoads, DB
23 Fred Hurt, WR
25 Anthony Simien, RB
26 Derek Rogers, RB
27 Steve McMillen, WR
28 Andre Stockton, DB
29 Pat Weisensee, DB
30 Brad Osborn, HB
31 Sheldon Mackenzie, LB
32 Derek Griffiths, RB
33 Gregg Daniel, RB
34 Steve Michaels, HB
35 Bill Wolsky, HB
36 Joe Taylor, DE
37 Bob Power, DB
38 Mike Dana, DE
39 Donn Gibbs, WR
41 La Shawn Wells, DB
42 Kevin Greene, DB
44 Jeff Plunkett, DE
47 Kevin Thompson, DE
48 Burdette Slade, TE/HB
49 Pete Budlong, LB
50 Michael King, G/C
51 Stuart Weimers, OT
53 Robert Zolg, C
54 Jeff Schafer, DT
55 Pat Shanahan, C
56 Carl Hancock, DE
57 Andy Franks, DT
62 Lamont Gibson, G
63 Collis Galloway, NG
65 Joe Cappuccio, G
66 Tim O'Keefe, NG
67 Mike Hawkins, LB
68 Nick Holt, LB
69 Richard Lee, LB
70 Steve Clower, G/OT
71 Wes Sibole, OT
72 Eduardo Yagues, G
73 Greg Pacos, G
74 Dennis McGowan, C
75 Dan Smith, DT
76 Steve Smith, OJ
78 Kevin Ferguson, DT
79 Floyd Layher, OT/G
80 Mark Long, TE
81 Gary Stenlund, WR
82 Ron Woods, WR
83 Shelby Moffatt, WR
84 Kevin Freudenthal, TE
85 Tony Camp, TE
86 Michael Scott, WR
87 Todd Lincoln, HB
89 Greg Thomas, HB
90 Jim Bannowsky, DT
92 Robert Gowdy, DB
94 Blair King, WR
95 James Woods, LB/DE
96 Damon Lanier, DT
98 Chris Scott, LB
99 Rich Sarris, DE

When the Tigers have the ball...
KURT HEINRICH
STEVE SMITH
EDUARDO YAGUES
ROBERT ZOLG
GREG PACOS
WES SIBOLE
TONY CAMP
MICHAEL SCOTT
PAUL BERNER
JAMES MACKEY
BILL WOLSKY

SPARTAN OFFENSE

SPARTAN DEFENSE

TIGER OFFENSE
1
76
72
53
73
71
85
86
14
5
35

When the Spartans have the ball...

WR
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
WR
QB
RB
HB

93
77
81
48
86
50
32
16
2
35
4

BRYAN GRAUS
EDWIN BIRD
ARMAHN WILLIAMS
DANNY CLARK
TERRY McDONALD
JIM HOLLINGER
VYN GOODMON
K.C. CLARK
MARCUS McDADE
LOU PATRONE
FRANK WITHERSPOON

1. San Jose State (4)

LE
LT
NG
RT
RE
LB
LB
LC
1C
SS
FS

2. Atlantic Coast (1-0, beat Clemson 21-7 in 951)

22
65
67
74
6
7
8
1
3
2
2

TONY SMITH
JOHN AIMONETTI
HAROLD HADLEY
JIM ACCINELLI
MANU MULITALO
BRUCE McALVAIN
JOHN MURPHY
BOB FRASCO
KEITH TATUM
FRANK ROBINSON
CHRIS IGLESIAS

TIGER DEFENSE
WR
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
QB
FB
HB
WR

o 34 yards (Eddie LeBaron to Bob Heck vs. Fresno State, 1947)

99
57
66
90
31
47
68
4
21
42
41

RICH SARRIS
ANDY FRANKS
TIM O'KEEFE
JIM BANNOWSKY....
SHELDON MacKENZIE
KEVIN THOMPSON ...
NICK HOLT
TOMMY PURVIS
KEN RHOADS
KEVIN GREENE
LA SHAWN WELLS ..

4. 69,527 at Arizona State, 1978

PEPSI-COLA SAN JOAQUIN BOTTLING COMPANY, FRESNO, CA

NUMERICALRROSTER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
46
48
49
50
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
63
64
65
66
67
70
72
74
75
76
77
78
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
91
92
93
94
95
96
98
99

Larry Weldon, CB
Marcus McDade, CB
Doug Allen, QB
Frank Witherspooon, S
Randy Walker, TB
Jon Carlson, QB
Marvin Moon, WR
Tod Devlin, S
Tonv Brown, PK
Rich Harbison, TE
Stephen Crawford, WR
Mike Hasskamp, QB
Tom Diehl, P
Bob Frasco, QB
Eric Hawkins, TB
K.C, Clark, CB
John Bienick, FB
Stacey Gilcrest, CB
Sean Laughlin, P
Frank Robinson, TB
Keith McDonald, WR
Tony Smith, WR
Paul Jones, TB
Donnell Hawthorne, FB
Booker Moore, WR
Chris Iglesias, WR
Edwin Climons, CB
Terrance West, CB
Luis Comesana, PK
Donny Stubbs, S
Vyn Goodmon, LB
Richard Ryles, TB
Donald Stewart, TB
Lou Patrone, S
Keith Tatum, FB
Charles Clinton, CB
Bobby Cobarruvias, FB
Mark Gooden, S
Shawn Cadreau, S
Kevin Walker, TB
Tony Walker, S
Kim Johnson, S
Kelvin Collins, S
Mike James, DE
Danny Clark, DT
Ray Davis, CB
Jim Hollinger, LB
Tim Purvis, LB
Curt Lyon, LB
Sam Kennedy, DE
Ken Office, DE
Sean Logan, LB
Talmadge Morning, DE
Jeff Martinson, DE
Michael Session, OG
Craig Conaway, OG
David Diaz-Infante, OG
Tony Sanchez-Corea, LB
John Aimonetti, OT
Manu Mulitalo, OG
Harold Hadley, OT
Mike Barnard, OT
Mark Baker, OG
Jim Accinelli, C
Bruce McAlvain, OG
Mike Cimoli, OT
Edwin Bird, DT
Mace Gouldsby, OT
Armahn Williams, NG
John Murphy, TE
Greg Jackson, TE
Terrance Williams, WR
Richard Seymour, TE
Terry McDonald, DE
Sean Harvey, WR
Ed Huse, TE
Kevin Bowman, WR
Brett Grauss, DE
Wayne Woodard, DT
Bryan Grauss, DE
Chris Cross, DT
Tom Marshall, NG
Keith Knoop, DT
Mike Fitzsimmons, DT
Robert Cavaretta, NG

OPPONENT ALPHABETICAL ROSTER

In 1888, we made a promise...
make promises, Northwestern Mutual
has been keeping theirs. And why other
companies think of our agents as tough
acts to follow.

to increase their dividends. Some up to
40% or more — without an increase
in premiums.

q|HV-ti>mft.»^wflTW^|g»!8faBannp>P.'-ct|h8>.^8ai»«>fe»l>nga««hTO

• SUPERIOR RETURNS.
Record dividends. Effective January,
1984, Northwestern Mutual will pay
our policyowners the highest dividends
in our history — a total amount of 76
million dollars. This adds up to a
stunning 95 million dollar increase over
and above 1983 alone.

ileViySwaiiluiitiauui

HaCl'ir^v-ygJ*

i^-i-wi-i
The performance of any life insurance
company can generally be determined
by asking three basic questions:
1. How does that company treat their
policyholders? 2. What type of returns
do policyowners receive? and 3. How do
they rank when compared to the
competition? At Northwestern Mutual
Life, we're proud to provide the
answers.

So if you'd like more information, call
a Northwestern agent, the only one who
can represent Northwestern's innovative
products — the only one tough enough
to handle it.

• SUPERIOR RATINGS.
Best in Best's again . . . f o r p r o m i s e s
kept.
The November, 1983 report of Best's
Review, the authoritative journal of the
life insurance industry, ranked
Northwestern Mutual Life at the top.

MARK A.COOK
1755 W. Hammer Lane, Suite 8
P.O. Box 7125
Stockton, CA 95209
(209)957-1755

The Quiet Company

A tough act to follow

© The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 1984.

University Book Store
Your Headquarters For
What

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

HEWLETT

mL'FM PACKARD

WR
TE
DE
S
TB

5-11
6-3
6-0
5-11
5-10

178
220
217
200
195

Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.

Concord
Bakersfield
Granada Hills
La Palma
Pomona

KENNEDY,Sam
KN00P, Keith
LAUGHLIN, Sean
LOGAN, Sean
LYON, Curt

DE
DT
P
LB
LB

6-3
6-0
6-2
6-0
6-0

210
245
194
218
219

Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.

Watsonville
Sun Valley
Daly City
Buena Park
Sacramento

75
2
21
86
95

McALVAIN, Bruce
McDADE, Marcus
MCDONALD, Keith
McDONALD, Terry
MARSHALL, Tom

0G
CB
WR
DE
NG

6-0
5-11
5-8
6-1
6-0

258
177
152
223
235

Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Reno, NV
Oakland
Carson
Oakland
Los Angeles

Los Angeles
Long Beach
Prunedale
Seaside
Lima, Peru

59
7
25
58
66

MARTINSON, Jeff
MOON, Marvin
MOORE, Booker
MORNING, Talmadge
MULITAL0, Manu

DE
WR
WR
DE
OG

5-11
6-1
6-0
5-10
6-2

205
177
184
215
242

Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.

Brea
Riverside
San Jose
Pasadena
Compton

So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.

Manteca
Hayward
Rialto
San Diego
Walnut

82
56
35
53
20

MURPHY, John
OFFICE, Ken
PATR0NE, Lou
PURVIS, Tim
ROBINSON, Frank

TE
DE
S
LB
TB

6-3
5-10
5-11
6-1
5-8

230
220
189
229
187

So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.

San Jose
Sacramento
Fontana
Richmond
Los Angeles

186
261
197
234
198

Sr.
SO.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.

San Jose
San Jose
Sehastopol
Riverside
Orange

33
64
60
85
22

RYLES, Richard
SANCHEZ-C0REA, Tony
SESSION, Michael
SEYMOUR, Richard
SMITH, Tony

TB
LB
OG
TE
WR

5-8
5-10
6-0
6-4
5-11

187
234
237
230
174

Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.

West Palm Bch., FL
San Francisco
Houston, TX
San Rafael
San Diego

5-10
6-1
6-2
6-2
6-3

184
195
227
282
214

Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.

Redondo Beach
Duarte
Bakersfield
San Francisco
Rohnert Park

34
31
36
41
5

STEWART, Donald
STUBBS, Donny
TATUM, Keith
WALKER, Kevin
WALKER, Randy

TB
S
FB
TB
TB

5-10
5-11
6-2
5-7
5-7

198
193
215
178
200

So.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.

Stockton
Miami, FL
Bakersfield
Richmond
Los Angeles

DE
0T
TE
WR
QB

6-3
6-0
6-0
6-3
6-2

214
262
214
191
189

Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.

Rohnert Park
Los Angeles
Napa
Sacramento
Klamath Falls, OR

42
1
29
81
84

WALKER, Tony
WELD0N, Larry
WEST, Terrance
WILLIAMS, Armahn
WILLIAMS, Terrance

S
CB
CB
NG
WR

5-11
6-1
5-10
5-11
5-11

166
194
169
250
184

Sr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.

San Diego
San Jose
Oakland
Los Angeles
Buttonwillow

TB
FB
LB
TE

5-11
5-11
6-0
6-8

209
204
215
240

Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.

Santa Clara
Flint, Ml
Tustin
San Jose

4
92

WITHERSP00N, Frank
W00DARD, Wayne

S
DT

6-1
6-3

202
246

Sr.
So.

Compton
Jackson

HOMETOWN

NO.

ACCINELLI, Jim
AIM0NETTI, John
ALLEN, Doug
BAKER, Mark
BARNARD, Mike

c

6-3

0T
QB
0G
0T

6-2
6-0
6-2
6-5

232
272
158
226
236

Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.

Oakland
San Jose
Los Angeles
Camarillo
Sehastopol

27
83
46
43
23

IGLESIAS, Chris
JACKSON, Greg
JAMES, Mike
JOHNSON, Kim
JONES, Paul

BIENICK, John
BIRD, Edwin
BOWMAN, Kevin
BROWN, Tony
CADREAU, Shawn

FB
DT
WR
PK
S

5-11
6-2
6-2
5-10
5-10

209
245
196
180
19(

Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.

Dunellen, NJ
Oroville
Sacramento
Victoria, BC
Whittier

55
96
19
57
54

CARLSON,Jon
CAVARETTA, Robert
CIM0LI, Mike
CLARK, Danny
CLARK, K.C.

0B
NG
0T
DT
CB

6-1
5-10
6-1
6-2
5-9

200
224
263
241
180

Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.

Pacific Grove
Methuven, MA
Manteca
Santa Ana
Sacramento

CLIMDNS, Edwin
CLINTON, Charles
C0BARRUVIAS, Bobby
COLLINS, Kelvin
C0MESANA, Luis

CB
CB
FB
S
PK

5-8
5-7
5-10
6-2
5-10

175
150
199
187
174

Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.

CON AWAY, Craig
C0RTEZ, Tom
CRAWFORD, Stephen
CROSS, Chris
DAVIS. Ray

0G
QB
WR
DT
CB

6-1
5-11
5-11
6-0
6-0

244
195
170
234
185

63
13
98
14

DEVLIN, Tod
DIAZ-INFANTE, David
DIEHL, Tom
FITZSIMM0NS, Mike
FRASC0, Bob

S
0G
P
DT
QB

5-11
6-2
6-4
6-2
6-1

18
39
32
78
91

GILCREST, Stacey
G00DEN, Mark
G00DM0N, Vyn
G0ULDSBY, Mace
GRAUSS, Brett

CB
S
LB
0T
DE

93
67

GRAUSS, Bryan
HADLEY, Harold
HARBISON, Rich
HARVEY, Sean
HASSKAMP, Mike
HAWKINS, Eric
HAWTHORNE, Donnell
H0LLINGER, Jim
HUSE, Ed

74
65
3
72
70
17
77
89
9
40

37
38
44
30

11

94
49
8

10

Personal Calculators

Personal Computers

HOMETOWN

YR.

28

ttTET"

YR.

WT.

16

In 1984, we're still keeping it.

WT.

HT.

PLAYER

99
76
48

All reasons why our policyowners have
come to realize that, while anybody can

HT.

P0S
S.

OS.

NO.

6

• SUPERIOR TREATMENT.
Update '83. Northwestern Mutual Life
policyowners were given an opportunity

San Jose State

87
12

15
24
50

Next Home Game

Plus...

the finest selection of quality books in all the Valley.

Pacific's next home game is approximately 10 months away, if you do not count the
annual spring game scheduled for sometime in May. Specifically, UOP will open its
1985 football season September 7, 1985 in Pacific Memorial Stadium against Big Sky
Conference opponent Northern Arizona.

Come in and browse!

Fans will surely remember Pacific's wild 38-28 win over the Lumberjacks this
season, a game in which UOP scored 28 third quarter points to erase an 11-point halttime deficit and snatch away a win in the Skydome in Flagstaff, Arizona.
Mike Pitz could be the UOP quarterback in that game, and Tiger fans will recognize
the faces of James Mackey and Ron Thornton in the backfield. It will be Bob Cope s
third season as head football coach at Pacific.

University Center

University Book Store

Next year's 12-game schedule features five home games and trips to Hawaii
(November 16), Central Michigan (September 14) and Arizona State (September 21).
See you all next fall.

(209) 946-2329
TIGERS CELEBRATE.
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THIS WEEK'S OPPONENT
San Jose State Spartans Bring Improved Squad Into Stockton
University of the Pacific Head Foot
ball Coach Bob Cope predicted at the
beginning of the 1984 season there
would not be a single breather on this
season's schedule.

coming off two consective
Momentum is on their side.

wins.

After an illustrious career at San
Diego State, where he compiled a 61-262 record over eight seasons, Gilbert
came to San Jose State in 1981 as
defensive coordinator and assumed the
top spot this year. He made his mark
quickly in San Jose, leading the Spartan
defense to the top spot among PCAA
defenses twice in the past three years.
San Jose State also had two nationally
ranked defensive units against the rush
in this period.
This year's Spartan defense con
tinues that tradition, giving up only 147
yards per game on the ground and 178
in the air. The Spartans have picked off
15 opponent passes and are allowing
less than five yards per play.

RERRY MCDONALD, SJSU DEFENSIVE END
Pacific's opponents have not let Cope
town. Neither will the San Jose State
Spartans.
Coach Claude Gilbert's Spartans
;ome into Pacific Memorial Stadium
onight playing what Cope says is some
sf the best football in the Pacific Coast
\thletic Association. The Spartans are
5-5 on the year, 4-2 in the PCAA, and are

Offensively, the Spartans are much
like UOP's previous opponent, the
Fresno State Bulldogs, in that the Spar
tans enjoy most of their success in the
air on the strength of a talented quar
terback. Senior Bob Frasco contributes
to the PCAA tradition of quarterback
talent, leading an offense that has
racked up 263 yards per game in the air.
Frasco has completed 202 of 355
passes for 18 touchdowns and 10 inter
ceptions. He is sixth on the SJSU alltime passing list.
Frasco's passes have found a host of
receivers, among them Kevin Bowman
(49 catches, 585 yards, four touch
downs) and Tony Smith (48 catches, 796
yards, eight touchdowns).
Spartan fans can be thankful for the
potent passing offense, because the
San Jose State rushing game is not
overwhelming. The Spartans are rushing
for less than three yards per attempt
and only 94 yards per game. SJSU's
leading rusher, tailback Frank Robin

son, has 460 yards on 117 carries.
Tailback Randy Walker has 232 yards on
58 carries.
San Jose State's losses have come
against a variety of tough opponents.
SJSU lost to Nevada-Las Vegas (30-15),
Arizona State (48-0), Stanford (28-27),

HEAD COACH CLAUDE GILBERT
Fullerton State (21-12) and South
western Louisiana (35-28). The Spartan
wins have come against New Mexico
State (14-0), California (33-18), Utah
State (38-21, Fresno State (18-17) and
last week 42-7 over Long Beach State.
Keeping his own prediction in mind,
UOP's Bob Cope knows tonight's con
test will be another in a series of knock
down dragouts on the PCAA slate.
"I think San Jose State might be the
best football team in our league right
now," says Cope of the Spartans. "Cer
tainly one of the best. Claude Gilbert
has done a tremendous job. They have
improved tremendously as the season
has gone on. After their wins over
Fresno State and last week over Long
Beach, they may be playing the best
football in the league."
The Spartans lead this series 31-21
with four ties. SJSU has won five of the
last six meetings, with only last year's
dramatic 30-26 UOP win in San Jose
blemishing the series record over the
past six years.

r REACH FOR THE STARS.
REACH FOR
COHVERSE. WH
The Official Athletic Shoe of the 1984 Olympic Games.
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CODE OF OFFICIALS' SIGNALS
1

V'A

Ball ready tor play

a

Ball dead
Touchback (move
side to side)

m
Start clock

3

5

N

r

GAME RECORDS

I

Individual
Timo-out
Discretionary or injury time
out (follow by tapping
hands on chest)

mi

TV time-out

10 fe

First down

Touchdownllll
Field goal 1111
Point(s) after touchdown

Loss ot down

STADIUM

39, Bruce Gibson vs. San Jose State, '77
310, Mitchell True vs. UC Davis, '72
5, Dick Bass vs. San Diego State, '58

35, Ollie Brown (San Diego State), '76
264, Mercury Morris (W. Texas State), '67
4, Herb Lusk (Long Beach State), '75
Richard Hersey (Arizona), '80

36, Mitchell True vs. UC Davis, '72
310, Mitchell True vs. UC Davis, '72
4, Eddie Macon vs. Denver, '51

56, Paul Berner vs. Long Beach State, '82
32, Paul Berner vs. Fullerton State, '84
446, Paul Berner vs. Fullerton State, '84

61,
38,
463,
7,

59,
38,
446,
5,

RUSHING

Safety

Attempts
Net Yards
Touchdowns
PASSING

11

Incomplete forward pass
Penalty declined
Legal touching of forward
No play
pass or scrimmage kick
No score

UOP

OPPONENT

Attempts
Completions
Yards
Touchdowns

4, John Read vs. Santa Clara, '70

Dan Pastorini (Santa Clara), '69
Ed Luther (San Jose State), '68
Dennis Shaw (San Diego State), '69
Dennis Shaw (San Diego State), '69

Ed Luther (San Jose State), '78
Ed Luther (San Jose State), '78
Paul Berner vs. Fullerton State, '84
Hank Washington (W. Texas State), '66

Harley Miller vs. CS Fullerton, '80
Paul Berner vs. CS Fullerton, '82
Paul Berner vs. CS Fullerton, 84

Inadvertent whistle
(Face Press Bo*)

14 O

TOTAL OFFENSE
438, Paul Berner vs. Fullerton State, '84

68, Dan Pastorini (Santa Clara), '69
450, Dennis Shaw (San Diego State), '69

62, Ed Luther (San Jose State), '78
438, Paul Berner vs. Fullerton State, '84

14, Gary Woznick vs. New Mexico State, '65
182, Gary Woznick vs. New Mexico State, '65
4, Tony Camp vs. Fresno State, '82

15, Lloyd Madden (Fresno State), '67
219, Dave Szymakowski (W. Texas State), '66
3, Several, last Stephone Paige (Fresno State), '82

15, Lloyd Madden (Fresno State), '67
219, Dave Szymakowski (W. Texas State), '66
3, Several, last Rick Parma (San Jose State), '78

Plays
Yards

65, Paul Berner vs. Long Beach State, '82

PASS RECEIVING

Receptions
Yards
Touchdowns
SCORING

Points
Touchdowns

24, Several, last Richard Hersey (Arizona), '80
4, Several, last Richard Hersey (Arizona), '80

38, Dick Bass vs. San Diego State, '58
6, Dick Bass vs. San Diego State, '58

KICKING/RETURNS

Punt Rtn. Yds.
KO Rtn. Yds.
PAT's Made
FG's Made

148, Kent Oborn (Brigham Young), '66
No Record Available

164, Mike Noack vs. San Jose State, 65
147, Bill Cornman vs. Washington State, '69
Eddie Macon vs. Boston, '50
9, Bill McFarland vs. Cal Poly, SLO, '49,
Portland, '49
4, Frank Alegre vs. Hawaii, '77

10, Pete Smolanovich (New Mexico State), '61
4, Steve Steinke (Utah State), '78

30, Eddie Macon vs. Denver, '51
5, Eddie Macon vs. Denver, '51

136, Herman Urenda vs. San Jose State, '65
147, Eddie Macon vs. Boston, '50
7, Wes Mitchell vs. Boston, '50
4, Frank Alegre vs. Hawaii, '77

Scott Kinney vs. Utah State, '82

Team
UOP

OPPONENT

STADIUM

83, vs. Hardin-Simmons, '51
527, vs. Cal Poly-SLO, '49

72, Miami (Fla.), '74
503, Miami (Fla.), '74

83, UOP vs. Hardin-Simmons, '51
459, UOP vs. San Jose State, '58

RUSHING

Attempts
Net Yards
PASSING

Attempts
Completions
Percentage
Yards

61,
35,
.734,
523,

58, vs. South Carolina, '81
34, vs. Fresno State, '82
731, vs. San Jose State (19-26), '56
446. vs. Fullerton State, '84

Santa Clara, '69, San Jose State, '78
San Jose State, '78
San Diego State (29-39), '75
San Jose State, '76

TOTAL OFFENSE

Plays
Yards

96, vs. Hardin-Simmons, '51, Iowa State, '79
679, vs. San Diego State, '58

SCORING

Points
Points/Half
Touchdowns
First Downs

88,
54,
13,
31,

523, San Jose State, '76

106, Loyola, '50
611, San Jose State, '76

106,
611,

55, UOP vs. Boston, '50
31, UOP vs. Los Angeles State, '73
O I i n n i ir Dnptnn 'RO

132, Nevada-Reno, '19
No Record Available

vs. Cal Poly-SLO, '49
vs. San Diego State, '58
vs. Cal Poly-SLO, '49
vs. Denver, '50

61, San Jose State, '78
35, San Jose State, '78
.734, San Diego State (29-39), '75

'61

10,
27,

'80

Ail-Time Leaders
3,324

1. Paul Berner (Active)

3,856

1. Tony Camp (Active)

1. Willard Harrell (1974)

220

2,856

2. Eddie LeBaron (1949)

3,841

2. Bob Ricioli (1967)

96

2. Dick Bass (1959)

208

3. Dick Bass (1959)

2,714

3. Sander Markel (1982)

2,795

3. Lionel Manuel (1983)

89

3. Eddie Macon (1951)

204

4. Tom McCormick (1952)

2,652

4. Tom Strain (1965)

2,758

4. Rob Wilson (1980)

86

4. Tom McCormick (1952)

188

5. Bruce Orvis (1949)

2,461

5. Bruce Parker (1978)

2,706

86

5. John Rohde (1949)

174

6. John Read (1970)

2,623

6. Ken Buck (1953)

82

6. Bruce Orvis (1949)

156

7. Grayson Rogers (1981)

2,578

7. John Rohde (1949)

81

Don Brown (1956)

156

8. Bob Lee (1967)

2.340

8. Ron Woods (Active)

80

9. Mickey Ackley (1969)

2,225

9. Paul Schreiner (1981)

77

2,148

10. Honor Jackson (1970)

74

1. Willard Harrell (1974)
2. Bruce Gibson (1977)

6. Mitchell True (1972)

Illegal use of hands or arms

Helping runner
Interlocked interterence

Grasping lace mask or
helmet opening

Tripping

Player disqualification

2,000

7. Kirby Warren (1983)

1,978

8. Jack Layland (1967)

1.751

9. Eddie Macon (1951)

1,708

10. Gary Blackwell (1982)

1.591

10. Roy Ottoson (1953)

NOTE: Signals number 15. 16. 17. 24. 25 and 26 are for future expansion
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SCORING

PASS RECEPTIONS

PASSING YARDAGE

RUSHING

Mike House (1979)

105

8. John Rodriguez (1976)

153

9. Art Liebscher (1950)

150

10. Bruce Gibson (1977)

144

UOP FOOTBALL HISTORY
UOP Football Hall of Fame
by the Hall of Fame Committee, a
member must be "a former Pacific
player, coach or booster who has
made outstanding contributions to
the history of Pacific football."
The first year, choices were made
from
each
of
the
following
eras—1919 to 1937, 1938 to 1947,
1948 to 1957 and 1958 to 1967.

On June 22, 1982 at the Stockton
Golf and Country Club, the UOP foot
ball Hall of Fame was established as
22 charter members were inducted.
New members will be selected each
year and the football hall will be the
first of an overall Pacific Athletic Hall
of Fame.
According to criteria established

Willard Harrell became the first
Tiger of the modern era (1968 to
present) to be inducted last June.
Current plans call for a special
Hall of Fame area to be built which
will display memorabilia of the in
ductees and capture the tradition of
UOP football.

ORIGINAL 22 CHARTER MEMBERS

1983 INDUCTEES
Willis Boyarsky
Ken Buck
Bob Eberhardt
Willard Harrell
Wayne Hawkins

DICK BASS

1984 INDUCTEES

Earl Klapstein
Tom Wilson
Tom McCormick
Jack "Moose" Myers
Alex Spanos

Carl Kammerer
Dr. Clarence Luckey
Willie Viney
Jim Watson

Dr. John Blinn, Jr.
Bob Breeden
Bruce Coslett
Gene Cronin

LARRY SIEMERING

BOB LEE

FARRELL FUNSTON

TOM FLORES

Duane Putnam
Erwin Righter
John Rohde
Larry Siemering
Amos AlonzoStagg

Eddie LeBaron
Bob Lee
Eddie Macon
Art McCaffray
Hugh McWilliams
Johnny Podesto

Tom Flores
Farrell Funston
Bob Grogan
Larry Heller
Bob Kientz
Chris Kjeldsen

Dick Bass
Don Campora
John Cechnini
Bob Denton
Cecil Disbrow

Pacific Football Season By Season
Coach

Record

Year

Coach

Record

Year

Coach

Record

5-4-1
3-5-2
7-3-0

1953

Myers

4-4-2

1954

Myers

4-4-2

1970
1971

Smith
Smith

5-6-0
3-8-0

3-1-0

1936 *Stagg
1937 Stagg
1938 "Stagg

5-4-0
6-3-1

8-3-0

6-6-1
4-5-0

Myers
Myers

Caddas

1939 Stagg
1940 "Stagg

1955
1956

1972

6-1-0
7-0-0

1973

Caddas

7-2-1

Righter

6-3-0

6-5-0
5-6-1

5-2-0
5-3-1

5-3-2
6-4-0
5-4-0

Caddas
Caddas

Righter
Righter

4-7-0
2-6-1

Myers
Myers
Myers

1974
1975

1925
1926

1941 "Stagg
1942 "Stagg

1957
1958
1959

1976

Caddas

2-9-0

1960
1961

Myers
Rohde

4-6-0
5-4-0

6-5-0

2-6-0
5-2-0

7-2-0
3-8-0

Caddas

Righter
Righter

Stagg
Stagg

1977

1927
1928

1943
1944

1978

Caddas

4-8-0

1945

Stagg

0-10-1

1929
1930

Righter
Righter

3-4-1
3-6-0

1946 Stagg
1947 +Siemering

1962
1963

Rohde
Rohde

5-5-0
2-8-0

1979
1980

Toledo
Toledo

3-7-0
4-8-0

1948

Siemering

7-1-2

1-9-0
1-8-0

5-6-0

5-2-2

Campora
Campora

Toledo

Righter

1964
1965

1981

1931

1982

Toledo

2-9-0

1932
1933

Righter
Stagg

4-4-0
5-5-0

1949
1950

Siemering
Siemering

11-0-0
7-3-1

1966

Scovil

4-7-0

1983

Cope

3-9-0

1967

Scovil

4-5-0

1934
1935

Stagg
Stagg

4-5-0
5-4-1

1951
1952

Jorge
Jorge

6-5-0
7-3-1

1968
1969

Scovil
Scovil

6-4-0
7-3-0

Year

Coach

1919

Sperry

Record
1-4-0

1920

McCoy

1-2-1

1921

Righter

1922
1923

Righter
Righter

1924

Year

4-7-0
10-1-0

28

"Far Western Conference champions
+ CCAA champions

When the quality of your investments rises,
so will the quality of your life.
€' 1984 PAINE WEBBER

MEMBER SIPC

4

Now,Quaker State comes
in dean, easy to pour plastic bottles.
Exclusively.

rEHNED

FROM PENNSYLVANIA GRADE CRUDE OIL

QUAKER

MOTOR OIL
CONTENTS 1U

That Quaker State quality
America has trusted for over
70 years now comes in the
most convenient containers
you can buy.They're a cinch
to open, pour and reseal.
That means if your oil is less
than a quart low you can
top it off and save the rest
for later.
Quaker State's leading
motor oils are refined from
100% Pennsylvania Grade
Crude. So now you get 100%
Penn-Grade protection. And
0% mess.
Best of all, it's made to
cost you nothing extra.
And if the new bottle isn't
in your store now, it'll be
there soon.

RT/ 0.946

Today you need an oil this good in a package this good.

Michigan State's "Pony Backfield" included, left to right, right halfback Billy Wells, left halfback Leroy Bolden, fullback Evan Slonac and
quarterback Tom Yewcic.

by Jack Ebling, Lansing State Journal

I

n the early 1950s in East Lansing,
Mich., a backfield of small, swift
"ponies" — quarterback Tom
Yewcic, fullback Evan Slonac and half
backs Leroy Bolden and Billy Wells —
captured the nation's interest.
The school was Michigan State
College back then, and the Spartans
were just joining the Big Ten. But
Head Coach Clarence "Biggie" Munn
and his staff had built a bewildering
multiple-offense — with both Singlewing and T-formation sets behind an
unbalanced line. Whatever MSC ran
into one week was likely to be part ofits
playbook the next. It was no wonder
America's football eyes turned first
toward Macklin Field Stadium on
autumn Saturdays.
A 28-game win streak ran from
1950-53 and included a 9-0 national
championship season in '52. In MSC's
long-awaited first year of eligibility for a
Rose Bowl trip, the "Pony Backfield
carried Munn's men all the way to Pasa
dena, Calif.
The January 1 28-20 victory there
over UCLA gave the Spartans a No. 3 na
tional ranking, behind Maryland and
Notre Dame, and provided two men
with new jobs. Munn moved up to be
come athletic director and chose an
unknown aide to succeed him. Hugh

"Duffy Daughterly did that, and more,
for the next 19 seasons.
Munn began his final coaching sea
son with a bit of Press Day prophesizing: "This is the first timeIcan recall
seeing a squad on opening day without
a fat boy in sight."
Indeed, among MSC's 65 varsity play
ers, none weighed more than 217. And
the ponies averaged 5-83A, 172 pounds.
Yewcic was 5-11, 180; Slonac 5-8, 170;
Bolden 5-7V2, 163; and Wells 5-9, 180.
That lack of size was a preseason
concern in August of '53. A new limited
substitution rule had brought about a
basic return to one-platoon football.
When on defense, that meant Yewcic
would have to play right cornerback,
Wells left corner, Bolden safety and
Slonac left linebacker — all unfamiliar
collegiate spots for the specialists.
"This way, it's a slower game. It's a
different game, a new game, and 1 don't
like it," Munn said.
"Going to the one-platoon system
has been extra hard for us, since we
were extremists in the two-platoon sys
tem. We picked many light, small play
ers for our offensive setup because they
had speed, and many of them had only
played offense since their sophomore
year."
All were seniors, except Bolden, a ju

nior, with Wells and Yewcic carrying
the biggest reputations entering their
final year. Wells had led MSU's multiback attack with 585 rushing yards the
year before, while Yewcic was the
team's top returning passer and its
third-year punter. But in part-time duty
the year before, Slonac and Bolden'had
also shown their potential. Bolden had
averaged 7.8 yards per pop in spelling
All-America captain Don McAuliffe.
In fact, all of the ponies had shared
playing time in '52, usually coming off
the bench as a baffling change-of-pace
to relieve a set of 200-plus pounders. A
closer look at the "Light Brigade," as
legendary Spartan Sports Information
Director Fred Stabley called the four
some, shows they were undersized but
not overmatched.
Yewcic, from
Conemaugh, Pa., had
never quarterbacked a losing game un
til the Spartans' streak-ending 6-0 set
back at Purdue in '53. He was a backup
signal-caller as a sophomore, but lined
up at halfback and threw the "trans
continental" cross-field TD pass back
to No. 1 quarterback A1Dorow in a 24-20
win over Ohio State. He was also a
standout baseball catcher and would
likely have left campus early to sign a
bonus-baby major league contract if he
hadn't broken a finger that spring. He
continued
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Sometimes v()iir
toughest mpetition
isyxirse
Civic CRX,
Import Car of theYear.

When Motor Trend magazine named its 1984 Import Car of the Year, for the first time ever, one
manufacturer swept the top three places. Thank you, thank you, thank you.

Motorlrend
SB

••

Prelude,
First Runner-Up.

ISJ

Civic S Hatchback,
Second Runner-Up

(S © 1984 American Honda Motor CXJ.. Inc.

THE 1953 PONY BACKFIELB
continued

set Spartan passing and punting marks,
before graduating to the Detroit Tigers
and leaving the QB job to his backup,
Earl Morrall.
"We'd be lost without Yewcic," Munn
said before the '53 season. "That boy
can do anything on a football field. He
can run a team, pass, kick and block,
and I figure he'll do O.K. on defense,
too."
"Eats" Slonac, lrom St. Michael, Pa.,
began as an MSC sub who wouldn't sit
down. After starting fullback Dick Panin
fractured a leg in '52, Slonac took over
for keeps. Besides being a fine receiver,
a ferocious blocker and the team's reg
ular placekicker, he averaged five yards
per carry.
Despite being called a "writhing,
slashing open-field wizard" after his
one-man dismantling of Minnesota,
Bolden was also more than just an out
side scatback. The 130-pound high
school linebacker from Flint, Mich.,
was perhaps the team's best blocker
and an ironman who played 51 minutes
in one game. "Boldy" was also one of
the first northern players to wear tearaway jerseys. One would-be Indiana
tackier was left with a fistful
of shirt,
while Bolden scampered on, stripped
to the waist.
Wells, an unannounced walk-on from
Michigan's Upper Peninsula, was
known as the "Menominee Meteor," in
honor of his hometown. As a sopho
more, he averaged 8.4 yards on 53 car
ries and, as a junior, had touchdown
runs of 83, 69 and 56 yards, along with a
54-yard scoring reception. But he saved
the best for his last college game and a
national T.V. audience, as you will soon
see.
Four games stand out in the ponies'
race to a share of the Big Ten title with
Illinois. After a 21-7 win in the school's
conference debut at Iowa—with Yewcic
completing all but four of his passes
and Wells averaging 17.4 yards per rush
— MSC traveled to Minnesota for its
first "real Big Ten test."
In a 21-0 victory, Bolden scored three
touchdowns on runs of 69, 11 and nine
yards, all coming on the same sleightof-hand smash over right guard Henry
Bullough. Diagrams show the ball was
snapped through the quarterback's
legs directly to the fullback. He then
spun and handed to the left halfback
who was blasting toward the defense.
Bolden gained 145 yards in 14 tries that
day.
"State had speed, power and decep
tion, but the outstanding characteristic
was the speed with which the ballcar
rier got to the line of scrimmage," said
Bernie Bierman, an ex-Gopher coach-
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ing great who'd turned sportswriter by
then.
"That State speed!" marveled thenMinnesota Coach Wes Fesler. "Why,
Bolden ran the off-tackle play faster
than anyone I've watched in my foot
ball career. Michigan State is the fastest
football team I've ever seen."
"What can you do when you're play
ing three teams?" asked Minnesota's
All-America halfback Paul Giel of the
Spartans' diversified system. "I've
never seen a team, as a whole, any faster
than Michigan State."
Home victories followed over Texas
Christian—26-19, with Yewcic's 35-yard
screen pass to Slonac capping a 19point fourth-quarter comeback — and
Indiana — 47-18, with Wells throwing
one 13-yard TD pass, catching a ball for
42 more and returning two intercep
tions for 66 yards.
When MSC finally lost, it was college
football's upset of the year, as West
Lafayette, Ind., became Thermopylae
for this band of Spartans. The Spoilermakers of Purdue, 0-4 at the time, pre
vailed at home, 6-0. The game's only
points came on Spartan transfer Dan
Pobojewski's one-yard, fourth-quarter
plunge, set up by an MSC roughing-thekicker call. Munn's teamshad scoredin
54 straight games, but were blanked by
five Purdue interceptions. The poten
tial winning touchdown was nullified
when Yewcic's away-from-the-play clip
spoiled Bolden's 95-yard kickoff return.
"What happened? Nothing, except
we got outplayed and lost the game,"
Munn explained. "We've got to stop this
losing streak. We have no alibis or ex
cuses for our defeat by a great Purdue
team which was simply red-hot."
So was MSC from that point on.
Munn's squad regrouped with a 34-6
win over Oregon State — ledby Slonac's
rushing and pass interception—before
a crucial 28-13 win at Ohio State. It was
Bolden's day again with touchdown
runs of four, 37 and 20 yards. The long
est tally came on a magnificent endrun,
and long-time OSU followers have
called the last score the best individual
effort in Ohio Stadium history. Bolden
broke six tackles on the 20-yarder that
took what seemed like 20 seconds.
Triumphs over Michigan—14-6,
MSC's fourth straight over its fiercest
rival — and Marquette, 21-15, left the
Spartans 5-1 in the Big Ten and 8-1 over
all. But the school, just coming off pro
bation for "Spartan Foundation"
funding irregularities, was unsure of its
post-season fate. Finally, the confer
ence representatives voted to send
their baby brother West to meet the
Bruins.

That's when sports publicist Stabley's
job grew much more complicated. The
spring before, he'd been chatting with
Wells and had made a promise that
wouldn't go away. Stabley joked that if
the Spartans made it to the Rose Bowl,
he'd get Wells — a rather dashing cam
pus figure at the time — a date with his
favorite Hollywood star. That turned
out to be Debbie Reynolds, whom Wells
had seen five times in one film. And im
mediately after MSC's bid was an
nounced, he reminded Stabley of the
promise. Stabley tried everything, in
cluding this note to MGM publicist
Howard Dietz: "Billy Wells is very hand
some, intelligent and a high-type young
man. He comes from a wealthy family of
early Michigan lumber barons, has
eastern prep-school background and
all that sort of thing. His mother once
was a Hollywood artist. He is a roundfaced, dimpled young man with perfect
teeth and altogether looks quite unlike
the normal conception of an outstand
ing football player. For evidence, I en
close a photograph."
The sales pitch worked, and all was
set, with everyone in on the plan except
a disappointed Wells. He'd even tried
calling the starlet herself, when Stabley
claimed he's had no success. At the Big
Ten Club of Southern California's an
nual game-week bash, emcee Bob Hope
stopped his soft-shoe number and
asked Wells, a noted dancer and musi
cian, to join him on stage. When he did,
Reynolds approached Wells from be
hind, put her arms around him and de
livered a highly publicized kiss. After
one of history's all-time double-takes,
their date was set forNew Year's night—
right after Reynolds had watched the
Rose Bowl with tickets Wells had
provided.
January 1, 1954 belonged to Wells on
the field and off. He scored the last two
touchdowns, including a game-record
62-yard punt return, and was named
Most Valuable Player. Later, he andRey
nolds danced until 3 A.M. at Ciro's and
the Moulin Rouge. The next day, Wells
was flown to New York to be a guest on
Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the Town."
Wells moved to California after a brief
stint and has entertained for years with
his "ukelele orchestra." Yewcic left
baseball for pro football, where he has
had a long career as a player and scout.
Slonac entered the teaching profession
in Wisconsin, and Bolden — after stays
in the military and pro ball—earned his
Ph.D. and helped develop the early ed
ucation program at the famed Behav
ioral Research Institute in Palo Alto,
Calif. The toasts of East Lansing made
the most of their abilities after '53, too.^
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efore the 1977 football season
began, a well-meaning follower
of the University of Texas had a
splendid idea.
Top running back Earl Campbell had
been hampered by injuries during his
junior year and his patron believed
Earl needed some help for his senior
season.
"So this guy brings in a fake can of
Campbell's soup which reads Campbell
for Heisman' on the label," recalls Bill
Little, sports information director at
the University of Texas.
The only trouble was that Little's
predecessor, Jones Ramsey, didn't care
much for that kind of thing.

be»h® coed8'

HOW THE MAJOR
AWARD-WINNERS
ARE SELECTED
' We feel very strongly that our duty is
to provide information to the media
about a player," says Little, "but that
awards are won on the playing field.
"Earl had more than 4,000 yards in
his career at Texas. That's more im
pressive than any brochure we could
put out."
Of course, we're talking about a player
at the University of Texas. Not all schools
receive the kind of attention and enjoy
the long-standing tradition of excellence
that Texas does.

Sometimes you have to go for a gim
mick when you are rushing players for
major post-season honors such as the
Heisman, the Outland and the Lombardi.
Writers and sportscasters cast bal
lots for the awards which honor the
best football player in the land and the
top college lineman. Of late, the Heis
man has become almost exclusively an
award for offensive backfield players.
"It will be difficult for that to change
much," explained Don Bryant, sports
continued
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MAJOR AWARD-WINNERS
continued

information director at Nebraska. "Sta
tistics are so important and there is
little that you can sav about a lineman
until you look at the films."
More on that later.
While it's true that a poster or flyer
will not guarantee an award for a player,
it may get the attention needed at first.
That's when his performance on the
field must take over.
True, the major schools don't have to
worry about furnishing extra informa
tion on their players as they push men
for post-season honors. Such is not the
case everywhere.
I sincerely doubt that a great player
from Montana State could ever win the
Heisman, for example," said Brigham
Young publicist David Schulthess. He's
had a few quarterbacks — Marc Wilson,
Jim McMahon and Steve Young — who
have come under consideration of late.
"We are so far removed from the
media centers that we feel as though
we have to do something for a player to
help get him recognized," said Schult
hess. "Much of the voting takes place in
the East and the West. There are about
12 Heisman voters in Utah."
That's why Schulthess dressed Mc
Mahon in an old helmet, shoes, pads

and jersey and posed him in a stance
used by the player who was the model
for the Heisman Trophy.
"It looked pretty good," said Schult
hess. "We bounced it around the
country."
McMahon, now with the Chicago
Bears, finished fifth
in the Heisman bal
loting in 1980 and third in 1981.
"This isn't like politics," Schulthess
claimed. "You can't do it all with
balloons."
Ironically, it was Notre Dame which
may have set the tone for some atten
tion-grabbing moves when sports infor
mation director Roger Valdiserri made
a remark about Joe Theismann and
pronounced the name Thighsman.
That wasn't how the quarterback
from NewJersey pronounced his name.
It was "Theesman."
No more. It became Thighsman as in
Heisman.
When it was over, he was an ordinary
Joe as he finished second to Stanford's
Jim Plunkett in the balloting for the
1970 award.
It was ironic, because Notre Dame
needs no help in the area of publicity.
The current champions of extra-curriculars work at Clemson. And, intercontinued

Clemofnb
Statistical Information
By Season
12-12

Total
34-23

Note: had two tackles, including one for
minus yardage in one game in 1978.
He was injured in first game of that year
and sat out rest of the season.

Career Highs
Tackles: 12 vs. Tulane. 1981
1st Hits: 10 vs. Wofford, 1981
vs. Tulane, 1981
TnF

2 vs. Notre Dame, 1979
vs. Duke, 1981

IRY:
PBll:

63 vs. Notre Dame, 1979
2. many times

Superior Performances
•1979 vs. Notre Dame. . had two fourthquarter interceptions and returned them
for 63 yards to skotch dramatic Irish
comeback attempts. . also had seven
tackles in that game.
•1980 vs. Virginia. . had 11 tackles and
broke up two passes and had a film
grade of 118 percent in Clemson's road
victory.
•1980 vs. Wake Forest. . intercepted a
Wake Forest pass in the final two
minutes to save a 35-33 victory for the
Tigers. . .also had 11 tackles and two
PBUs in that game.
•1981 vs. Georgia. . had a key inter
ception and nine tackles in the upset of
defending national champion Georgia.
•1981 vs. Tulane. . had a career high 12
tackles in the Superdome
ACC
defensive back of the week, also had an
interception, one of five for the Clemson
secondary. . .
•1981 vs. Duke. . received the highest
coach's film grade ever by a Clemson
player (130). . had two interceptions
and 11 tackles in a 38-10 romp over the
Blue Devils. .

Earl Campbell didn't need a fake can of "Campbell" soup to help him
win the Helsman Trophy his senior year at the University of Texas.

One side panel of the Clemson "Special K"
cereal box listed Terry Klnard's achieve
ments Instead of Ingredients.

MAJOR AWARD-WINNERS
continued
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Jim McMahon of Brlgham Young University posed In old helmet,
shoes, pants and Jersey to look very much like the player who
modeled for the Helsman Trophy. McMahon finished third In the
voting for the Helsman In 1981.
estingly, two members of that office,
assistants Tim Bourret and Kim Kelly,
are from Notre Dame.
In the last three years, the Clemson
sports information office has shown
Periy Tuttle sitting amongst a stack of
broken records and listed his accom
plishments as one would list songs
on a record jacket.
They gave us the refrigerator man,
William Perry. His teammates called
Perry GE because he was as large as a
refrigerator.
Next season Mike Eppley will be fea
tured in a poster as the premier stu
dent-athlete in the country since he has
played football and basketball while
maintaining a 3.5 grade point average.
However, Clemson's finest achieve
ment was a cereal box which appeared
two years ago heralding safety Terry
Kinard — Special K.
"That was Kim's idea," said Bourret.
"It came while eating breakfast one
morning and everybody picked up on it."
Atlanta super-station WTBS, NBC-TV
and about 20 major newspapers gave

szt

the Special K promotion a good ride.
"We don't do it in pre-season because
we don't want to lose our credibility,"
explained Bourret.
There has been some implied criti
cism of that kind of hype. Bourret de
fends it thusly: "We have never done
anything in bad taste and we feel as
though we have to do something to
help a kid get exposure.
"We're not near any big media market.
It's just meant to get attention.The kids
take over from there."
Since Bourret and Kelly teamed up at
Clemson in '80, the Tigers have had 11
All-Americas. From 1936 until 1980,
Clemson had 20 All-Americas.
The publicity sure hasn't hurt.
Just think of the possibilities if Doug
Flutie attended Clemson. Flutie flutes,
perhaps?
Don't expect any such thing from
Boston College, which is the home for
quarterback Flutie, a leading Heisman
candidate this year.
"Our philosophy is to be very low key
about it," said Reid Oslin, sports infor

mation director at BC. "There will be no
Doug Flutie t-shirts. I have talked to a
number of people at several schools
who have been involved with a Heisman
Trophy candidate.
"I see it all as information process.
In our weekly releases we'll have a Flutie
Watch, updating his personal statistics.
We just have chosen not to go the flashy
hype route."
While Boston College may be in the
shadow of the Red Sox, Celtics and
Bruins, it is in a major media market
and not far from New York, Philadelphia
and Washington-Baltimore.
There are built-in advantages at cer
tain places. If you 're the tailback at the
University of Southern California there
is an edge. BYU is fast becoming the
school of quarterbacks.
Television contributes a great deal.
John Keith, sports publicist at New
Mexico who was at Oklahoma during
Billy Sims' stay there, pointed to an
early-season TV outing which contrib
uted mightily to his Heisman boost
in '78.
continued

HOW BIC DOES IT
FOR 20* BEATS ME:
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John McEnroe doesn't hand out compliments easily. But the extraordinary
ability of a 20c BIC to shave this smooth, close and comfortably
left him momentarily speechless. And thats not easy to do.

THE SHAVE THAT SAVES.
*20<t per shaver
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RENO'S MOST WINNING DEAL
MGM Grand Getaway
ictaway,Three Days/Tiro Nights
For Only $6i0 Per Person
ake your reservations
for a Sunday through
Thursday stay and take advantage of Reno's
best vacation value-the MGM Grand Getaway.
For just $60 per person, double occupancy,
you'll stay at America's grandest enter
tainment resort and enjoy Donn Arden's,
multi-million dollar musical extravaganza,
"Hello Hollywood, Hello!"
MGM Grand Getaway package includes:
* Luxury room accommodations for three
days and two nights.
* Cocktail performance of "Hello Hollywood,
Hello!" (includes 2 cocktails).
M All taxes and gratuities for package items.
Dinner show option available at $77 per
person; additional nights at just $24.08 per
person. All prices are based on double
occupancy and on Sunday through
Thursday arrivals.
The Grand Getaway offer is valid through
December 30,1985, and is subject to availability.
So make your reservations today!
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America's grandest entertainment resort.
See your Travel Agent or phone toll-free
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' Even the schools which may not go in
for pizzazz make sure writers and
broadcasters are aware of certain
players early in their careers. Georgia
knew what it had in Herschel Walker
and information on him began flowing
in his freshman year. BYU began furnish
ing information on Steve Young in his
junior season.
Most agree a player must be on a win
ing team to receive notice. It's even
better if a player has a story.
Earl Campbell's mother raised roses
in the East Texas town of Tyler and Earl
became the "Tyler Rose."
BYU's Steve Young was thegreat-greatgreat grandson of Brigham Young and
was a native to Connecticut.
"Steve played that down since your
relatives can't pull you into heaven,"
laughed Schulthess. But it doesn't hurt
the Heisman publicity.
Flutie, a diminutive sort for a major
college quarterback, wasn't offered a
scholarship by any other Division I
school. He was headed for Brown until
two other QBs Boston College wanted
went elsewhere and opened the schol
arship for Flutie.
And not all stories have to be good.
Nebraska's Bryant made a negative into
a positive with Johnny Rodgers, the
Nebraska running back who won the
Heisman in 1972.
Rodgers had been arrested for rob
bing a filling station his freshman year.
It was a fact Bryant never tried to hide
from reporters.
"We didn't minimize it and we didn't
excuse it," explained Bryant. "Johnny
felt he paid a price. He had shown how
he had grown from it."
Bryant added that sometimes just the
name of a player gains attention. "Take
Isiah Hipp. MaybeyouknowhimasI.M.
While he didn't win the Heisman, he
was talked about.
"If his name had been Charlie Jones,
says Bryant with a laugh, "you might
never have heard of him."
And speaking of anonymity, how
about linemen? Nebraska's Dean Steinkuhler may have been the Huskers' best
player this year, but he's lost in the
offensive line.
Pitt, which had the '76 Heisman win
ner in Tony Dorsett, hopes to promote
Bill Fralic, its massive offensive left
tackle, for the honor next year.
You'll measure Fralic's effectiveness
in pancakes — as in how often he flat
tens somebody.
Maybe that Texas fan who had the
Campbell's soup can idea has a few
Aunt Jemima pancake boxes around.®
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How to move with modern times
andtakeyour

Meet the IBM Portable PersonalComputer.
It's a complete PC. In a case. With a handle.
And a welcome addition to the family.
The IBM Portable Personal Computer is
the first IBM PC system you can pick up and
take with you. Across town or across the
hall. Or put away easily for another day.
It's a powerful system, with 256KB of
user memory (expandable to 512KB)
and a slimline double-sided 514"
diskette drive (and room for
another). Plus a built-in

9" monitor with easy-to-read amber
characters. Text and graphics capability.
And an 83-key keyboard.
All fitted into a sturdy, transportable
case that's easy to handle. And park.
The IBM'of portable personal
computers. Make no mistake about it,
this is a true IBM PC.
Which means it is part of the same
dependable family as the IBM Personal
Computer, the IBM PC/XT and the
IBM PC'.jr. And that means you can use
many IBM Personal Computer Software

programs to help you reach your goals.
All this and five expansion slots,
ready to accept expanded memory,
printers and other useful IBM Personal
Computer options. Which should keep
you rolling far into the future.
Pick one up at a store near you.
You can see the IBM Portable Personal
Computer at any authorized dealer or
IBM Product Center.
To find the store nearest you, call
1-800-447-4700. In Alaska or Hawaii,
call 1-800-447-0890.

THE LIFE
OFA
COACH'S WIFE
by Linda Hyde

Linda and Harvey Hyde
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hat is it like to be a coach's
wife?
It is exciting and boring; exhil
arating and frustrating.
There's drama and suspense and
instant reinforcement.
There have been times when I've said,
"I'm sick of football!" But rarely during
the season. I'm usually willing to give
all my fall weekends to the game, but
sometimes resentful of giving up so
many winter, summer and spring days
because of it.
What about the "thrill of victory and
the agony of defeat?" Yes, "Wide World
of Sports" and Jim McKay, the victory is
thrilling! And if each defeat is not pure
agony, it often comes close to it.
It sometimes seems odd that the out
come of a game should carry such an
emotional impact, but for millions of
fans and players around the country it
does. And when your job is the game
and the game a job, the impact is even
greater.
I think this is true on any level. Wheth
er one is the spouse of an assistant in
high school or a head coach in the pros,
defeats are painful, but the victories are
worth working for.
Of course, as a coach moves up the
ladder in football ranks, outside pres
sures become louder, heavier and more

SHOTGUNRAPOS "North of

that's one wild ride. And when
Stanley Idaho, there's a stretch you've made it through 'em,
of rapids on the Salmon River you crack open a cola,crisp
Old Milwaukee®or smooth,
golden Old Milwaukee Light™
Like we say out here,when
you've got friends, fast water
and plenty of beer...
6 1984 THE STROH BREWERY CO.. DETROIT. Ml

widely known, but the pressure that a
coach places on himself is always greater.
This may sound clichdd, but unless one
has coached or played, these pressures
and emotions cannot truly be under
stood or explained, even by a wife. But I
believe that these intangibles are what
make players want to play and coaches
want to coach.
What do you see as your main
responsibility?
Primarily it is the coach and the
coach's children, and those responsi
bilities are increased along with any job
advancements. In order to deal with
the added duties that comewith anyincreased job responsibilities, a person
must have an awareness of self and
some interests outside of duty. Mine in
clude; gardening, ordinary cooking,
reading and writing, and educating deaf
children. I enjoy crafts, but seldom have
the time or the space for the accom
panying clutter.
As in any marriage, coaches' wives
use special tricks to keep harmony
within the household. In my case, I
need to remind my coach when he walks
through the door that the press, staff
and team are not there to greet him. It's
only "us family," and it's time to shift
gears. I will admit, however, that I feel
complimented when my husband ad

dresses me as "coach."
One of my never-changing responsi
bilities is to help keep our life in per
spective. I know that to be successful in
any job, a person must believe in what
they re doing. There must be thousands
stuck in other jobs who are not so privi
leged, but coaches are not among them.
A coach who doesn't "believe" won't stay
in coaching long. The game at hand
must be of utmost importance.
But I also know that everySaturday, as
our team plays, there are attacks in the
street, countries fighting wars, many
battling disease and famine, and milions who neither know nor care about
football. In millions of homes (ours in
cluded) children are being bom, grow
ing up and learning about the world.
An awareness of this helps keep a foot
ball loss from being so painful and helps
keep egos on an even keel after a
few wins.
Win or lose, my children still need
haircuts, reminders about homework,
time for conversation and help decid
ing what to wear to school.
Are you a football fan?
As a youngster, I was reared in a
game-playing family. 1 am a fan of
games and sports in general. In fact,
continued
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more so than my husband because I
have more time for spectating. I decided
early in our marriage that this was clearly
the only road to survival for me. Ath
letics is definitely not my only interest
in life, but since it is such a large per
centage of my world it certainly helps
to enjoy and understand. it. I have
coached and managed my girls' soccer
and Softball teams (we won) and truly
believe that properly supervised, sports
can provide many wonderful learning
experiences.
How would you feel if your son had to
play for or against his father?
Since we have two daughters, I can
only speculate about how I would feel,
but I admit that in earlier years this
question crossed my mind. As parents
we want our children to be the best that
they can be in all areas — social, aca
demic, physical. I know we would want
that for a son. But whether a child's in
terest is medicine, teaching, account
ing or athletics, I'd think having a par
ent in the same field would offer both
advantages and disadvantages to a
child.
I know that "my coach" is an excel
lent teacher, so I am sure that a son's
God-given ability would be enhanced
by the knowledge and skills he could
impart. But my husband is also highly
competitive... and I'd guess that it
would take a special young man to
handle the added pressure of keeping
up with Dad both on the field and with
peers on the team.
As a mother, I have always found it
more emotionally draining to watch a
daughter ride through a two-minute
hunter course, pitch two innings of a
tied game, or take a penalty kick than to
endure my husband's three-hour foot
ball game. Professional coaches are
paid to "take it"; moms and dads
aren't!
As an amateur coach in motherdaughter combinations for several
teams, I have found it difficult to sepa
rate being a mother from being a coach
and have expected more from "my ath
lete," especially in terms of effort and
behavior. I think amateur fathers also
expect more in terms of ability as well. I
believe, however, that a fatherwith pro
fessional coaching experience and per
spective would not have the same diffi
culty, and a son reaching that level
would understand the coach's philos
ophy and level of expectation.
Personally, I'd guess that coaching
one's son would be a father's dream
and a mother's nightmare! Two in the
family "psyching" up for the same
game every week?
Have you moved frequently during

6Qt
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Win or lose, children still need haircuts,
reminders about homework and time for
conversation.

your husband's career, and if so,
how do you adjust to a new town?
In coaching, as in any other field, one
can set career goals in different ways.
One can decide to work hard to pro
gress and move ahead to reach the top
(wherever that may be) or to find a place
where one can feel secure, settle in to a
community and establish a comfortable
routine. We seem to have done both, so
have not moved nearly as often as most
coaches on the four-year level.
Early on, I was geared up for the
gypsy life of a coach on the move. I
watched for and suggested job oppor
tunities and was excited about going to
a new town and supporting us on my
teaching salary. I even hoped my hus
band would get a chance to coach with
out pay for some well-known coach or
school. We changed jobs five times and
lived in eight different homes in our
first ten years. Our children were young
and it all was adventure.
During the next ten years, we found
our comfortable niche and stayed in
one place secure, settled and estab
lished as a family. We enjoyed the tra
ditions and rituals and the friendly
rivalries that ten years can establish. It
was great. But sometimes safe, secure
and comfortable becomes a burden
and different looks like an exciting new
challenge.
Every change can be a growing expe
rience and new people and towns are a
part of learning. Because coaching is a
group experience, we adults usually
have a built-in community of staff mem
bers, but moving a family is never easy!
What is a career challenge to one is an

adventure to another, and pulling up
roots to another. It is for everyone a lot
of work! We must get involved with new
schools, explore the territory of a new
supermarket, find
new doctors and
dentists, and discover ways to spend
our leisure time. One asks a lot of ques
tions of people who look even a little bit
friendly.
Actually, the job is both a cause for
disruption and a unifying factor for the
family. The insecurity of competition is
part of life for our family. We practice,
we cheer, we play, we win, or we lose.
Our friends, our school, our home and
our geography may change, but if we
learn from those new experiences then
everybody grows. I have tried to inter
pret "different" as exciting rather than
scary, and can only hope that our
growth is in a positive direction.
Do you travel on road trips, and if
not, do you mind when he travels
alone?
A short answer is that I seldom travel
on road trips unless they are within
reasonable driving distance... and in
football he's almost never alone.
Although it may be difficult for the
devoted fan to understand, football is
but one of several extracurricular activi
ties that occur only on weekends. Most
families also have football-, basketballor soccer-playing offspring whose
coaches also think that their weekend
game is of utmost importance. Music
teachers, horse trainers and social
studies teachers also think that their
recital, horse show or term paper is
worthy of several weekend hours.
Mothers who are employed outside
the home have families who fully expect
that come Monday morning the closets
and drawers will be replenished with
freshly laundered and ironed clothes,
the refrigerator will be full, carpets will
show vacuum marks, and at least once
a month the view through the windows
will be unobstructed by finger marks.
In other words, away games can often
be catch-up times for me.
Usually we wives try to gather in front
of a radio or television to suffer or cele
brate away games together. Each year,
however, the wives select, far in
advance, one away game that they all
wish to go to. This game is quite accu
rately called "the wives' trip." Although
I'm positive they are happy we have
traveled along, the husbands spend
most of the wives' trip meeting, scout
ing, supervising and practicing with
players and other husbands.
Wives' trips are fun because they
offer the women a chance to get to
gether socially, eat in a restaurant, stay
continued
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in a hotel, tour, see the team in "civilian
clothing" and break the routine of our
part of the season. If we see our mates
for a few hours, so much the better. We
go home with fresh mind-pictures of
what is taking place during other road
games: loading the airplane, meeting
with the team, workouts with the team,
dinner with the team, the game, and
the noisy or all too quiet ride home.
Truthfully, travel during the season
is nothing compared to the miles and
hours spent apart during recruiting,
which are by far the most difficult.
Some future researchers will no doubt
become famous for the brilliant discov
ery that nervous breakdowns among
coaches' wives always occur during or
immediately following a recruiting
season.
How do you feel when people scream
in the stands?
It is part and parcel of the job. This is
one of the major rantributions sports
can make to society. In our culture act
ing out one's hostilities and aggression
is no longer acceptable. Sports serve as
a means for a large number of people
(myself included) to express this very
human need in a socially acceptable
way, either as participant or spectator.
I tell my children (and coaches' and
players' wives and families) that this is
the right and privilege of a fan. Since we
are also fans, it is our right to hold a
different opinion and natural to want
to set people straight, but not always
wise. We just yell louder, clap harder,
sometimes pace the snack bars, and
probably ask our husbands the same
questions about a game that any fan
would. "Why didn't you go for a field
goal? Where were the short passes?
What was wrong with so and so? Didn't
you wear your lucky socks?"
What do you enjoy about the season?
Getting ready for a game on Saturday.
Having the staff over after a win.
Watching early-outs and warm-ups.
I Jove the precision and crispness of
warm-ups and the electric expectancy
of the pre-game air. I imagine players
praying to make only big plays and
small mistakes, and their families and
position coaches praying the same.
I enjoy the physical acrobatics, the
constant movement and watching
players grow in knowledge, skill and
character.
What is the most frustrating part of
your role?
The things I can't do.
Not being able to give the halftime
talk.. .(Don't all fans wish they could
do this at one time or another?) I feel
sort of like a mother who needs to have
a serious talk with her sons!
«»t

Not being able to write for the news
papers. .. This is a universal fantasy of
coaches' wives.
How do you feel about all these
coaches who make big money?
This is a good one! Ask any coach
who ever called a play or organized a
practice why he or she ever started
coaching. Instead of answering "for the
money," I would predict the answers to
include: glory, recognition, challenge,
mental illness, camaraderie, love of the
game, a natural calling, rapport with
others, or an affection for young people.
All these so-called highly paid coaches
could be listed on a 3x5 card. Even they
exist only after having paid dues of
hundreds of hours of thrills and agon
ies; thousands of miles of smelly buses;
gallons of lukewarm beverages; at least
one long-distance phone call from a
labor room announcing the imminent
birth of a child; and more than several
conversations with a wife in which he
asks (innocently or indignantly), "Why
didn't you tell me before?" Usually she
has, but he forgot or didn't hear.
Those few who finally make relatively
"big" money, do so because it means
enough to some person or some organ
ization to pay him to stay or to move.
What do you find rewarding about
the job?
Always a win! A play that works! A
player who finally
"gets it together!"
Coaches and players who are recog
nized for their efforts.
My own husband believes that in
addition to football, a young man should
be learning important life skills by
playing on his teams. These include:
responsibility for self, respect for
others, working as part of a group,
learning from mistakes, putting forth a
best effort in whatever you do, and
generally learning how to function in
society. Although this philosophy may
not work for everybody, it is always a
thrill to hear from an ex-player who has
been through it and feels he is a better
person from the experience. Ask my
daughter about the ex-player who gives
her Dad's standard pre-season talk at
the beginning of each semester's social
studies classes, or the ex-player (now
coach) whose greatest victory was dedefeating our team.
Why do coaches insist on making
every game the "Big Game?"
A rule of thumb is that with each win,
the next game becomes bigger, and
with each loss it becomes more crucial.
In most sports, the intent is usually to
win. Most outsiders judge a team's ef
forts on that win/loss record. No matter
what the goals of the staff may be—
building for the future, bringing along a

young player, holding a team to X
number of yards, finding the psycho
logical chemistry of a particular team
—the overriding goal is to win as many
times as possible.
In football there are usually only ten
or twelve chances to win per season. I
always explain to others that college
football is really a year- round job. Giv
ing the staff a maximum of thirty days
off, I calculate that theywork335 days a
year and have about 36 hours annually
to show others how well they do their
job. Aside from those in showbusiness,
how many other people display their
work in front of thousands, in effect in
viting them to watch and judge?
Any coach who doesn't believe every
game is important shouldn't be there.
What do you appreciate after a win
or loss?
Anyone smiling at me.
A real live pat on the back.
A friendly voice on the phone.
Someone saying (whether it's true or
not) "I know they did their best."
What is the best and worst part of the
job?
There are two answers and both
qualify for best and worst.
Recruiting: It's more time-consuming
and intense than any other time ofyear.
But it sets the tone for the next year,
and it is satisfying when an athlete
makes a choice for "our side." Excuse
the terrible comparison, but it's not
unlike planting a garden or watching a
skyscraper being built.
Waking up on Sunday morning after a
game... After a loss the morning brings
ugly reality and an inevitable re-living
of the worst moments of the game;
reading the paper; seeing friends and
the knowledge that the kids will have to
answer questions at school on Monday
... After a win the morning brings a nice
warm glow; a replay of the wonderful
moments of the game; reading the
papers; seeing anybody, and knowing
that the kids don't have to worry about
answering questions at school Monday.
I conclude with some famous sayings
that I'm sure originated with coaches'
wives:
There's always tomorrow.
Hope springs eternal.
You're only as good as your last game.
It isn't over til it's over.
On any given day, anybody can beat
almost anybody.
Just because he loves it!...
(Editor's Note: Linda Hyde is well qualified
to discuss the life a college coach's wife
leads. Married to a coach for many years,
Linda has experienced the ups and downs
of college football in a very personal way.)^
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The world's greatest athletic shoes
compete inour arena everyday.

All-America Patrick Ewlng and his teammates attempt to defend
'Georgetown's national title.

hy Dave Door,
St. Louis Post Dispatch
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top names in quality and performance. And they're here in force.
Shoes for running, basketball, tennis, soc( ;r, football, baseball, racquetball, or track and field.
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We go for the Gold, the Silver and the Bronze. A spectrum of contenders to give you
all the winning options. Let our Sales Pros help you get your goals and your shoes together.
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Joey Meyer, it's your baby.
After 42 seasons, 742 victories,
13 NCAA tournament appearances and
seven trips to the NIT, Ray Meyer won't
be on the bench at DePaul. A gentle
panda of a man, Ray turned over to his
son, Joey, a program that is signifi
cantly more well-heeled than when he
inherited it. Then Ray and his wife,
Marge, left for a European vacation. (A
Caribbean cruise was one of many gifts
showered on Ray by rival schools in his
last hurrah.) Unfortunately, his long
career ended with few hurrahs for the
way the Demons played in an overtime
loss to Wake Forest in the Midwest
Regional. Said Ray: "We made some bad
plays that normally we don't make. But
that's basketball." DePaul came
unglued, finishing
at 27-3. It's hap
pened before to these Demons in the
NCAAs, but Ray, being a good pop,
didn't leave the cupboard bare for his
son. Maybe Joey can beat the NCAA hex
with what is a potful of returning talent.
Like 6-9 Dallas Comegys, 6-6 Tyrone
Corbin, 6-8 Marty Embry, 6-8 Kevin
Holmes, 6-5 Tony Jackson, 6-11 Lemone

Kenny Smith Is the floor leader at North Carolina.

THE TOP 20
BASKETBALL TEH
FOR 1934-85

Lampley, 6-7 Lawrence West and 6-2
Kenny Patterson. The one we'll all miss
is Ray, who showed the world of college
basketball his class in his personal
anguish following the upset loss to
Wake. He said: "I have no regrets. I ve
given everything I had to my team and
to my university. The players who
played for me got a little more out of me
than basketball. They learned about
how to live."

D

UKE.
As
ye sow, so shall ye reap —
and leap. Two years ago, Blue
Devils' Coach Mike Krzyzewski brought
in a group of players considered to be
among the best collection of high
school talent in America. It included 68 Mark Alarie, 6-2 Johnny Dawkins, 6-6
Weldon Williams and 6-8 Jay Bilas. The

Guard Johnny Dawklns can make things
happen tor the Duke Blue Devils.
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vear before that, Krzyzewski had cor
ralled another handful of outstanding
preps. One of them was 6-7 Dan
Meagher. What Krzyzewski —just call
him Coach K if you can't pronounce his
last name — did was to pass on to these
players his affinity for man-to-man de
fense. You know, the bellybutton-tobellybutton type. Krzyzewski had it
drilled into him by his college coach,
Bobby Knight. It's a defense that in
cludes many of the principles taught by
one of the game's legends, Henry P. Iba,
and it wins championships. Krzy
zewski took his lumps in 17-13, 10-17
and 11-17 seasons while his players
were sacrificing wins for a solid foun
dation that would pay off in the future.
Well, the future is now. The Dookies
were 24-10 last season with Krzyzewski's starting five
returning (Alorie,
Dawkins, Bilas, 6-0 Tommy Amaker and
Meagher), he can stir the waters in the
ACC. Dawkins is Duke's duke. He is the
inly player in the ACC to rank in the top
five in both scoring and assists, totaling
134 assists as a freshman and 138 as a
soph. The Dookies have matured. They
are ready for a great leap forward.

G

EORGETOWN.

As long as the game of college
basketball is played, George
town will be a fixture with trivia buffs
oecause of the extraordinary path the
Hoyas followed to the national cham
pionship in 1983-84. Nothing was more
extraordinary than Georgetown's 53-40
victory over Kentucky in the semifinals
in Seattle. In the second half of that
game, Kentucky was 3-for-33 from the
floor and its. starters were 0-for-22. The
Cats went 13 minutes without a basket,
including a stretch in the first half. The
drouth was attributable, in part, to
Georgetown's defense and to UK's pan
icky shooting. The next day, Kentucky
Coach Joe B. Hall took a helicopter ride
over Mount St. Helens and, amazingly,
was not tempted to jump in. It was de
fense that did it for Georgetown all sea
son, a defense anchored by 7-footer
Patrick Ewing which pressured oppo
nents into discombobulating situa
tions. The Hoyas defeated Houston and
its 7-footer, Akeem Olajuwon, in the
NCAA title game, 84-75, without their
defensive ace, Gene Smith, who was out
with a stress fractured
foot. Ewing's de
cision not to leave school early for the
NBA puts Georgetown atop the heap
starting the 1984-85 season. Hoyas
Coach John Thompson has eight of his
top 10 players returning. Down the
stretch the Hoyas attracted attention
because of their intimidating manner
on defense. This team will be so good in
1984-85 it could approach some of the

legendary clubs John Wooden pro
duced at UCLA.

G

EORGIA TECH.

Ramblin' Wreck basketball is
in full voice now that Mark
Price has established himself as one of
the best guards in America. Price comes
from the red-clay country of Oklahoma,
where he made his mark with a slick
jumper and also as a tenor in a quartet
with his two brothers and his dad. Mom
played the piano. The 'Jackets should
be a major force in the ACC this season
with their 6-11 Twin Towers, John Salley
and Yvon Joseph, a native of Haiti who
once was a member of his country's na
tional volleyball squad. Price, 6-3 Bruce
Dalrymple, 6-6 Scott Petway and 6-4
Craig Neal give Coach Bobby Cremins
the ammunition he needs in the rugged
ACC. Cremins didn't hurt himself any
with his recruiting. His group of
signees, 7-0 Antoine Ford, 6-10 Willie
Reese, 6-7 Bud Adams and 6-6 Duane
Ferrell, is considered to be the ACC's
finest. Adams, a homegrown product of
Atlanta, averaged 27.3 points in high
school and throws a fastball 92 miles
per hour. The Jackets need a fast start
in the ACC and Price is the one Cremins
will look to for that. Price's role
changed last season, going from scorer
to floor leader, but he took it in stride.
That's not to say he has abandoned his
scoring completely. When Price is right
at the point, he sizzles — as he did in
Tech's three nail-biters with Duke last
season. Price averaged 15.6 points, shot
51 percent and had 121 assists for the
season. With Price, Tech could end on a
high note.

I

LLINOIS.

From an unsettled start, the Illini
popped to the top of the Big Ten
like a cork in water and stayed there to
share the conference title with Purdue.
It was one of Lou Henson's better
coaching jobs, but it was no surprise to
those who have been Henson-watchers
over the years. He's rubbed elbows with
the elite before, having taken New Mex
ico State to the Final Four and Illinois to
the NIT round of four in New York. Illi
nois finished 26-5 last season and was
one victory away from the Final Four in
Seattle. Playing Kentucky at Rupp
Arena with Efrem Winters hobbled by a
sprained ankle, the Illini were denied a
Seattle soiree in a controversial 54-51
defeat. No doubt that loss will be fuel
for the fire as Illinois heads into 1984-85
with returning starters 6-4 Doug Altenberger, 6-3 Bruce Douglas, 6-8 George
Montgomery and the 6-9 Winters. The
open spot up front will be filled by 6-9
Anthony Welch, who missed all but two
games because of a stress fracture
in

Bruce Douglas of Illinois led the Big Ten
with 177 assists and 73 steals.
his foot. Illinois led the Big Ten in of
fense, defense and rebounding. Doug
las was No. 1 in the league in steals (73)
and assists (177). Winters was sixth in
scoring (14.7 average) and Montgomery
was second in boards (7.5 average). The
Illini bench.will be exceedingly deep,
which means Henson can keep the heat
on again. The Illinois Whiz Kids of long
ago may have had nothing on what
Henson has waiting in the wings.

I

NDIANA.

In the Brawny Big Ten, it is some
times harder to repeat as cham
pion than for a camel to pass through
the eye of a needle. That s why Illinois,
a co-champ in 1983-84, is looking over
its shoulder at the Hoosiers, who were
third last season, but are expected to
come on strong. One reason that Indi
ana's Bobby Knight was the U.S. Olym
pic coach is because America s basket
ball hierarchy wanted our very best on
the bench in the Summer Games. One
of Knight's fortes is preparation, and it
has been IU's legacy under Knight to
make a dent in the NCAA tournament
no matter how young his players are.
The legacy continued when Knight met
North Carolina's Dean Smith in a tussle
of coaching titans and the Hoosiers
upset the top-ranked Tar Heels in the
East Regional. Was it a warning to the
rest of the college basketball world?
Knight has his entire starting five back,
plus the addition of 6-5 Winston
continued
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Morgan, who missed much of the
season with a stress fracture, and 6-5
Defray Brooks, one of two high school
players invited to the Olympic Trials.
The Hoosiers started as many as two
freshmen and two sophomores during
the season. Guard Steve Alford, one of
the frosh, was terrific. On the floor he is
an extension of Knight. Alford led the
nation in free throw percentage at .913
(137 of 150) and smashed an IU field goal
percentage record by shooting .592.
Move aside, these Hoosiers are going
places.

W JF" ANSAS.

In his first season at KU, Larry
/
Brown was nothing if not exactly
what the starved alumni had been wait
ing for. He answered their every dream
with a patched-up lineup that went 6-0
against the Jayhawks' most pungent of
rivals — Kansas State, Missouri and
Wichita State. The Hawkeyes capped it
by getting to Kansas City for the finals of
the Big Eight tournament where they
upset Oklahoma in the championship
game, 79-78, on a pretty jumper by Ron
Kellogg. Brown survived player defec
tions and scholastic ineligibilities to
win 22 games and establish himself,
post-haste, among the upper crust of
the league's coaches. No surprise there.
Brown has won everywhere he's been.
If he decides he has found a home in
Lawrence, the conference power struc
ture could be reshaped. The spotlight
will be on 6-11 Danny Manning, per
haps the best high school player in
America last season. He was one of two

PONTIAC HAS ONLYONE TIRE
-EAGLE VR.
Ask a group of car experts
what's the best performance
tire in the world.
Chances are, one nan
will dominate the con
versation-Eagle VR.
Now that tire-the
tire that has helped
the new Corvette
achieve "...absolutely
astonishing limits of
grip
according to
Road & Track —has

been selected sole original equip
ment tire on Pontiac's 1984 Annim ns Am.
And no other highperformance radial
combines Eagle VR's
unidirectional tread
pattern, long tread
wear, steel-belted
toughness and smooth
ride with VR (130
MPH) speed rating.
It seems that more

and more, the builders of the
world's finest performance cars
are using our new Eagle VR's.
And that suits us just fine.
The Goodyear Eagle VR radial.
In the Eagles' Nest at your
Goodyear retailer.
For a free copy of the detailed
product specification book Fly
With The Eagle, write to:
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Company, Box 9125, Dept. 69J
Akron, Ohio 44305.
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preps participating in the Olympic
Trials. Manning could ease the pres
sure on 7-1 Greg Dreiling. Brown has a
hole to fill at the other wing. The job
could go to 6-8 redshirt Chris Piper, 6-6
Tyrone Jones, another freshman, or to
6-6 Calvin Thompson. The biggest KU li
ability in the early going last season was
no consistent leadership on the backline. It was solved when 135-pound
freshman, Mark Turgeon, stepped up
unannounced and seized control- They
call him The Surgeon. Brown doesn't
need a doctor's degree to see he's got
something going here.

L

OUISIANA STATE.

When Dale Brown came down out
of Minot, N.D., to the gentle
bayous, he had a mission: to patch in
laid-back Louisiana to hoops. Having
succeeded in that, he now is challeng
ing himself to other missions. He has
tackled the Matterhorn, made a boat
trip from Minnesota to New Orleans on
the mighty Mississippi and has ridden
camels in Iraq. What's left? An NCAA
championship. Brown came close
when his Tigers got to the Final Four in
1981, only to lose to Indiana in the
semifinals. That defeat served to
toughen him further. This is a man who
grew up in a one-room flat over a tavern.
A1 McGuire kept his sanity by careening
down New Zealand roads on a motorcy
cle in the summers. Brown scales
mountains. If Brown can unearth a cen
ter, he will feel much better. The posi
tion was split last season between 6-10
Damon Vance and 6-8 Nikita Wilson.
Brown also will have up front 6-8 Jerry
Reynolds and 6-8 John Williams, an in
coming freshman who is one of the na
tion's prize recruits. LSU thinks Wil
liams is the school s top catch since
Pete Maravich, he of the floppy socks,
flying shirt and waving arms. Re
member? Brown has a shooter in 6-6
Don Redden and adequate guards in
Derrick Taylor and Dennis Brown. An
other newcomer is mystery man Zoran
Jovanovich, a 7-1 Yugoslavian from Bel
grade. Brown's mission? To make him a
star.

L

OUISIANA TECH.

Dallas Comegys of DePaul set a school
record last season with 79 blocked shots.

There was a time when the
men's team had to fight
its
way onto the floor through the mass ex
odus after the women's game was fin
ished. The Lady Techsters cultivated a
frenetic following that was loyal. And
why not? The Techsters have been to
the women's Final Four for six straight
seasons and won NCAA titles in 1981
and 1982. Now the men's team — the
Bulldogs — have an identity of their
own, not to mention a loyal following.

Memphis State's Keith Lee will give the Final
Four a final shot.

Karl Malone, a 6-9 phenom, is called
"The Mailman" because he delivers. He
created something of a legend early on
at Tech when he twice shattered back
boards with thundering dunks. Andy
Russo, the head coach, hands out cook
books to his incoming players. Russo's
taste for fine Italian food is a leftover
from his days in Chicago, where his
parents owned a firm that manufac
tured macaroni. Malone whetted
Russo's taste for winning, which the
Dogs did big when they ended Lamar's
home court streak at 80 games in the ti
tle game of the Southland Conference
tournament. And will anyone forget
Malone's one-hand jam against Fresno
State in the Midwest Regional? The
'Dogs finished
up at 26-7 and with
Malone, 6-10 Willie Simmons and 6-4
Wayne Smith back, Russo will be eating
high on the hog again. Malone averaged
18.8 points, shot 57 percent and had 23
blocks and 50 steals. Lamar's superior
ity in the Southland could be over. It's
Tech's time. How bout them Dawgs?

M

EMPHIS STATE.

What was expected to be an
unprecedented season for the
Tigers came apart on Feb. 11 when 6-5
Bobby Parks went down with ligament
damage in his right knee. Before he was
hurt, Parks had started 107 straight
games and was a tough cookie to han
dle at both ends of the floor. As it was,
the Tigers shared the Metro regularseason championship with Louisville
at 11-3 and won the conference tourna
ment by beating Virginia Tech in the ti
tle game. Memphis State advanced to
the semifinal round in the Midwest Re
gional where, for the second straight
continued
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season, Houston ousted the Tigers.
Houston Coach Guy V. Lewis dredged
up an old 1-3-1 zone defense in the
second half and it shut down the
Tigers' 6-10 All-America, Keith Lee, who
fouled out with10 rebounds and a quiet
15 points. Lee stopped by the Houston
bench to shake hands with Lewis and
nis players before sitting down. It was a
classy gesture by a nice kid, who has
spurned the NBA and will return for a filal try at getting Memphis State to the
Final Four. Memphis State has four
starters back in Lee, 5-10 Andre Turner,
>7 Baskerville Holmes and 7-0 William
Bedford, who will be perhaps the pre
miere sophomore big man in America
this season. Bedford hit 10 of 12 shots
against Houston and its Superman,
tkeem Olajuwon. Willie Becton could
move in as a starter. Dana Kirk has won
99 games in five seasons as Memphis
State coach. Says he: "We've come a
iong way in a short time."

M

" ICHIGAN.

The Wolverines bottled up all
their thrills and saved them
for one final push at showering them
selves with glory. They finished
fourth
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Karl Malone has delivered Louisiana Tech to
men's basketball prominence.

in the Big Ten at a pedestrian 10-8, but
went on to win the NIT championship.
How could that happen? What at first
glance may appear to be merely a
stroke of timely good fortune for Michi
gan was more a reflection of the
strength of the Big Ten. It was the firstever post-season title for a Michigan
basketball team which was due to make
itself felt. After two superb recruiting
classes stocked Bill Frieder's squad
with much talent, many observers
thought Michigan was poised to gobble
up the rest of the league. Things aren't
always what they seem. Michigan was
snubbed by the NCAA, only to be born
again with an NIT bid and — thrill of
thrills — the Wolverines were on their
way. They defeated Wichita State, Mar
quette, Xavier (Ohio) and Virginia Tech
en route to the title contest with Notre
Dame. No contest. They upended the
Irish in an 83-63 blitzkrieg. The glow
had barely worn off when Frieder
learned that 6-3 Eric Turner and 6-11
Tim McCormick would bypass their
senior season for a shot at the NBA.
Frieder was expecting his starting five
to return. However, he'll still have 6-6
Richard Rellford, 6-11 Roy Tarpley and
6-5 Antoine Joubert. Tarpley was
second in the Big Ten in blocked shots
and third in rebounding. The Wol
verines tasted the good life last
season—better late than never.

N

EVADA-LAS VEGAS.

Steve Alford of Indiana was one of the na
tion's top freshman performers last year.

It begins here with Jerry Tarkanian, who chews more towels and
shaves his head more often than any
other coach in the business. To be sure,

he wins as many games as any coach
going. Tark The Shark will eat you alive
if you don't stay on top of your game
and with the super talent he has at his
behest this season, he might make
UNLV as feared a four-letter word as
was UCLA. What Tark has got to find
right away is someone to be the floor
leader, a role filled last season by his
son, Danny. Four starters return in 6-9
Richie Adams, 6-8 Ed Catchings, 6-6
Frank James and 6-10 John Flowers.
Sophomore guard Fred Banks should
step into a starting job and if these five
aren't enough, Tark has at the ready a
transfer from Georgetown, 6-6 Anthony
Jones, and three redshirts, 6-6 Eldridge
Hudson, 6-4 Gary Graham and 6-9
Richard Robinson. Whew! The Rebels
won the PCAA regular-season cham
pionship, then lost in the conference
tournament to Fresno State. UNLV was
ousted in the NCAAs by national champ
Georgetown, a team it lost to by a
bucket in Tark s Shark Tank in Decem
ber in Vegas, the Entertainment Capital
of the World. Tark s team can always be
guaranteed to put on a show, as it did
with victory runs of 9-0 and 14-0 last
season. Rebel fans wear shark hats to
the games in Vegas. Watch this team. It
has teeth.

N

ORTH CAROLINA.

Finding replacements for three
vacancies in his starting five
should not be that immense a task for
Dean Smith, who has a knack for
mining hidden resources. But what
we're talking about here are two
serious losses in 6-6 Michael Jordan
and 6-9 Sam Perkins. While they were
around, the Tar Heels won a national
championship and, with Perkins,
finished second once. So it must begin
anew for Smith, who has a collection of
some of America's best young players.
And Carolina basketball being what it
is, the Heels last season began with a
shaky victory over a Missouri team
which had no big guns and ended with
a shocking loss to Indiana in the East
Regional. In between, the Heels
stepped on everythingin their way and
were the people's choice to win it all in
Seattle. Indiana choreographed a de
fense that suffocated Jordan, probably
the nation's premier player. Then came
Jordan's surprise announcement that
he was passing up his senior season for
the NBA. He'll be missed in Chapel Hill.
Smith's nucleus could be guard Kenny
Smith, burdened by a broken hand
down the stretch last season, and 6-11
Brad Daugherty. Backing them will be
6-5 Curtis Hunter, 6-4 Buzz Peterson, 610 Joe Wolf, 6-9 Dave Popson, 6-11
continued
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Warren Martin and 6-3 Steve Hale.
There is no Larry Bird in this bunch.
Without Jordan, the Heels are going to
have to step lively indeed.

O

KLAHOMA.

Wayman Tisdale's brilliant
Big Eight season ended in
misery. After an upset loss to Kansas in
the conference tournament, he fell to
the floor in disbelief, writhing in the
pain of defeat. Time heals, however,
and Tisdale will be back for more, as
will his coach, Billy Tubbs. Tisdale
turned down the NBA and Tubbs
removed his name from a list of candi
dates being considered by the San
Antonio Spurs. Tisdale's broad smile
and his slick jump shot are Big Eight
trademarks. He led the league in scor
ing and rebounding both as a freshman
and as a sophomore, averaging 24.5
points in 1982-83 and 27.0 in 1983-84. A
few of his performances last season
boggled the mind. The highlight was a
game against Texas-San Antonio when
he had 61 points and 22 boards. No
wonder the NBA is waiting for him
eagerly. Tubbs will welcome back
Tisdale and a good part of the cast that
took the Sooners to the conference title
at 13-1 and to a 29-5 season record. It
includes 6-8 David Johnson, 6-5 Darryl
Kennedy, 6-3 Shawn Clark, 6-4 William
Tisdale — Wayman's older brother —
and hot-shooting guard Tim
McCalister, who had a balky knee re
paired by surgery in May. Two JC ar
rivals figure in all this, too. They are 5-11
Linwood Davis and 6-6 Anthony Bowie,
whose coach, Jim Kerwin, is coming
along to join Tubbs' staff as an assistant.
OU could do it all last season except
play defense. If Tubbs can seal the
holes, Tisdale's campaign might end on
an upbeat in the Final Four.

the West Regional. Koncak is a neat
story. Overlooked when he came out of
high school in Kansas City, he willed
himself into a super player with hours
of hard work. He established school
records last season for field goal per
centage (.620), blocked shots (97) and re
bounds (378). The other SMU starters
surrounding Koncak are 6-7 Larry
Davis, 6-6 Kevin Lewis, 5-10 Butch
Moore and 6-5 Carl Wright. SMU is
shooting for the moon. On its way up,
there is unfinished business. Bliss has
never beaten Arkansas. It says here that
this is the season he will get it done.

S

T. JOHN'S.

A modest fanfare would be appro
priate for the arrival of 6-8
Walter Berry, who could jump into the
waiting arms of Lou Carnesecca if he
wanted to. Little Looie wouldn't mind.
Looie thought he had Berry locked up a
year ago, but the NCAA differed in its
interpretation of Berry's academic eli
gibility. So Berry, considered one of the
better products off the playgrounds in
New York City, enrolled at San Jacinto
College in Pasadena, Tex. There he was,
well, simply sensational. He averaged
28.9 points, 13.9 rebounds and shot 67
percent in taking the Ravens to their
second straight national junior college
title. Little Looie, never at a loss for
words, could talk into the early morn
ing hours about how it will be when he

combines Berry with Chris Mullin, his
6-6 prince of a shooter who is as good a
player as there is in the Big East. Mullin
has averaged 16.6, 19.1 and 22.9 points
the last three seasons. He finished third
in the country in 1983-84 at the free
throw line with a .904 mark. This guy
can get his shot off from anywhere,
much to the delight of Looie, who
would scramble on all fours along the
sideline in Alumni Hall if he had to just
to squeeze another good half out of his
Redmen. St. John's is in a tough, tough
league. But Berry and Mullin will be
waiting for Patrick Ewing. Bet on it.

S

S

YRACUSE.

OUTHERN METHODIST.

The final
13 seasons of the
Doc Hayes era at SMU were
glorious. In that time, the Mustangs
won five undisputed Southwest Con
ference championships and shared
first place on three other occasions.
They also were the runner-up once and
tied for second another time. Dave
Bliss, a former Bobby Knight lieutenant
who now has control of the Mustang
reins, would like to build a dynasty of
his own at the school. There is no better
time to begin than this season. The face
of the SWC has changed. Houston's
Akeem Olajuwon has left the Phi
Slamma Jamma fraternity house for the
NBA, leaving SMU's 7-footer, Jon
Koncak, to wage war with Arkansas'Joe
Kleine in the battle of the monsters.
SMU won 25 games last season before
being edged by Georgetown 37-36, in

The steady play of high-scoring Chris
Mullln will contribute to St. John's success.

Jon Koncak has developed Into a fine center
and SMU a top team.

Dwayne Washington came to
the Orangemen from the storied
playgrounds of New York City with a
reputation for such flamboyancy that it
was difficult to sift the fiction from
the
non-fiction. It was said that Syracuse
Coach Jim Boeheim would never be
able to rein him in. It was said that The
Pearl, exceptionally gifted, was simply
out of control. It was, as we have seen,
only a rumor.
Item: In his senior season in high
school he averaged 35 points, 10 re
bounds, eight assists and four steals.
Item: His coaches would put seven
players on him defensively in practice
and still he'd wriggle through them to
get to the boards and score.
Item: In high school he once scored
13 points in a matter of seconds and
continued
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then ran past the opposing team's
bench and said: "Coach, I think you'd
better call a timeout."
Offensively, the 6-2 Washington was
awesome last season. He averaged 14.4
points, 6.2 assists and shot 54 percent.
He slugged Villanova with 30 points and
dished out 18 magical assists against St.
John's. Through all this, he learned to
let the game come to him rather than
force the action. Syracuse bowed out at
23-9 in the East Regional and imme
diately began looking ahead to this sea
son. So are the Orange fans, who pack
the Carrier Dome. Eight Big East games
drew average crowds of 25,751. There's
a reason. When The Pearl gets turned
on, he's a gem.

V

IRGINIA COMMONWEALTH.

Joseph Donald Barnett, a Missourian by birth, did not wait to
be shown when he arrived at VCU for
the 1979-80 season. Instead, he did the
showing by taking his Rams to the Sun
Belt tournament championship. The
following season, he did it again to

plays. Last season VCU won the confer
ence regular-season title but lost in the
tournament semifinals to AlabamaBirmingham. None of this diminished
Barnett's sense of the spectacular,
though. With the Rams matched
against Northeastern in the NCAA East
Regional, Barnett waved his magic
wand over Rolando Lamb, who threw
up a twisting shot at the buzzer while
falling backward. The shot went in,
prompting Lamb to say: "I was baffled. I
couldn't believe it." Neither could
Northeastern, which shot 75 percent
and had to pack its bags for home.
Barnett's Rams stress defense, a neces
sity for any team that hopes to survive
on the road. VCU has a wealth of expe
rience this season and a bench that
could turn out to be the deepest of the
Barnett regime at the school. Guard
Calvin Duncan is coming off a slumpridden shooting season. He'll be better.
Mike Schlegel is improved. Michael
Brown is solid. One backline position
will go to either Lamb or to Nicky Jones.
Neil Wake or Robert Dickerson will
battle for one forward spot. Ram fans,
y'all get ready for more magic.

V

IRGINIA TECH.

Washington's Detlef Schrempl Is a player ot
many skills.
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There are two places where it
would be unwise to challenge
Charlie Moir, the dapper head coach of
the Hokies. They are the golf course and
the recruiting trail. Moir was one of the
odd men out a few years ago in the
chase to land what would have been
the biggest recruiting catch of his ca
reer. He tells the story of waiting anx
iously by the phone, hearing it ring and
then being told by 7-4 Ralph Sampson
that he would be attending Mr. Jeffer
son's university in Charlottesville, not
Mr. Moir's university in Blacksburg.
Typically, Charlie bounced back from
that disappointment and he has the
Hokies hustling. They caught fire at sea
son's end and finished second in the
Metro tournament and made it all the
way to the round of four in the NIT be
fore being outrebounded and outscored by Michigan. Moir promised
himself during the summer not to
three-putt and to correct his team's de
ficiencies on the boards. Tech was last
in the Metro in rebounding in 1983-84
and that won't get it if Tech is to elbow
aside Memphis State and Louisville this
season en route to a sparkling showing
in the NCAAs. To this date, Moir will
lean on 6-4 Dell Curry, 6-9 Bobby
Beecher and Young &, Young, 6-5 Perry
and 6-0 Al, neither of whom is related.
Roy Brow, a 6-11 native of the Virgin Is
lands, and JC transfer 6-8 Dave Burgess
figure in the picture. The Tech motto?
Hit those boards and go for it.

Syracuse Is sparked by the creative of
fensive abilities ofDwayne Washington.

W

ASHINGTON.

Where's the beef? Why, in
Seattle on the Huskies' front
line which is populated by 6-9 Paul Fortier and a pair of Deutschland dandies,
7-0 Christian Ansgar Welp and 6-9 Det
lef Schrempf. Washington will wham
and bam under the boards with anyone
in the Pac-10 with this threesome and
they could be just the ticket Marv
Harshman needs in his pocket when
the NCAAs roll around in March. Harshman, who will hang it up at the conclu
sion of the season after a career that
spans 40 years, would like to get farther
in the national tournament than
DePaul's Ray Meyer did last season
when he ended a celebrated career of
42 years. Harshman will take a record of
620-438 into the 1984-85 campaign. He
is the winningest active coach in col
lege basketball. He has a fourth return
ing starter in 6-4 Shag Williams to go
with regulars Fortier, Welp and
Schrempf. Harshman's teams are rug
ged defensively. That's a given. His cur
rent bunch can also shoot, as was
demonstrated by the 77.8 percent the
Huskies hit in the second half to dis
patch Duke last March in the West Re
gional. Harshman doesn't need to know
much German, only ... eins, zwei. ..
the number of his durable duo.
Schrempf is versatile. No, make that
phenomenal. He could play guard
without blinking an eye. Schrempf
averaged 16.8 points and 7.4 rebounds
and 3.0 assists. He shot 53.9 percent.
Harshman has a word for it: Wunderbar.

WHEN OPPORTUNITY COMES KNOCKING,
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Any business opportunity
could be the opportunity of a
lifetime. Each decision you
make is important.
You need the right informa
tion in the right format at the
right time.
AT&T Information Systems
can help. We can provide every
thing from basic business phones

to sophisticated, customized com
munications and information
management systems. Plus,
we offer a variety of payment
plans and financing options.
AT&T pioneered the com
munications revolution 108
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communications. Applying our
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by Ron Reid, The Philadelphia Inquirer

hroughout college football, as
one team after another has
adopted and mastered the once
heretical tactic of "putting the foot
ball in the air," the Prevent Defense has
become an increasingly common phe
nomenon of the autumn Saturday game.
The quarterback who looks up at the
scoreboard to corroborate what he
already knows — that his team is trail
ing by a touchdown or less, two
minutes this side of halftime or game's
end — is almost certain to confront the
Prevent Defense, as it is commonly, and
none too accurately called.
The questions is — does this worry
him at all?
Indeed, is it possible that facing the
Prevent ultimately makes the quarter
back a more deadly adversary?
Depending on who you talk to, the
matter is certainly arguable. But at this
point, a definition is in order.
"In explaining the prevent defense,"
says an Ivy league coach, "you get into
terminology. Is it 'Prevent' with a capi
tal or small 'P?' Over a period of time,
maybe due to usage by the media and

Amidst the deep blue sea and manicured greens,
at the Big Island's Sheraton Royal Waikoloa, we met.
A foursome for golf A foursome for tennis.
Long poolside lunches. Walks beside the lagoon.
Hours of talking on a crescent of white sand beach.
Vacation friends.
Our memories of Waikoloa will always include them.
MEMORABLE VACATIONS. WITH STYLE.
AT THE SHERATON ROYAL WAIKOLOA HOTEL

especially by game broadcasters, there
has been a reference to the Prevent
Defense when it really isn't one, from
the coaching standpoint.
"The critical concept for the Prevent,
in its most confined use, is when there
are maybe one or two plays, say, with
26 seconds left in the game. That's
Prevent with a capital P.'
"The confusion? he says," has evolved
out of the 3-5-3 defense, which many
teams use to maximize zone pass cover
age. The name is derived from the
tactic of rushing three players,
dropping five into the short zones and
covering the long pass with three deep
men.
"That is your prevent with a small
P,' " says the Ivy League coach.
That is the defense whose greatest
contribution to the game would seem
to be the disgruntled alumni, railing at
the inadequacies of the prevent
defense.
Inevitably matched up against the
two-minute offense, the small-p pre
vent hardly hurts any quarterback at
the start of things, since the pass rush

which springs from it would barely
pressure a tackling dummy.
No, the concern ofthe prevent is with
deeper stuff and so it is manned by a
preponderance of defensive backs —
five or six is the usual number
aug
mented by linebackers who also drop
into the pass coverage.
Deploying players thus reflects a
strategy dictated by a single demand:
stop the long pass, specifically the
home run ball, at almost any tactical
cost.
At its best, the Prevent Defense does
just that by forcing pass receivers to
run their routes almost single file,
through a secondary crowded with fasthanded defensive backs and intimi
dating linebackers.
The defenders, of course, all try to
clog the zones and make any reception
but the short sideline out or the shorter
lob under the coverage virtually
impossible. Often they succeed in doing
just that, since the defensive pressure
is usually heightened by that of the
scoreboard clock.
But while the prevent defense may

DOES THE PREVENT DEFENSE
REALLY PREVENT MUCH?
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PREVENT DEFENSE

It takes a stress-tested
oil to stay ahead of
the little guys.
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be fine-tuned
and tutored by defensive
strategists throughout the United
States, it doesn't win esteem from all of
them.
"The 3-5-3 is good against longpasses,"
says the Ivy League coach, "but it puts a
lot of pressure on your linebackers.
People construct receiver patterns on
three levels, and the linebackers get
caught in the stretch. Those people
who drop into the short zone get guys
curling behind them at 22 yards and
others in front at seven.
"The other problem is the three-man
rush. It gives the quarterback all day to
throw. If the time situation is anything
more than desperation — and in col
lege football today, with proficiency in
passing getting better and better, that
means anything more than 30 seconds —
the 3-5-3 is none too sound."
Thus do fans scorn the Prevent (mean
ing prevent) for its occasions of failure,
as cited by a cynical joke: "The prevent
defense," they say, "is the defense that
prevents you from winning."
In truth, there have been many occa
sions when the Prevent of either de
scription has failed in its mission. It is
no more than a football plan, after all,
much the same as any other alignment
or formation that may be wielded by an
offense or defense.
And since it is carried out by human
beings, rather than unerring, program
med robots, its success or failure
would appear to be determined by
correct execution and absence of
mistake.
But the Prevent is a flawed defense,
over-committing its manpower to a
single offensive possibility. Thus it
carries with it the seeds of its own
destruction.
Nor is it the most solid of defenses
from the emotional standpoint.
"You tell your guys you're going into
the Prevent," says a former coach from
the Northeast, "and the first thing they
think of is, 'I can't let anyone get behind
me. That's supposed to be the
operative theory behind the whole
thing, especially for your cornermen
and safeties, but what happens is that
the whole secondary starts playing
cautiously rather than recklessly. They
play too conservatively.
"There's also so much separation be
tween the linebackers and the second
ary that the offense starts hitting the
quick outs and the throws in the 'deep
under.' The linebacker who has been
dropping 15 yards now has to drop 20
to 25. Your defense isn't playing reck
lessly, and pretty soon, the offense is
on your 20, and you've gone back to
your regular defense praying that you

The consequence of a breakdown in the Prevent Defense can be dramatic.

can keep them out of the end zone."
So why play the Prevent at all?
"It's the fear of giving up the cheap
touchdown," the coach says. "A lot of
college coaches would rather gamble
that you can't go 65 yards with three
passes, say, in 40 seconds, than risk the
long bomb against their regular defense."
The difficulty of playing any kind of
pass defense was cited a few seasons
ago in a treatise on coaching written by
two highly successful West Coast
mentors.
"The success or failure of a football
team probably will depend more on
pass defense than any other element of
the game,'' they wrote. "A pass defender
probably requires the greatest amount
of mental toughness than any position
in football... Continuous examination
of pass defense and its techniques and
the importance placed on it probably
comprise the toughest coaching jobs in
football."
In defense of the Prevent Defense,
two additional points should be
remembered.
One is the obviously dramatic result
produced when the Prevent Defense is
sullied by a breakdown in execution.
What ensues at the veiy least is the
long pass completion, a play sufficient
to send a sizable chunk of the fans into
wild-eyed ecstasy, whenever it occurs.
Should the play produce the gamewinning touchdown, of course, the
dramatic fallout is magnified 100-fold,
perhaps to live on as a part of the
game's venerable folklore, embellished
by the passage of time, told and re-told
by the multitudes who were there to
see it happen.

A defensive mistake earlier in the
contest, no matter if the game films
prove it to be a bigger football sin, will
hardly endure so memorably and may
go entirely unnoticed.
The other point is the inexperience
most collegiate athletes have at playing
the legitimate Prevent Defense or its
3-5-3 cousin.
While neither defense is a stranger to
the collegiate game, nor is either align
ment one which collegiate athletes have
numerous occasions to master or even
observe with any great frequency in live
competition. They may practice it, of
course, but logic says that for most
college teams, the experience of playing
the Prevent/prevent in a game occurs
too infrequently to allow its practi
tioners to be confident in their work.
The most implausible kind of mis
takes, as a result, are almost certain to
occur.
"I can't remember if they lost the
game as a result, but I have seen the
Prevent beaten deep," says an assistant
coach with an eastern independent
power. "Sometimes, for whatever rea
son, the safety will jump up on a short
receiver, when the offense runs one
receiver downfield on, say, a post pat
tern andanother (trailing) on a streak.If
the safety goes for the post pattern guy,
the receiver following can have clear
sailing to the end zone."
If time and the score permits, there is
also the chance that a cool-headed
offense will beat the Prevent for a first
down, and perhaps a placement for a
game-winning field goal, by using that
time-honored weapon called "running
the ball."

If you're driving one of today's higher revving, small engine cars,
you need a motor oil that can stand the strain.
Here are facts that Pennzoil has worked with to exceed the
lubrication requirements of today's small engines.
j

Situation

Solution

Small car engines are built to
tighter tolerances than V-8's. Varnish
and sludge build-up become an even
greater problem, robbing the engine of
power and performance.

FACT Pennzoil is the leader in the devel
opment of motor oils with high tech
additive properties...such as Z-7...
which help prevent varnish and sludge
build-up in engines.

Like racecars, small engines
need optimum oil viscosity performance
at high operating temperatures. Also,
small engines are harder to start or
crank when cold, so they need greater
fluidity for easy start-up just like racecar
engines.

FACT Pennzoil led the way in devel
oping high tech multi-viscosity racing
oils. The same technology has been
applied to Pennzoil Multi-Vis Motor Oil
for your car.

Small engines work 20% harder
over sustained periods. Reduced friction
is critical to minimize wear in engines
which are running near the edge of their
ooeratina caoabilitv.

FACT Pennzoil was first to introduce
friction reducers in all their multi-vis oils.

Knowing these vital facts, Pennzoil has
been stress-tested to protect small
engines that work harder to do the same
job as a large engine. And since a
smaller engine is under the stress of
working at much higher rpm, it needs all
of Pennzoil's extra protection. That's
why you need Pennzoil protection in
your car.

Pennzoil doesn't just keep up with
the stress of today's small engine
demands...it stays ahead. So you can
depend on the latest Pennzoil state-ofthe-art technology to give your car the
protection it needs.
Pennzoil—quality protection worth
asking for.
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THIS IS PACIFIC
The Best of Both Worlds
Founded in 1851 as California's first chartered university, University
of the Pacific has developed a reputation as one of the finest
academic institutions in the West.
The only private school in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association,
Pacific offers a diversity of programs that would normally be
associated with a much larger university than the 6,000 students
currently attending classes at the main campus in Stockton,
Sacramento and San Francisco.
Pacific is now comprised of 10 schools and colleges, including a
dental school in San Francisco and McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento. On the main campus in Stockton are two liberal arts
colleges and schools of music, engineering, education, pharmacy,
business and public administration and a graduate school.
The liberal arts colleges include College of the Pacific, the largest
arts and sciences college with more than 50 major programs and
Elbert Covell College, the only Spanish-speaking college in the United
States.
Throughout Pacific, the emphasis is on teaching, although research
is recognized as having a need in the various disciplines.
The students at the university are represented on nearly all policy
making committees and the Associated Students play an active role in
campus life through social and cultural programs for the community.
The Stockton metropolitan area, with a population of more than
200,000 is also the scene of many programs that take the students off
campus in a multitude of community involvement and work experience
activities.
The university athletic program has excelled in conjunction with its
proud academic heritage. Such names as Amos Alonzo Stagg, Eddie
LeBaron, Dick Bass, Tom Flores, John Gianelli and Ron Cornelius have
graced the UOP athletic fields and courts.
In 1981, Pacific dedicated the 6,000-seat Alex G. Spanos Center.
This on-campus facility, named for UOP regent and benefactor Alex G.
Spanos, serves as home for several Tiger athletic teams as well as

You've got a great future tolook forward to

other university and community functions.
The University has been directed by President Stanley E. McCaffrey
since October of 1971. McCaffrey recently returned from a one-year
leave of absence as President of Rotary International, a duty which
saw him travel to all corners of the world.
Stockton, renowned for its inland, deep water port, is located in the
Central Valley of California, 75 miles east of San Francisco and 50
miles south of Sacramento. It is within easy driving distance of Lake
Tahoe, the scenic national parks of the Sierra Nevada, the picturesque
wine country of Napa and Sonoma Valleys and the Bay Area.

^••1MGuard it.

As a member of the Army National Guard, youHhave a lot going for you. Longterm benefits like low-cost life insurance and a retirement plan, tuition assistance
if you're going on to college, anda paycheck every month while you're learning
leadership and skills that couldhelp you in your civilian career.
After basic training, you11 serve two days a month plus two weeks annual
training. You'll be serving close to home or school, helping people in your commu
nity, state and country whennatural disasters or other emergencies strike.
Good pay, good benefits and a chance to protect all that's close to you-including
your future. It's all yours when you graduate to Guarding.
For more information, call your local Army Guard recruiter or call toll-free
800-638-7600*. And see what it means to Guard your future.
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 723-4550; Guam:
477-9957; Virgin Islands (St. Croix): 773-6438; New
Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska consult your local
phone directory.

The Guardis
America at itsbest

President Stanley E. McCaffrey

AITDPC **0940M

Morris Chapel
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TIGERS SALUTE DICK BASS
UOP Retires No. 22
There have been many outstanding athletes through the years
that have left their mark on the University of the Pacific football
program.
Eddie LeBaron. Tom McCormick. Tom Flores. Ken Buck. Wayne
Hawkins and Willard Harrell. The list goes on and on.
One individual who earned his way among the elites of Tiger
football was All-American Dick Bass, who was bestowed one of
the greatest honors a collegiate athlete can earn.
His jersey, No. 22, was officially retired at the beginning of this
season and joins the No. 40 of National Hall of Fame member
Eddie LeBaron as the only two jerseys to have been retired at
Pacific.
Bass, a native of Vallejo, California, did it all at Pacific and later
enjoyed a sterling professional career with the Los Angeles Rams.
He was a consensus All-American in 1958, after leading the nation
in total offense (1440 yds.), rushing (1361) and scoring (116 pts.).
He played in the 1959 East-West Shrine Game, the 1960
Coaches All-Star Game and was Pacific's only No. 1 draft pick in
history.

KHOP FM • 24 HRS. PER DAY

Bass enjoyed a lengthy and prosperous career with the Rams as
he still ranks second on their all-time career rushing list and was
named to the NFL All-Pro Team in 1962, 63 and 69.
He currently resides in Southern California and serves as a
color commentator for the Rams radio broadcasts.
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THE PCAA

PACIFIC MEMORIAL STADIUM

A Growing Force in Division 1-A

THE STADIUM
Pacific Memorial Stadium, a 30,163-seat, earth-fill
structure was dedicated on October 21, 1950 when the
Pacific football team entertained Loyola. Built on land
donated in part by the legendary Amos Alonzo Stagg, it
is one of the largest on-campus facilities in the PCAA.
It was funded in main by a two-month drive in the
spring of 1950 which raised $165,000. Initially having a
capacity of 35,975 with room for expansion to over
44,000, the stadium has undergone several structural
changes that have reduced the seating to its current
level.

One of the nation's most dynamic and up-and-coming conferences, the
continually expanding Pacific Coast Athletic Association will add a new
member in football when New Mexico State joins the PCAA in 1984.
Last year was another banner year for the conference as once again the
PCAA ranked among the national leaders in passing and enjoyed occasional
upsets of Pac-10 and Big-8 schools. Fullerton State surprised the pre
season prognosticators and won the PCAA championship. The Titans rep
resented the conference in California Bowl III, an annual bowl game which
pits the PCAA champion vs. the Mid-America Conference champion.

TICKET OFFICES
The University Box Office, located near Long's Theater
on campus, is open from 10:00 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday Friday, and from 12:00 noon to 5:30 p.m. on game
Saturdays. The ticket booth southwest of the stadium
on Pershing Avenue is open two hours before kickoff
on games days. The Spanos Center ticket booth is the
site of Will Call. Ticket Office phone number is 946-2474.

REST ROOMS / CONCESSION STANDS
Rest rooms and concession stands are located on the
rim of the stadium behind sections O, H and ZZ.

LOST AND FOUND

FIRST AID

Lost and found items should be given to a stadium
usher or brought to the pressbox on the west side of
the stadium. During the week, check with UOP
Security. Lost children should be brought to the
pressbox on the west side of the stadium.

A trained nurse is present throughout the game at the
pressbox on the west side of the stadium. In addition,
the UOP team physician is present on the field with a
mobile life support unit in cases of severe medical
problems.

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM

PACIFIC CLUB

All announcements must be approved by the Sports In
formation Director. No special announcements will be
made except in case of gravest emergency. Any other
announcements should be cleared with sports infor
mation office (946-2472) the week prior to the game.
Those expecting emergency calls should leave word
with the SID or at the pressbox during the game.

The Pacific Club', a 1972 gift to the University by alum
nus and regent Alex Spanos, is on the east side of the
stadium and is one of the finest stadium club facilities
in the country. Club privileges, as well as theatreseating below the club, are reserved for members of
the Pacific Athletic Foundation. For information, con
tact PAF Executive Director Ken Grosse, 946-2472.

FALL SCHEDULES
VOLLEYBALL

{Home Schedules Only)

WATER POLO

HEAD COACH: TERRY LISKEVYCH
SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

HEAD COACH: DENNIS NUGENT

6
12
18
27
29

Thursday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

Northern Illinois
Northwestern
Colorado State
•Cal Poly-SLO
*UCSB

7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM

4
9
19
21
31

Thursday
Tuesday
Friday
Sunday
Wednesday

California
Stanford
*UC Irvine
San Diego State
San Jose State

7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
4:00 PM
7:30 PM

10 Saturday
11 Sunday
25 Sunday

6th Annual Wendy's Classic
(UCLA, Hawaii, Stanford)
Purdue

SEPT. 21 Friday

OCT.

NOV.

5:30 & 7:30 PM
3:00 & 5:00 PM
5:00 PM

22
28
19
20
21
27
3
4
9
10
17

Saturday
Friday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Saturday
Saturday
Sunday
Friday
Saturday
Saturday

Stanford

use

*UCSB
Davis
•Fullerton
•UC Irvine
'Long Beach
*UCSB
*UC Irvine
Santa Clara
"Pepperdine
•Fresno

3:00 PM
11:00 am
TBA
3:30 PM
12:00 Noon
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon
4:00 PM
12:00 Noon
11:00 AM

•League Game

SOCCER

'PCAA Match

HEAD COACH: RAY FITCHETTE
SEPT.

FIELD HOCKEY

HEAD COACH: CARLA K0NET
OCT.

NOV.

6 Saturday
13 Saturday
31 Wednesday
2 Friday

California
Stanford
San Jose
Chico

11:00 AM
11:00 AM
3:00 PM

NOV.

3:00 PM

1 Saturday
5 Wednesday
14 Friday
26
29
20
22
26
31
6
10

Wednesday
Saturday
Saturday
Monday
Friday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Saturday

Fullerton
UCSB
Long Beach State
Santa Clara
Fresno State
Stanford
Stanislaus State
St. Mary's
Fresno State
San Francisco State
Loyola Marymon!

4:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM

Classified as NCAA Division 1-A in all sports, the PCAA has flourished
under the active and dynamic leadership of former Commissioner Jesse T.
Hill and his successor Lewis A. Cryer, who begins his sixth year at the
conference's helm.
A desire to form a Division 1-A football conference was the spark that
led to the formation of the PCAA on July 1,1969. The 15-year-old conference
now consists of ten members (seven play football) of which five Pacific,
Long Beach State, San Jose State, Fresno State and UC Santa Barbara are charter members.
Cal State Fullerton joined the conference in the summer of 1974, followed
by UC Irvine in July of 1977. When Utah State was admitted in October,
1977, the PCAA was transformed into a regional conference and becomes
even more so with the addition of Nevada-Las Vegas in 1982 and New
Mexico State in January 1984.
Known as one of the most innovative conferences in collegiate athletics,
the PCAA was the first league on the West Coast to use a postseason
tournament as a means of selecting its NCAA Basketball Tournament
representative. The 1983 and 1984 tournaments were played at the Las
Angeles Forum.
Norman Jones of Utah State is the conference president while Stan
Volbrecht of Pacific serves as vice president. Jack O'Cain is the PCAA's
supervisor of football officials.

Past Champions
FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL

1969 San Diego State

1970 Long Beach State

1970 Long Beach State

1971 Long Beach State

San Diego State

T972 Long Beach State

1971 Long Beach State

1973 Long Beach State

1972 San Diego State

1974 Long Beach State

1973 San Diego State

1975 Long Beach State

1974 San Diego State

1976 Long Beach State

1975 San Jose State
1976 San Jose State
1977 Fresno State
1978 Utah State
San Jose State
1979 Utah State
San Jose State

Cal State Fullerton
1977 Long Beach State
San Diego State
1978 Fresno State
San Diego State
1979 Pacific
1980 Utah State

1980 Long Beach State

1981 Fresno State

1981 San Jose State

1982 Fresno State

1982 Fresno State

1983 Nevada-Las Vegas

1983 Fullerton State

1984 Nevada-Las Vegas

The California Bowl
In just three short years, the
California Bowl has established a
reputation as perhaps the most
exciting and unpredictable of the
nation's 17 postseason contests.
Inaugurated in 1981, the game an
nually pits the champions of the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
and the Mid-American Conference.
Last year, Northern Illinois upend
ed Fullerton State 20-13 to win the
coveted bowl. The 1981 game saw
Toledo of the MAC score in the last
15 seconds to decision PCAA king
pin San Jose State, 27-25, and then,
in 1982 host Fresno State staged a
miraculous fourth quarter rally to
nip Bowling Green, 29-28.

California Bowl IV will again be
held at 30,000-seat Fresno State
Bulldog Stadium and is slated for
Saturday, December 15. Kickoff is
slated for 1:00 P.M.
The contest is one of just two
close-ended (the Rose Bowl is the
other) bowl games in the country
and will again be televised national
ly by the Mizlou Television Network
out of New York, which shared last
year's wild affair with ESPN among
others. Station KMJ (Fresno) orig
inates the radio broadcast of the
game.
The four-year-old Fresno facility
that serves as home for the California
Bowl was funded by community
donations and features natural turf,

3:00 PM
1:00 PM
3:00 PM
2:00 PM
7:30 PM
3:00 PM
2:00 PM
1:00 PM
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LEWIS A. CRYER
PCAA Commissioner

a computer-operated scoreboard and
a field 37 feet below ground level,
insuring a good view from all seats.
Sponsoring the California Bowl is
the Greater San Joaquin Valley Sports
Association. Kenneth Purcell serves
as the organization's President, the
Executive Vice President is Maurice
Joy and Russ Sloan is the Executive
Director.
The Valley Children's Hospital
and Guidance Clinic has been desig
nated the game's official charitable
beneficiary and will receive any
profit derived from the game. The
winning team receives a perpetual
trophy, designed and sculpted espe
cially for the California Bowl.

Illllllllllllllll^^

TOP TIGER FUNDRAISERS
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PACIFIC ATHLETIC FOUNDATION

The community volunteers pictured below were the premier fundraisers in last spring's annual
Pacific Athletic Foundation (PAF) Fund Drive, which brought in almost $700,000 in support of the
University's athletic program. The efforts of all fund drive workers and the generosity of all donors
is sincerely appreciated by everyone associated with the UOP sports program.
Here is the Top 20:

These People Keep UOP's Tiger Roaring
A-Plus Electric
Dr. William Aaron
Abbey Rents
Abbey Carpets
Dr. Howard Abrams
Tony Aflague
All Phases Electric
Alpine Packing Co.
American Check Cashing Co.
American Honda
American Savings & Loan Assoc.
Chuck & Durlyn Anema
Angelina's Restaurant
Jim Anthony
Arctic Ice Company
H.D. Arnaiz Corp.
John Atwood Graphics
Babka Beer Co.
Harry Bader, D.D.S.
Charles Bailey
Armando Baldocchi
Bank of Stockton—Bob Eberhardt
Ted F. Baun
Bill Beauchamp
Beck Construction
Bellato Engineers
I B. Benedict Co.
Bennett & Compton, Inc.
Big Valley Cablevision
Big Valley Ford, Inc.
Mike Blatt
Blincoe Trucking Co.
John F. Blinn III, M.D.
John Blinn, Jr, M.D.
Chas. H. Bloom Co.
Bob's Country Club Chevron
Bockmon & Womble Electric
Bob & Ginny Borsdorf
Boulevard Auto Service
Ronald Brackney
The Bramwell Company
Brannon-Doherty Tires
Brea Agricultural Service
Mort Brown
Brownfield Electric, Inc.
Builders Ready Mix
Dr. L.C. Buscaglia
John P. Butorac
Jerry Cabral
California Construction & Coatings
California Cooler
California Copy, Inc.
California First Bank
California Floral Co.
Cal-Sierra Pipe, Inc.
Campbell's in the Village
Canepa's Car Wash
Carando Machine Works
Caron Compactor Co., Inc.
Jack Carter
Chapin Bros., Inc.
Pat & Mike Charles
Chase Chevrolet
Fritz Chin Photography
Dan Clabattari
Stanley Clark, M.D.

Coit Drapery & Carpet Cleaners
Howard D. Conn, Attorney
Mike Conroy Photography
Conti Trucking, Inc.
Continental Insurance
Control Products
Mark & Margo Cook
Coopers & Lybrand
Copy Quick

James E. Darnall, D.C.
Delta Benefit Plans
Delta Container Corporation
Delta Office Systems
Delta Packing Co. of Lodi, Inc.
Delta Safety Supplies
Delta Tree Farms
DeParsia's Restaurant & Catering
De Vinci's Delicatessan
Michael DiSerio
Jim Dobbins
Dohrman-King & Sanguinetti
Dominguez Roofing, Inc.
Tom Egan
Dick Eichenberger
Elkhorn Golf & Country Club
Richard F. Evans
Wesley Evans, M.D.
F&H Construction
John Falls' Men's Shop
Fayette Manufacturing Corp.
Robert Ferguson
Rick Ferrell—American Savings
Richard Filice
Filpi Construction, Inc.
Patrick Finch
Fish Market/Oyster & the Duck
John Fitzgerald
Florin Box & Lumber Co.
Foletta Brothers
Ken Fong Advertising
Four Seasons Catering
Fox & Company

Hansel & Ortman Leasing
Hansel & Ortman—Don Mann
Norm Harris
Hatchcover—Shannon's
Wayne A Hawkins
Hawley Chemical Co.
Mrs. L.C. Hay
Heather, Sanquinetti, et al
Ken Heinz
Al Heiser
Dr. George Herron
Hickinbotham Bros., Ltd.
Hilton Hotel
Jim & Denie Hodges
Holt Brcs.
Holt Motors
Thomas Hubbard

Mr. & Mrs. Duane Isetti

J&B Body Shop
J&J Consulting Inc.
J&S Lighting
Bob Jennison
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Johnsen
KHOP Radio
KJAX Radio
KJOY Radio
KWG Radio
KWIN Radio
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Kaeslin, Sr.
Clarence Kamps
Kamps Propane
Keith's Trophy Supplies
John Kipp, Inc.
Jerry Kirsten
John G. Kisst Farms
Bud Klein
Oscar Budd Kleinfeld
Robert Klinger
Knapp Ford—Jerry Knapp
Knobby Shop
Kobus Advertising
Marvin Krause
Yale Kroloff

Bill Gaines
David Gerber
Geweke Ford—Daryl Geweke
Gil's Heating & Air Conditioning
Giovanetti's Delicatessen
Walter Gleason
Gold & Son
Golden State Steel
Dr. Wm. Gorham
Edward T. Graham, D.D.S.
Tom Graham
Granite Construction Co.
Golden Grimsley
The Grupe Company

George Lagorio
Lambertson & Woehl
John Lamond
Rick Lange
Wm. H. Langenberg
Walter Lennox
Howard Lenz
Art J. Lewis
Lloyd Copy Equipment
Lodi R.V. Center
Lodi Video Stateion—Jim Peek
Lozano Plumbing
Clarence A. Lubkey, M.D.
Thos. Luckey Construction
Capt. William Lynch

Richard Hall
Norman Halleen
Hammer Lane Shell, Inc.

M&M Trucking
Dave McCann
Dwayne McClendon

Ralph McClure
Tim Machado
Don Mann Advertising
Dr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Mansoor
Manteca Bulletin
Manteca Leasing—David Knapp
Manteca News
Darrow Marcus
Paul Mariani
Edward Meren
Merit Janitorial Supply
Dr. Carlos Meza
Mid-Cal Tractor
Mid-Valley Agricultural Service
Midas Mufflers
J. Milano Company
Dr. Carl R. & Caralee Miller
Mills Press
Minatree Signs, Inc.
Miracle Mile Martinizing
Don Mobley
Morita Bros. Mobil
Ken Mork
Stan Morri Ford
Morris Auto Supply
Weldon & Elain Moss
Eugene Mullen
Mrs. Donald Murphy
NCR Corporation
Nelson Ready Mix
New York Life—D.A. Ehlert
Mr. & Mrs. Sil Nogare
North Cal Asphalt
Nunes Hay Service
Mrs. Esther Nusz
Nylen Development, Inc.
Oakwood Lake Catering
Frances Okamoto
Pacific Valley Motor Co., Ltd.
Pacoast, Inc.
Jim Paige Chevron
Panella Trucking, Inc.
Patmon Company, Inc.
Max J. Paulsen
Rick Paulsen
Pelton Shepherd Industries
J.C. Penney—Hal Monroe
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Pereira Photography
Phillips Country Club Chevron
Wm. Phillips Construction
Jerald K. Pickering
Polar Water Company
Poly Cal Plastics
Printing & Graphic Arts
Prospect Motors—Bill Halvorson
Quail Lakes Athletic Club
Randik Paper Co.
Raustin, Inc.
Keith Reeve
B.T. & Doris Reeves

Helen M. Renshaw
Ripon Farm Service
Dr. Anthony Rishwain
Ben W. Rishwain
Reed Robbins
Roek Construction
Rollins-Burdick-Hunter
Kenneth G. Rose
Fred T. Roseberry
Round Table Pizza
Rue, Hutchison, DeGregori,
Gormsen & Co.
S.F. Floral
Mike Salazar
Sanborn Chevrolet—Dick Sanborn
San Joaquin Lumber
Eugene H. Sanguinetti
Saylor & Hill
Don Schrader
Scott Bros. Sign Co.
Scott, Warded & Sands
Search Devt. & Real Estate Co.
Seawell, Van Noate & Jones
Ernie Segale
Wayne Segale
Julian Sepulveda
Mary Sharp
Jack Shaughnessy
J.C. Shepherd
Mas Shibata
Kyser Shimasaki
Pat Silvey
Simard Printing
J.H. Simpson Company
Ski Masters
Jerry & Linda Smith
Dixie Hughes Smith, CLU
Snyder Lithograph
Gene Sosnick
Alex Spanos
Dale Spoonhour
Jos. G. Spracher, M.D.
Stanfield & Moody
Stanislaus Roofing, Inc.
Dale Stanton
Steelgard, Inc.
Theodore Stephens
Steves Chevrolet-Buick—Frank Steves
Stockton Business Machines
Stockton Datsun—Woody Woods
Stockton Fence Co.
Stockton Inn
Stockton Manufacturing
Stockton Plating, Inc.
Stockton Ports Baseball
Stockton Poultry
Stockton Record
Stockton Savings & Loan—David Rea
Stockton Scavenger Assoc.
Stockton Terminal & Eastern Railroad
Stockton Tri Industries
Straw Hat Pizza—Quail Lakes
Stephen Strong
Joey & Jennifer Suliven
Sumiden Wire Products
Sunarex of Stockton

Taylor, Scott & Nichols
Teichert Construction
The Serving Spoon
Randy Thomas
G. Preston Thompson
Harold W. Thompson
Henning Thompson
Thompson Displays, INc.
3M National Advertising
Ticor Title Insurance
Toyota Town
Tracy Press
Travaile-Daugherty & Co.
Travel by Charles
Tudcr Construction

Union Planing Mill
Union Safe Deposit Bank
USA Emergency Towing Products

Vagabond Travel
Valimet, Inc.
Valley Lumber Co.
Valley Volkswagen—Jay Friedman
Van's Greenbriar Garden Centers
Frank Vaughan
Verner Construction
Villa 2000
Village Liquors
Hoji Wada
Wagner Corporation
Walker Business Forms
B.C. Wallace & Son, Inc.
Stephen Weesner
Anthony Weisensee
Tom Welch
West Coast Chemical Company
Wholesale Printing
Paul Wiemers
Edward Lee Williams
Roy 0. Williams
Harold Willis
Tom Wilson
Wilson Way Tires
G.M. Winched & Sons
Thomas Witter
Walt & Donna Wolterstorff
David Wong
Gilbert Wong
Wright's Stationers
Yagi Brothers
Bill Yamada
Bob Yamada
Carl Yamada
Clarence Yamada
Michiko Yamada
Richard Yamada
Dr. Ronald Yamada
Shoji Yamada
Creighton Younnel
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Zablosky
Gordon Zuckerman

Tiger Boosters — $50 to $1,249
Dan Agari
Gary Airola
Robert Amerman
Jay Anema
Avenue Flowers
Dr. William P. Bacon
Bank of America
John R. Ball
Bank of Stockton
Dr. Louis Barber
Barclay's Bank
Bartles Corner Drug
Beckwith-Hightower
Bekins Moving & Storage
Doug Bennet
William R. Bentler
Reno Berbano
David & Lillian Bisbee
Thomas J. Blackmun
Robert N. Blewett
Many Borges

Rory Botto
Marc Bourget
Bravo & McKeegan
Mark S. Bray
Larry G. Brehm
The Brothers
Ken Brown
Wm. E. Burch
Leo Burke
D.C. Burnham
James D. Bush
Mike Butler
C&B Equipment Co.
Ellis Calija
David Canclini
Ross F. Cardinalli, Jr.
Terence Carney
Caroline Photography
John B. Cecchini
Cerri Janitorial
Richard Chan

Chapel of the Palms
Dr. Robert Chard
Asa A. Clark, Jr.
Dr. Elmer Clawson
Emerson Cobb
Don L. Coberly, CLU
Bob Coe
Jacquelin M. Conn
Daniel R. Cotton, DDS
Mel & Nedora Counts
Jim Cox
Roy & Jean Crabtree
Pat Craig
Creative Signs, Inc.
Gene Cronin
Lew & Sandy Cryer
Arthur Cummings
Forrest Darby
Data Documents
Dick Davenport
Burt Davi

Judith Carol Davis
Thomas E. Davis
Dawson Distributing Company
Dean De Carli
Joe DeChristofaro
Albert Dell Aringa
Delta Door & Trim
Delta Welding Products, Inc.
Lawrence DeRicco
DeYoung Memorial Chapel
Douglas Tires - Ken Rusk
Wes Dunn
James R. Dyke
Jack Eagal
Leon Eakes
Chan Eayrs
Eddie's Carriage Trade Liquors
Henry Eilers
El Dorado Liquors
Bud Engdahl
Ralph W. Epperson

George Ernest
Dominic Errecart
John Errecart
Alan & Cynthia Estes
Fairway Auto Sales
Marilyn Field
Ron Fields
Sean Flannery
Susan Fletcher
Ken Ford
George Fowler
Lee Fowler
John Francois
Joe & Carole Franklin
Gary Fraser
Jack Fraser
Larry French
Mark Friend
Bill Fruehling
George K. Fujita
Bill Gaines
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Jeff Gaines
Larry C. Gaines
Pete Gaines
Stevan R. Gaines
William C. Gaines Jr.
Angelo Galindo
James Ganzer
Dennis Donald Geiger
Genova Bakery
Dominic George
Anthony Geremia
Roy Ghiggeri
Edward Gibbs
Mike Gikas
P.H. Gillaspy
Gingham Gal
Donald Gordon
Mario & Lydia Gori
Peter Gormsen
John & Nanci Gotelli
The Graduate

Guarantee Savings & Loan
Don Gunn
Richard & Charlotte Halleen
John Hammer
Kenneth B. Harman
Ken Harmon
George V. Hartmann
Laurence Held
Louis Held
Leo T. Helms
Paul Herman
Maurice Hernandez
Bernice L. Hickinbotham
Mrs. Loretta Holt
Hopper Dist. Co. Inc.
Lew Home
Joe Hovorka
Stephen Howard
Chuck Huber
Jack Hutchison
John T. lacopi

Yoshio Ted Itaya
Geo. L. Jacklich
Margie Ann Jeffry
Lowell L. Jensen
Carl M. Johnson
Robert V. Kavanaugh
Freda Keser
Rick Kiper
Kenneth L. Kjeldsen
Frank Konrath
Ed Le Baron
David Lambertson
Milton & Virginia Lambertson
Phil Laughlin
David LeBeouf
Arthur Leiba
Mike & Cathy Lewis
Robert Lewis
John Lopez
Keith Lowry
.

continued

Bob Yamada

Pete Gormsen

Bob Eberhardt

Gary Marchett

Bob Lewis

Char Schwyn

Bob Borsdorf

Daryl Geweke

Butler

Jim Anthony

Ralph McClure

Rob Wooton

Don Schock

Walt Wolterstorff

Howard Conn

Tiger Boosters — $50 to $1,249 (continued)
Hans J. Lund
Lloyd Lundstrom
Mike Macedo
Don Maffei
George A. Malloy
Michelle Manos ,
The Maple Room
Marchini Farms
Edwin L. Market
Fillmore Marks
Mazzera, Snyder, DeMartini
Lucile McClure
Richard McCurry
Wm. J. McGregor
Gladys McKeever
Scott McLaughlin
Dan McManus
Tom Mellis
Jim Menasco
Chad Meyer
Doris Meyers
Michael Milhaupt

Fermin Alustiza
Todd & Emily Anton
Antonini Bros., Inc.
L. Armitage
Biff & Liz Aschenbrenner
Ann Bauermeister
Mary Bean
Alma M. Bell
Tom Bocchino
Boggiano's Men/Boys Shop
Bowman & Company
Thos. E. Bugarin
Leroy Buller
Jim & Dorene Busser
Harold D. Caldwell
Bryce Carey

Dusty Miller
Mark Miller
Wayne Miller
Gerald Mollett
Jeanne Morando
Sil Morando
Frances A. Morgan
Dr. John I. Morozumi
Bryan F. Morse
Ross Morton
Jerry Murphy & Assoc
Oscar Natali
Joe Nava
Kay Niegel
Harold R. Nelson
John Nicholls
Kelly & Janet Nimtz
Geraldine Nogare
Pam Nogare
James T.C. Nuss
Reuben Nuss
George P. O'Dell
Tom O'Neill

Pat Carido
Ray & Joyce Cezar
Chuck's Hamburgers
Mike Cirigliano
Ethel Cieland
Russ L. Colwell
John Daproza
Tim Davanis
Lloyd DeBock
Delta Video Center
Walt Beltis
Dan DeLuca
John D. DeLuca
Surrender DeRaina
Tom Dosh
William L. Ellison

T. Mark & Mary O'Toole
William Offerman
Official Court Reporters
OK Floral
Charles D. Orrison
Joel Osborn
Tad Oshima
Overhead Door Co.
Donald Padilla
Pardini's
Dick Park
Payter's
Ed & Shirley Pepple
Robert Perasso
Pioli's Art Floral Shoppe
Al Petrig
Port Stockton Foods
Jo A. Pratt
Paul Press
Norman Pruitt
Walter Rathaus
Ray's Beverage

Elizabeth H. Rea
Rory K. Reeves
Reid Travel Associates, Inc.
George Retamoza
Bill Reynolds
Patrick J. Ribeiro
Dr. Raymond J. Rishwain
John W. Rickman
Rick's Chevron Service
Dr. Raymond Rishwain
Charles Risso
Mark K. Rogo
Leo Rolandelli
Alan Roselli
Steven Roselli, DDS
Arnold I. Rue
Dave Sanchez
Roy C. Sanders
Bob Sanguinetti
Santos, Weed, Jackson & Wilson
Joyce Scanavino
Char & Ed Schwyn

Emil & Melba Seifert
Gerald Sherwin
Thomas Shollin
R.W. Siegfried & Assoc.
Charles E. Skobrak
Bill & Sandra Smith
Donald Smith
Coach Ed Sowash
Michele Sprague
Star Beverage Company
Everett W. Stark
John Stark
Statewide Transport Service
Fred Stift
Dr. Dale E. Stocking
Stockton Travel
Dale E. Stockton, DDS
Stockton Roofing Company
Stockton Tailors
Jim Strasser
Wm. J. Striegel, Jr.
Buster Takechi

Ted's Meat
Allan Thode
Tracy Inn Coffee Shop
Tracy Liquors
Edward B. Traube. Jr.
Joe Travale
Dale Turner
Archie & Yuki Ueda
Dough Unruh
Gary Verzani
G.W. Van Vlack
Village Oaks Properties
Frank Wallace
Jack Walter's Union Station
Warehouse Golf
Carter Warmke
Waterloo Athletic Club
Will Watson
Dr. Paul Waters
Sharon Waugh
Clifford T. Webber
Weberstown Shpg. Cntr.

John L. White
Bruce Whiteley
Don L. Widmer
Doug Wilhoit
Owen Wilkinson
William's Tank Lines
John S. Williams
Ron Williamson
Douglas E. Wilson
Robert Winterberg
Rt. Rev. & Mrs. R.M. Wolterstorff
Rob Wooton
Ron Woxberg
Clara T. Yamada
Craig Yamada
Calvin Yamada
David Yamada
Keith Yamada
Ryan Yamada
Ken Yasui
Dick & Alice Ziarnik

Tiger Boosters — $25 to $49
John Ertman
Mark Feldkamp
Archangelo Feoli
Dr. George Ferguson
Bob Fickenscher
Dan Flores
R.W. Friedberger
Roy W. Gaebel
Randy Gaines
Melvin Garrow
Germany Auto Service
Tom Graves
Jon Gustorf
Weldon Hagen

Glenda & Daryl Harr
Virginia Huffman
Mary Wolterstorff Hunter
Mildred Huston
Jack's House of Music
Barry Jacobs
John Jones
Richard W. Konig
Jeffrey Ryan Lambertson
Bill & Jean Laughlin
Ron Laughlin
John Lewis
Robert Lloyd
Clarence H. Louie
Guy McElhany
Richard Mello
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Larry & Pat Meredith
Michael's New York Style Pizza
Patrick William Milhaupt
Sarah Litwin Milhaupt
Thomas Mooney, II
Moreno Trucking
JoAnn & Tom Neill
Mr. & Mrs. Wm. C. Neugebauer
Henry T. Okada
Albert Oliveira
Panizza Landscape Management
Jorge M. Paredes
Parkwoods Arco
Walt & Joan Patterson
Dave Peoples
Lisa Perry

Keith Petersen
Fred H. Peterson
Bernard Piersa
Larry Pippin
Craig Prosser
Bud & Mary Proulx
Robert Reelhorn
Renate's Fashions
Ralph Leon Saroyan
Ralph Schmidt
William Schwartz
Simonelli, Simonelli & Carash
Sound Tech Lab
Charles R. Spatola

Jane Swagerty
Ralph E. Swann
Hedy Tsutsumi
Lily Vargas
Helen Verber
John Vieira
Bud Watkins
John Welch
Richard E. West
Todd Widens
Charles Williams
Rod & Clare Woznick

I, |

TIGER WHEELS
Listed among the key supporters of Pacific athletics are the members of Tiger Wheels — those who donate
a new car for use by UOP coaches and administrative personnel.
These automobiles are essential to the efficient and successful operation of the athletic program and
everyone associated with Pacific athletics is appreciative of the role played by the individuals pictures below:

CHUCK CHATFIELD, Owner
Holt Motors
3755 N. West Ln., Stockton

JAY FRIEDMAN, Owner
Valley Volkswagen
647 E. Miner, Stockton

OARYL GEWEKE, Owner
Geweke Ford/Mercury/AMC
1045 S. Cherokee, Lodi

BILL HALV0RS0N, Owner
Prospect Motors
645 Hwy. 49-88 No., Jackson

Getting Around
Town Just
Got Better!
\ /

DAVID KNAPP
Manteca Leasing/Knapp Ford
555 N. Main, Manteca
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mm
JERRY KNAPP, Owner
Knapp Ford
555 N. Main, Manteca

DON MANN, Owner
Hansel & Ortman
Cadillac/Buick
Park & Hunter, Stockton

FRANK STEVES, Owner
Steves Chevrolet/Buick
505 E. "F" St., Oakdale

STAN MORRI, Owner
Stan Morri Ford/Mercury/
Chrysler
104 W. 11th, Tracy

BOB PERALTA, Genl. Mgr.
Chase Chevrolet
Miner & Hunter, Stockton

WOODY WOODS, Owner
Stockton Datsun
1847 N. Wilson Way,
Stockton

PAUL UMDENSTOCK, Owner
Big Valley Ford
711 E. Miner, Stockton
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DICK SANBORN, Owner
Sanborn Chevrolet
1210 S. Cherokee, Lodi

SMTD has just added
seven new routes to
its schedule to make
riding the bus more
convenient than ever
before. You can even
ride the bus at night!
From now on it's going
to be a lot easier to go
to work, to school, or
to a movie.
Pick up your new
schedule at the SMTD
offices, 1533 East
Lindsay Street, or at
numerous Stockton
outlets. For additional
route and schedule
information telephone
943-1111.

BOB ZAMORA, Owner
Toyota Town
610 N. Hunter, Stockton
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BASKETBALL PREVIEW
University of the Pacific's Tiger
basketball squad opens its 1984-85
season Saturday, November 24 at Por
tland as the Tigers come out fighting to
improve on last year's 3-27 record.

Home dates include games against
Westmont College, Oklahoma City
College, Seattle University and Montana
State.

Head Coach Tom O'Neill welcomes
back four returning starters in his third
year at the helm including last year's
second leading scorer and top rebounder Andy Franklin. Also returning is AllPCAA freshman pick Brent Counts and
guard Kyle Pepple, who is on pace to
become UOP's all-time leading assist
man after only one year in the lineup.

Pacific
opens
its
conference
schedule Saturday, January 5 with the
always-wild rivalry against Fresno State
in Stockton. And basketball critics are

Highlighting this year's schedule is
the American Savings Classic, slated
for Friday and Saturday, December 21
and 22. Pacific welcomes the University
of San Diego, Illinois State and Texas
A&M to the A.G. Spanos Center for
what should prove to be one of the
West's top tournaments. Both San
Diego and Illinois State were NCAA
Tournament teams in 1983-84.
In addition to the Classic, UOP's nonconference schedule includes away
dates at the Stanford Tournament with
Stanford, LaSalle and Brigham Young.

picking the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association as one of the country's
best with the Runnin' Rebels of NevadaLas Vegas highlighting a conference of
potent and exciting teams in the PCAA
tradition.
Ticket information for UOP games
can be had by calling the UOP Box Of
fice at 946-2474.

1984-85 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
NOV 24
30
DEC 1
4
7
15
21
22
31

Sat.
Fri.
Sat.
Tues.
Fri.
Sat.
Fri.
Sat.
Mon.

at Portland
7:30 PM
at Stanford Tournament
7&9 PM
(BYU. La Salle. Stanford. UOP)
7:35 PM
WESTMONT COLLEGE
OKLAHOMA CITY
7:35 PM
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
7:35 PM
AMERICAN SAVINGS CLASSIC 7&9 PM
(III. State, Texas A&M, San Diego, UOP)
MONTANA STATE
7:35 PM

JAN 5 Sat. FRESNO STATE
10 Thu. at Nevada-Las Vegas

7:35 PM
8:05 PM
7:30 PM

12 Sat. at UC Irvine
16 Wed. NEW MEXICO STATE (TV)
19 Sat. LONG BEACH STATE

7:35 PM
7:35 PM

21 Mon. UTAH STATE
26 Sat. UC SANTA BARBARA

7:35 PM
7:35 PM

FEB

MAR

28 Mon. at Utah State
31 Thu. at Fresno State

7:30 PM
7:30 PM

4
7
9
11

Mon.
Thu.
Sat.
Mon.

at San Jose State
NEVADA-LAS VEGAS
UC IRVINE
at Cat State Fullerton

7:30 PM
7:35 PM
7:35 PM

14
16
21
25

Thu.
Sat.
Thu.
Mon.

at Long Beach State
at New Mexico State
SAN JOSE STATE
CAL STATE FULLERTON

2 Sat.

at UC Santa Barbara

7- Thu.- at PCAA Tournament
9 Sat. (LA Forum)

LOS ANGELES RAIDERS

NOTRE DAME

Pacific Basketball Squad Gearing Up for New Season

Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 6
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov. 3
Nov. 17
Nov. 24

Sept. 2
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 24
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov. 4
Nov. 12
Nov. 18
Nov. 25
Dec. 2
Dec. 10
Dec. 16

PURDUE
Michigan State
COLORADO
Missouri
MIAMI
AIR FORCE
SOUTH CAROLINA
LSU
Navy
PENN STATE
USC

7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:35 PM

at Houston Oilers
GREEN BAY PACKERS
at Kansas City Chiefs
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
at Denver Broncos
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS
MINNESOTA VIKINGS
at San Diego Chargers
DENVER BRONCOS
at Chicago Bears
at Seattle Seahawks
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS
at Miami Dolphins
at Detroit Lions
PITTSBURGH STEELERS

7:35 PM
7:30 PM
TBA

Home Games in Bold Face

UOP FOOTBALL
IS "LIVE" ON

KJOY (1280 AM)
'Come see us...
Before or After the Game t i
r r<

For the 17th consecutive
year, KJOY will be your
Tiger football station. Will
Watson and Duane Isetti,
in their ninth and fifth
seasons, respectively, will
bring you all the action—
at home and on the road.

• Imported & Draft Beer
• Specializing in BBQ/Burgers
• Take-Out Available

1/2 mile north of UOP Stadium

Will Watson

(formerly Humps)

4555 N. Pershing & March Lane
(Venetian Square)

Broadcasts begin 40 minutes prior to
kick-off and are brought to you by:

Phone: 473-8853

Bank of Stockton
Anheuser-Busch
Pepsi-Cola of Stockton

Open: Monday thru Saturday *11 a.m. 11 p.m.
Happy Hour: 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
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PACIFIC, HAIL!

PACIFIC
"TIGER FIGHT SONG"

From o'er the rugged mountains
Come on you hungry Tigers—

standing high:

I

Fight—Fight—Fight

From out the broad low valleys,

Hansel & Ortman
Cadillac • GMC • Oldsmobile
Hunter & Park Streets, Stockton (209) 465-5875

Let's win the game you Tigers—

'Neath the sky;

Fight—Fight—Fight

Our Alma Mater calls,

See the Tigers breaking through,

We cannot fail,

After goals we'll get them too—

Our voices blend in praise

Fighting for UOP, we're after

Pacific Hail! Pacific Hail!

THE SIGN OF
A FAIR DEAL

victory.
So hail, oh hail the Orange and

Long may her flaming torch

Black, see those banners gleam—

Give out its light:

We'll shout for fame, 'cause we'll

Long may her spirit guide us

win the game—

In the right;
To her we pledge our hearts,

We're the FIGHTING TIGER

We dare not fail;

We're the FIGHTING TIGER

To her we raise our song

We're the FIGHTING TIGER TEAM!

*! STO CKTOI\l *

Pacific Hail! Pacific Hail!

Good Luck, Tigers!

ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
An experienced collegiate athletic administrator and first-rate program
builder, Dr. Carl R. Miller became University of the Pacific's Director of
Athletics and Chairman of H.P.E.R. in June after spending eight years at
the University of North Dakota.
The 50-year-old Miller enjoyed great success at North Dakota as the Sioux
won a pair of NCAA Division I crowns in hockey (1980-82), made several
NCAA post-season appearances in numerous sports, and won 24 conference
titles.
Miller has developed a reputation on a national level as he served on
numerous national and regional committees and is currently the chairman
of the NCAA Men's Committee on Committees.
Prior to venturing to NDU, he spent two years at the University of South
Dakota (1971-76) where he was Director of Athletics and Chairman of the
Physical Education and Recreation Department. He also served as AD and
chairman at North Dakota State (1969-71), wrestling coach at North Texas State (1967-69), assistant professor and
football coach at Huron College (1965-67), assistant athletic director at Central High School (1964-65), program
director and fundraiser for the YMCA in LaCrosse, Wisconsin (1961-64) and AD for the Mazomanie Public School
District (1960-61).
A native of LaCrosse, Wisconsin, Miller and his wife Caralee have a 27-year-old son, Michael. Miller received an
undergraduate degree in Physical Education/Biology in 1960 from Wisconsin-LaCrosse, a master's in PE and coun
seling and Guidance from the University of Minnesota (1965) and a doctorate in Educational Administration from
North Texas State (1969).
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Stockton's Waterfront Marina (Dock F) (209) 462-9228 or 465-5875

1984
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Year of the Olympics

Coors Light

C&UFOTUnA COOLEU

Fine Quality Beers Since 1873

BABKA BEER CO.
Stockton, CA

